*

\

*f

HAIL I

lOKILA.MI

ini'

J'KESS

SUMMER RETREATS.
LOOK.

FOBTLAXD Pl BLIsniNG CO.,
Light Dollars

HEALTH

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
$2

50

pleasantly,

daily

pleasure ridlug.

BAY VIEW HOUSE
Ferry Beacb, Saco, Me.
Moulton & Clank,

Ornamental

1-2 middle Street,

Portland.

Curtains, Ornamental Cards, Glass
and all kinds of Fancy Painting.
3w
juylC

CHARLES It. BERRY,
House mid Store Awnings, Tents,
Flags, Ac.

Up Stairs.

rir-TKVrS TO LET.
Orders by mail promptly nttendod to.

juyl7tf

GEORGE E. BIRD,

ATTORNEY at
Jyl2tf

1 .to MIDDLE

LAW,

ST._

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

Attorneys

and Solicitors
-OF-

Foreign Patents,

and

American

This old, well known and fhvorite house has
during
the past winter, been thoroughly repaired, remodeled
aud supplied with new furniture, in style
equal to
is now opened for ]»ermanent
any Hotel of the
and transient boarders.
The rooms are light and airy, the arrangement, being such, that each room has a view upon Main st., a
street unsurpassed iu beauty, by none in the State.
Making it a most pleasant resort for visitors from cities (luring the summer season.
The larder will be kept fully
supplied with the best
the market affords, at all times and seasons, and no
pains or expense spared to make the condition of all
who may patronize the House agreeable and
happy.
Central and commodious SAMPLE ROOMS are
open, in connection with the house to accommodate

Traveling agents.

Coaches leave the House to connect with all the
Steamers touching at Rockland from east or west
Also to carry jtassengers to and from the cars.
Carleton’s well-known Livery Stable is connected
with the House.
Ail old acquaintance and friends at the Lyndk
House, where the uiulersignod officiated as Clerk
from its opening, are invited not to
forget his present
residence. He will be at home and happy to Liee*
them all.
WILLIAM K. BICKFORD,

CougreNii 9t., Portland, me.

209

respect
ed

to

ah
ana promptly auswereu.
au application for Pateut can

by mail.

business

ADAMS

iu

be transact-

BRIN§,

10 1-0 Market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
tyMr. B., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian. Immigrants. Those dcsirii g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
jun2t>eod6m

WHOLESALE COAL

[

BEALS’

at lowest

L.

W.

KEILER,

house at every train,

Manager.

OCEAN

PAINTER, THE
finished the

reon

in the

same

throughout, can

iiies desiring pleasant board in

SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO_PA INTER

Having just relumed from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed bis
business, and is ready to embody into his future
work some of the new ideas acquired there.

Country.

accommodate 1am-

healthy location.

a

__

A.

O. Schlotterbeck & Co.,
303

POBT1AND,

Congress

st.

It is situated about two miles from the celebraied
“Poland Springs”. For further particulars call on,
address
GEO. E. HOUGHTON.
Poland, June 7, 1872.
junStf

“BLACK ROCK.”
favorite shooting and fishing resort, tormerly
the headquarters of the lamented “Kale” LorTHIS
will he

oiien to transient company and
ing
regular
boarders
the pleasure and recreation season
of 1872. No effort wifi bp spared to make “Black
Rock" pleasant for all who may visit it or those who
choose to tarry.
J. W. PILLSBURY, Prop.

during

Jny8

__

ME.

Washington

ap12ti

(Formerly

Warren

SHIP

Is

commission merchant,
424 SOUTH HEI.AWARE AVENUE,
jan31
_PHILADELPHIA.

H. L. GREGG &
Successors to

SHIP

open fer

now

summer

»lollars and

a

half per

day.

169
Fore Street.
G.

O.

J.

EDWIN

148 EXCHANGE 8T.

_jan22tf_
EDGAR 8.

ai

Lnw !

At prices less than

All Wool

be bought at wholesale.

can

G.

s

HUNT& JEWETT
W luies*le Dealers in

Italian <fc American Marble,
OJBce 319 CONGRfill STREET,
Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

keep
good assortment of Italian
aud American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Mouumemal stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

SHALL

hand

a

aug22

ers.

J.

H.

hooper,

UPHOLSTERER
Nos. SI & 93 Free Street,
MANUFACTURER OF

Pablob Suits, Lounges, Spring Beds,
MATTBKS8 £8,
HcDoucngb i'ntrni Bed I.onugra, £■•
auM'lcd Ckairn, Ac.
8yA11 kinds ol repairing neatly done. Furnlnre

boxed

aud matted.

WM.

M.

Book, Card

_•c545-*fi9r T&Stf

MARKS,

& Job

Printer,

109 EXCHANGE 8T.,

an see the goods and you will
buy.
SISK is a veteran in tbe business, and thoroughly understands the wants of the people.

then call

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22

tc

ESTABLISHED 1840.

W. PRANK BACON,

SCOTCH

SUITS,
Worth $13.50 for $9.
A Good Business Suit
A

Viarge Lst

Teals,

understand
A. F.

mv

a

business.

SISK, 171 Fore Hi.

Chance for
Friends.

IjlOR

They are

the first ten volumes, extending from
1836 to 1841. Each volume is bound, and contains
41 pp. Apply at the Press Office
mylOdtf

MY

3w#

Second National Bank, located at
Portland,
in the State of Maine, la closing up ita
aflalra
All Note holders and other creditors of said associatherefore
are
hereby notified to preaent the Note*
tion
and other claims against the association for payment'
W. N.
GOOLD, Cashier.
Portland, Maine, June 21th. 1872.
Je27d2m

THE

REMOVAL!

Beal’*1

Plate,
So. 33 Hawkins St, near Sudbury Street,
BONTOIV, MANS.
ty Refining done at abort notice.
ap27*3m

WM- A. EVANS,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
FORT
Jy4tf

FAIRFIELD.

N. E.

parties desirous oi engaging in tho Flour
business, it oilers rare inducements.
Terms favorable.
Possession given
1,
1873. Application may be made in tierson January
or by ‘letter to
MRS. MARY S. BAILEY,

Jy8dtf_South
WM. H.

Paris,

One door

JuylGdtf

R E

MOVAlT"

DR. GEO. A. CLARK, HOJHEOPATHIST,
Has removed t

jel7<llm

M,

and 2 to 4

lOO Load* Rich Garden Loam.
be had for the hauling away from High gt.
jylleodlw

o. R. DAVIS «& CO.

pper Narrows”.
T. Gloucester

““ wall on
Alllrmn about 225 linearlh?feetgra,,lte
Point AUcrton
and that on Long
laiao‘1 Head about 275 linear feet.
Wellfleet Harbor, Massacbasetts.—For
Ut 2°° cnbic yurilB Bunken
rocks from

Jbeb«J11ofa,ly

GEO. THOM,
Lieut. Col. of Engineers,
Bvt. Briir. Gen. IT. S. A.
u. a. r.iigineerH unice,
(
Portland, July 18,1872.1
6t
Jnyl8

ownor

wants to go

■I"11'11_SAMUEL

SEWING MACHINE
For all kinds of work, heavy or light, and the most

popular.

on

This practical and easily managed machine has now
stood the test of time and thorough experiment; and
the thousands who have fortunately used ours, frankly give it the preference, as the very best, both in
this country aud in Europe. Study,
capital and inventive genius iiave been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now with

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,
present “Lock-Stitch” Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELFR & WILSON’S is reliable, economical and noiseless. It answers the wants
of the household completely, and
our

np

ntoirs.

can be done upon it with greatand ease of execution to
begiuners than
accomplished on any other. It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all—as a
Family
Machine—on both sides of the Atlantic.

rapidity

can

AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 130 Midfitreet.
J. W. Sc U. U. JJICDUFFEE, Cor. Hiddle
Sc Union fits.
J.

be

die

Those who want the best should obtain

WHEELER & WILSON’S

TO LEI.
To Let,
Rent in

Manager

A

SMALL
j

IS

are requested
we offer.

to avail them-

AUBURN, Maine.
3m

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three points of excellence which I claim, are:
1st: constant and thorough circulation of pure air;

2nd; dryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; no
intermingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of Its success. Call, or send for circulars.

Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.’s Ice House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf

TEAS FREE.
line of choice

which will be furnished

on

application.

52

SPICES, &c.
Chatham St., Boston, Mass.

Junl4d3m

MIDLAND

Dwelling

Houses and.

S. L.
at

Jel3tf_Attorney

TO
ing

fruit trees,
Apply at 200

corner

New York,

15000Town of Peering Bonds!
FOR SALE

Ay

SECOND NATIONAL BANK

Agents Wanted.
f'Tnvqoa

for

Tl»

V

IA.

—

* n._

nr*.

of

and

O

O

grape vine, &c.
Commercial St.

garden,

Streets;

contain-

IN

of those

large and commodious

THOMPSON

THE

.TO

Sewing Machine

Inquire

of

during

Apply at this office.

the

months.

summer

may7tf

i/L Vessels

Wanted.

-GiMiA To freight Coal from New York an<l
™Philadelphia t* Portland and otlier

TEAK

PORTLAND.

THOUSAND EIGHT
SEVENTY-TWO.

HUNDRED

re-

ordained by tbe Mayor, Aldermen, and ComCouncil of the City of Portland, in City Couna. follows:

assembled,

hereby amended by striking eut the words
"twenty dollars" in the seeond line of said section,
and instead thereof the words “not less than
ten,'nor
more than fifty dollars, as may be
determined by
the Committee on Cemeteries and Public Grounds,
acting with the advice and conseut of the Trustees of

said Cemetery.”
The price to be mentioned ms the consideration
named iu the deed from the
city, shall be fixed by
tbe Committee on Cemeteriee and Public
Grounds,
and Trustee, of Evergreen Cemetery, and a Schedule of said lots for sale, with
numbers,Jsections and
shall
bo
made by said Committee and Trusprices,
tees, aud recorded with the City Treasurer and local
Sugierintendent of saUl Cemetery.
Section 2. SaiiljSecti»n;4 is further amended' by
strikiug out the word “twenty" in the eighth line.
Section 3. All ordinances, inconsistent herewith

hereby repealed.
Section!!. This Ordinance shall take

are

BLOCS,

88

|

TENEMENT
water. For

those that

Commercial st.

Let,

let, containing? rooms, Sebago
particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

to

about purchasing

a

all other First Class

Standing Committee ou laying

out new streets,
said Committee hereby gic. notice to all parties interested that said Committee will meet at the junction of
Summer and West Commer.ial streets, in said Portland, on Friday, the NineUentb day of .July,A.D. 1*72,
at 3J o’clcck p. m., t. hear all the parties
interested,
and then determine and adjudge whether public convenience requires Summer street to be discontinued
from a point at or near the Easterly line of the Distillery Lot to a iKiint at or near the the angle in said
street, aud whet tier public convenience requires a
new street to be laid out from the point first
named,
or near the same « a point on West Commercial
street at or near its jun.tion with Beach street.
Also, will meet on the same day at 4 o’clock p. m.,
at the corner of Beach and Brackett streets, te hear
all the parties interested, and then' determine aud
adjudge whether public convenience requires that
Beach street from Brackett Street to Clark street be
discontinued aud whether public convenience requires
a new street te be laid out from Brackett
street, at
er near the head ef York street, to a
point on Clark
street, between Beach and Summer^streets.
And if said Committee adjudge that either of said
Streets be laid out or discontinued, they will then assess the damages therefor.

Machines

1

Warburton, 165 Middle Street.
_Juy2__
WILSON SEWING MACHINES
the best satisfaction, and
to thirty dollars less than
GIVE
any

sold from ten
other first-class

are

machines.

Agents Wanted in various parts of
England for unoccupied territory, to whom very

New
liberal inducements will be offered. Also a number
of canvassers wauted in and about Portland.
R-J. BELLAMY & CO. Portland Office No. 179
Middle Street, over Marr Brothers.

fuyl7dlm

E. GOTT, Manager.

ELIAS HOWL

To be Let,
whole or part of the block of Brick
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

THE

Stores

on

Patterns of Garments

ICE!

PLUMMGR-*

1872.
&

173 Middle 3t„

Co.,

Having secured their stock of

WILDER
Up 8t»lr».

10

CARRIAGES.

Are prepared to furnish

OR FOR THE SEASON.
AT LOWEST KATES.
SOLICITED.

Office, No. 14 Cross Street,
Or JT. C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

nirl2distf

Notice.

outside Door with Door Frame and Side
Lights. Also two Windows, glass 10x19, with
frames Idinds and weights complete. Inquire at No.
0 Exchange st, or D. W. NASH, No. 127 Soring st.

KRKBY forbid all iiersoiiH harlioring or trusting my wife Mary K. Cushing, on hit account, as
1 shall pay no debts of her contracting after this date.
JOHN F. CUSHING.

Ill

Cape Elizabeth, July 9,1872.

Committee
dtd

on

JuyI0*d3w

No doubt the unmuzzled canines,
accord, will praise him as a n-iceBergh for “dog-days.”
The death warrants read to
culprits on the
in New Jersey cover eleven
pages,
and the performance
takes
in

usually

place

the hottest part of the
day. As the sheriffs
have to “spell out” all the hard
words, the
operation is rather tedious to the

gentleman

to be

hanged.

A new enemy to the
strawberry has just
It is a small palish green
worm,
which attacks the top of the leaf,
eating and

appeared.

spninning

web, and drawine the leaf into
killing it. Several fields have already been attacked, and large numbers of
plants killed.
a

a

ball and

Stockholders of the Portland Company
THE
hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of the
will be held
corporation

at the office of the Company,
at their works, on Tuesday, the 23d day of July, at 3
o’clock in the afternoon, for the following purposes,
viz:
1st. To act on the reports of the Directors and Treas-

meeting.

Notice to Coal Dealers !
CITY

OP

PORTLAND.

The Committee on Public Buildings will receive
proposals until the twentieth day of July, A. D., 1872
for three hundred and fifty tonsof the first quality of
Lehigh Coal, to be delivered and put in at such ol the
Public Buildings as may be designated, on or before
the first
day of October next,
The coal is to be in all resists of the best quality
of the name, and In the best erder, and well screened
and weighed by sueh weigher as the city may designate. Each bid must state the kind of Lehigh coal
proiK>sed to be tarnished.
The city reserves the right to
reject any or all bids,
and to require satisfactory sureties in the sum ot
one thousand dollars.
Address Proposals to
BENJ. KINGSBURY, JR.,
ju!8td
Chairman.

Portland, Rutland, Oswego & Chi*
cago Railway Company.
corporation
notified that their annual meeting will
THE
at the
Office in

we

hereby

be held

Company’s

Racklett'Block, corner of
Middle and Church Street in Portland, on WEDNESDAY, the 31st, day of July current, at tengo’clock in
the forenoon for the following purposes:—

1st—To hear ami act upon tne reports of the Directors and Treasurer.
2d—To choose a board of Directors.
3d—To see if the Stockholders will instruct the Directors to apply to the Legislature to extend the time
for locating and completing their road.
4th—To seo if the Stockholders will instruct their
Directors to
the legislature to aut horize the
City of Portland to loan its credit in aid of the construction of their road.
5th—To tragsact any other business that may legally come before them.

petition

of the Directors.
JOHN NEAL, Clerk.
Portland, July 8, 1872.
jyl2-dtd
Per order

Atlantic Sk St. Lawrence Railroad
Co., Annual meeting.

I

TAKE pleasure in announcing to the people oi
Maine that I now have on hand the

Largest

and Best Assortment

of Carriages ever exhibited in this State, embracing
almost every kind of a carriage now in use, and several new styles (sold by no other concern) for side at
greatly reduced prices—much less than first-class
carriages can be purchased for at any other place in
New England.
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
Books of cuts, with prices, sent free to persons desiring to purchase.

C.

P.

KIMBALL,

PORTLAND,
June 11-t,t,S8

of the Atlantic & St. Lawrence
Railroad
are hereby notified that their
Annual Meeting will be held at the office of the Treasurer, in the Grand Trunk
Passenger Station
in Portland, on Tuesday, the 6th day ot
August,
1872, at 10 o'clock a. iu.. for the purpose of making
choice of nine Directors for the current year, and for
the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.
F. R. BARRETT, Clerk.
Portland, July 13,1872.
junli td

Railway

ME.
3m

UPON
Per

Order.

July

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

17-dtd_

_

Board.
GENTLEMAN and wife or single gentlemen
can lie accommodated with good rooms and
board at 21 1-2 Free street. Terms reasonable.

A

July

18-tf_

Little

Hog Island.

subscriber, haring completed their Wharf
at Little Hog island, are prepared to let the
Island to pic-nlc parties and associations by the day.
Vessels of large size can lay at the wharf at low
tide, and the landing not being a public one, potties
hiring the Island will be secure from Intrusion.
HEN It Y DEEllINO,
W. H. FESSENDEN.

THE

July 18-dlia

The Boston Past says that
“everything was
done coolly, in spite of the weather, in Baltimore.” Yes, but it was of the wet blanket
order of coolness.
An English chemist avers that the manufacture of wine is now conducted on such
highly scientific principles that grapes are
with.

A little boy in Shreveport
recently asked a
lady who made her teeth. She replied,
“God.” “Well,” remarked
young Shreveport, “Dr. Kendall made mother’s, and they
beat yours by a sight.”
It is reported that Jay Cooke’s next financial movement will be in the direction of
matrimony, and that a Philadelphia belle will
be tin* leading operator in the
syndicate.

The fashion correspondent of
Harper's
Bazar writes from Paris that Parisian toes
were only comfortable
through the month of
June when being toasted before a
blazing fire.
Gauzy wrappings and lace overdresses caused their owners to shiver as
they thought of
them folded away
unused, heavy silks and
even velvet dresses
being worn in place of the
seasonable clothing prepared. And so variable is the temperature that
umbrellas, furs
and parasols often come into
requisition on
the same day.
It is announced that Prince
Bismarck, who
attending the Masonic lodge when war
was declared
against Austria, is now about to
return to it.
ceased

Ralph Waldo Emerson put this question in
his characteristic college address at Amberst:
“May not the time come when the poetry of
Homer and Milton will seem like the sound of
of a tin pan!”
The West is largely represented at the seaside resorts of New Hampshire and Maine.
The departure of the Duke Alexis tor
South Africa is the latest
intelligence of interest from Rio Janeiro. He will debark at
Zanzibar with a sufficient force of men to
fight his way to Lake Tanganyika, where he
hopes to take up the trail of Livingstone
where Stanley dropped it, and recover that
lonely wanderer or perish in the attempt.
The long talked-of scheme of
putting a
third rail on the Eric railroad so as to have
the common gauge of four
feet, eight and a

inches,

is

to be carried out

by

the new

The broad gauge will be continued for the present
rolling stock until it is
worn out, but all new cars and
locomotives
will be built of the narrow
gauge.
managers.

A London religious paper
burlesques the
American sensational style of
advertising
church services, by giving the
following:
“Next Sunday, Father Ignatius is advertised
to preach in a cafe at West
End, and General
Tom Thumb and his suite are to be
present.”
Mrs. Sophie Lipps of St. Louis is negotiatfor a divorce from Anton
Lipps. In the
words of the poet, better far those
Lippa had

ing

A benevolent scientist suggests that a reporter of the New York Herald be sent to
the arctic

regions,

to

discover,

if

possible,

whereabouts of Sir John Franklin.
Don’t do it—we know all about it as well as
if we had been there. Sir John would be
the

found

tranquilly sitting

on

the

top

of the

North pole, with the air of profound meditation of his Darwinian brethren. The reporter would meet with a cool reception.
Sir John would make a frigid bow, ofTer him
a fan and a
glass of icewater and advise him
to run right home, like a good
boy, and tell
the Herald what he knows about the thermometer.

There

“peaked” looking children in
according to Charles Nordhoff.
The women begin to take on fat at au
early
age, and lose their figure before they are
twenty-five.
are no

California,

It seems the penny

postal card system is to
trial at the beginning,
through the irrepressible propensity of the
live American to “advertise.”
Letters are
pouring into the department asking when the
cards will be ready. New York merchants
have made applications for over two millions
to be used as advertising cards.
Firms in

to receive

a severe

Boston, Providence, Philadelphia, Pittsburg(
Cincinnati, St. Louis and other large cities
have similar requests filed, and it is believed
that at least one-half of the first lot will be

immediately disposed

of to

corparatious and

business houses.

CITY CLERK’S OFFICE,
July 16, 1872.
the petition of J. B. Lucas for permission
to erect ami maintain a portable Steam Engine
in basement of No. 51 Exchange st, notice is hereby
given that on Monday, the 29th inst, at 7 1-2 o’clock.
P. M. a hearing will be had of all parties interested
in said petitiou, at the Aldermen's Uoom in the City

Building.

propri-

half

Company j

City of Portland.

CARRIAGES,

ICE !

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted

tr ORDERS

KING,

rich,
RANDALL,
Laying Out New Streets.

Sewing Machines THE stockholders
Company
ANDBUTTERICK’S

jyl8tf

DAILY

F.

SAM’L s.
JOHN F.

Stockholders of this

R.

tt

PURE

JPORTlZndT

JACOB McLELLAN, Clerk.
jyt) tt<&* td

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 sixwls for 5c.

__

ar-

Leavitt, Burnham

jyl8dl0t

Portland, July 6,1872,

IMPROVED HOWE

Sewing

TAYLOR,

SEAS(

are

to call at

and

Middle st.

on

176

when

to papers referred July 1st, 1872, by
PURSUANT
the City Council of Portland to th.
undersigned
Joint

fore t.he

OTHERS

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
sumo block,
PROCTER,
93 Exchange st.

To

ALL

aplOSole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

To Let.
Middle street, recently occupied by

my21-dtf

OF

ery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted t# give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

stores

_

L.

THOSE

Machines said on Monthly Instalments.
jy Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroid-

MRS. IK. E.

No. 92

eflTect

approved.

urer.

finish.

LET.

STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
je3-4f
To Let

with open

with one

gradually being dispensed

OF
ONE
AND

at.

2d. To choose Directors for the ensuing year.
3d. To act on any other business that may come be-

331 CONGRESS STREET,

SHEPARD & COMPANY,
J. C.

were

Where we shall keep constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of

63F* If app[ied for immediately will be let low.

Or,

invite all

we

ARMSTRONG.

No. 47-49 Middle St.
more

contentedly along

food

are

report indicates how well the Ninger Sewing Machine maintains It early and well earned

TO LET.
Store and Basement
Ono

trot

mouth.

etor, who declared, sh’ help him, it wash de
firsht time anyvon ever got a fit in hish store.

Portland

This

popularity.
B.

tongue and

dogs are not to
weather, as it prevents

A

and wife er two gentlemen enn
be tarnished with front rooms and
good board,
also, transient or table, gentlemen boarders can find
accommodations by applying to MRS. WILtUR, No. 4 Cheatnnt Street.
may27-tf

.

52,000!
B.

has decreed that

An epileptic patient was seized with convulsions in a Chatham street oP clo’
shop the
other day, much to the distress of the

Boarders
Wanted.
GENTLEMAN

MARQUIS

181,260.
EXCEEDING

For Sale.

Juylli*;)t

1871

Law, 80 Middle St.

jyl3-dlw*A.

34

ONE

Me.

Tlio Sale of the Singer Sewing Matliino for the year

Con-

LET.

corner

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co
JylSdtf

St., Portland,

SEWING MACHINE.

CARLETON,

Ferry Village,
High
IN House
finely located, with nice

We believe them one of the safest and most profitble investments offered in this market for years.

25 PINE ST.

-way 29-utf

BENJ KINGSBURY, Jr.,

IMPKOVED

Stores to rent.

Inquire of

ICE!
The price has been advanced to 85 and interest for
the present, and a further advance is contemplated.

GIRL to do general house-work; work
light.
at PttKss office or No. » Lowell St.

A

Bergh

muzzles in warm

waiting

ANNUAL MEETING.

No. 50 St. Lawrence, next to
HOUSE
gress st. Rent $200.

BONDS.

A 7 i*er cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads ruuning from New York City—on
the thin! largest road in New York State. The most
desirable liond of all the Midland issues, affording the
largest income and promising the greatest profit.

Depot.

T. R.

Wanted.

July

To Let.

ST.aug23

"convertible-

for Maine.

1,3

ON

on

PURE

the train,

& BROS.,

Jy18~3t_G.

House to Let.

PLEASANT

*P

branches dons in the

“THE SINGER"

House
Franklin st.,
PRINCE & COTTON, A ranged for twoDouble
families, and plenty of Sebago.
Rent $200 each: for key call
GRINDERS

be made.
C.R. CHISHOLM

can

AV>’!J “

on

Charles McCarthy, jr.,

18

H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
*

W.

_JeSdtf

TEAS!
of

RENT.

Oxford Street near Elm; containing eight
rooms, with modern improvements. Rent $250
annum.
F. H. WLDBER.
per
Apply to
commercial at.
jyzn

DURABLE !

All articles to which Nickel
Platiny is applicable
plated in the best manner, under license from United
Nickel Company of New York.

Samples

juu8d3m

Thread

HAYDEN,

163 Middle

convenient for small family, within five
YERY
minutes walk of Citv Building; supplied with

Sebago water.
Apply to
July 2dtf

L.

Gen’l Agent

_22U

Costs less than Silver Plating

A full

J.

To Let!
SMALL tenement of four or five rooms, to a
small respectable family without children; or
the whole house; partly furnished; rent taken in
board. Apply.27 Vvilmot St.
juyl6*lw

ac-

•

Needles, &c.

Machine Stitching in all its
best manner.

TENEMENT

annum.

NICKEL PLATING

jun22-TT&S

Machines sold ou Monthly Installments.
All kinds of Sewing Machine Supplies, Silk,

To
Let.
In No. 4 Dana Block, 174 Psarl St.,
conaiuing 8 rooms. Inquire on the Premise*.
July 10-dt

and other valuables received.

MORE

AND TAKE NO OTHER.

house No. 59 Franklin street;
LOWER
plenty of water, gas, anil all conveniences. Kent
reasonable.

SAFES TO RENT inside the Vault, at

AXD

Family Sewing Machine,
jyl9<llw

and BENIITTANCK

agents

dejxwit required.

a

CITY OF

Needed in the Family

er

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

No. 97 Exchange Street.

COLLECTION

Good wages

from 18 to 21

men

young

as news

and

Approved July 16,1872.

AMY KIND OF SEWING

HOOPER Sc CO., Successor* to
Littlefield Sc Wilson, Cor. York Sc Ia>
pic Streets.

Deposit Vaults,

Mr.

gallows

on

O. L.

of Trustees.
w29:5t

nation.

SMART active
TWO
years of age, to act
lleference

Box 1005.

ces,

(Street.

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, 17 1-3 Union (Street,

R. F.

size of package and val

_ARCHIBALD,
WANTED.

I. Section 4 of the Ordinance
relating
SECTION
to Cemetrtes
Page 91 of tbe printed ordinanis

SILENT FEED

the

jun7tf

cil

Silver and Plated Ware.

PORTLAND

cording to

excellent

an

lating to Evergreen Cemetery."

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congreu (Street.

118 and 148

UE DECEIVED at rates varying

te work when

Commission large and busiunexceptionable. Good reference required.
* urther particulars may be learned
by addressing

ORDINANCE
Entitled ‘An Ordinance to Amend an Ordinance

PEARSON, No. 2‘i Temple St., near
CongreM. All kind* of Silver and Plated

COLLEGE.

Sec’y

willing

AN

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

rilHE Fall term of thirteen weeks will commence
X August 12th.
Circulars will he sent on application to the Presi-

Hill,

are

is offered.

CITY

ntteuded to.

Schools.

LL. D.
R. C. PINGREE,
Me., July 13, 1872.

SIXselves and

opportunity

ness

IN TIIK

ENGLISH and FRENCH S€HOOL,4SO

Torsey,

WANTED.

GOOD SMART MEN who understand them-

*

JOHN C.
Street.
GEO. R. DAVIS & Co., No, 301 1-9 Congress Street.

_educational?

H. P.

MEN

(hem perspiring. When overcome with heat
their only way of cooling off is to loll out the

Be it

Cougreis

FEMALE

wear

orenew

mou

State street, and the ono in
Vernon Court, together with the lot

Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mli2-dtt

Wanted.
CAPABLE girl to do general housework. Refrequired. Apidy at 90 CLARK ST.
Juy3

A

BOSS A STURDIVANT,
mar26thdtf179 Commercial

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.
PEENV, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

99

they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO.,

Jel8tf

points east.

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

Ware Repaired.
on

paid.

Musical.
Messrs. Maietzek and Jarret have

engaged
comprimaria, Mile. Grossi, a young German soprano who
recently made an encourging debut at Drury Lane, as Marguerite de
I alois in “Les
Huguenots,” She has also
as

sung, with success, in Vienna and Berlin.
Der Freischutz has been revived at Drury
Lane, Mme. Lucca and M. Faure, in the

principal parts. The London Times gives
unqualified praise to the performance. M.
Faure received an unanimous encore for his
rendition of Caspar’s Brindisi. The Times
says, Mine. Lucca sang the beautiful romance
with

.violoncello obligato,

in the third act>

“with finish and depth of expression that reminded us of Jenny Lind in her best times.”
Mine. Marie

Masse,

the eminent

who is also

highly

contemplates, instead, establishing Eng-

lish opera in London.

Then live in the heart of this June, my love.
Live In the heart of this June.
Once we were friends—oh, cold, barren dearth!
Soon must our wedded life prove its own
worth!
But now we are lovers—are gods on
earth,
In the heart of this reel, red June.

Laundress,

To whom liberal
wages will be
Enquire at Press Office.

house work

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

_juytttf
for sale on state street.

the rear,
TWO
which

Cook and

expo-

an

rliwo good girls to go into the country—to do genX eral

lin Sts.

West.
I). TEBBETS.

ROOMS TO LET.
board suitable for gentlemen and wives, or
'^^ITH
TT single gentlemen, or
lodging rooms without
hoard, at 209 Congress st., opiiosite the Park.

Houses, No.

COTTAGE, Cape Elizabeth,

will"

Mme.

Rudersdorff
return to America
this autumn with a
concert troupe, which
will include Mile, Therese
Liebe, a young violinist who has made a good
impression in
Paris and London, and Miss Alice
Fairman

hut

of the

—

Wanted.

JADES MILLER,No. 91 Fodernl Street.
Erery description of Water Fixture* arranged and set up iu the best manner.

P.

w*n«

The roses, June roses, are
red, my love
They hang from your lattice high,
Faint was the May-blossom’s
gentle breath
The orange flowers will be
strong unto death
But the rose is sweet, and its sweetness
saith’
“There are none so lovely as I.”

W ANTED

son,” by Judge Russell, and Ret. Elias
Nason,—the only Edition published with Mb. Wilsob s approval.
Now is tin- time to make monev
B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
jyg d»fcw-4w

FAMII/Y

Plumbers.

SPRINGVALE.

a

X

The Best Known and Most Thoroughly
Tested

St.

A. S. DAVIS & CO., No. SO Middle Street.
133 Middle St., cor. Cross.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

ret*

popular with the admirers of the modItalian school of
opera.

Mme. Parepa Rosa has been offered an engagement for the season at St. Petersburgh,

red wine of the June, my love,

In May it was white as the June,
fading snow,
August sdeep purple will darken its glow;
Ihen with
lingering lip and kisses slow,
hip the red, red wine of Juno.

v

and

the
^

___

J. H. L AMSON,

Jobbing promptly

juyl7dlw

money, The owner can have tho
by paying for this Advertisement, and proving
probity. Apply at Press Office.
jyl3tf

niO

_

Photographers.

HOUSE,

Sip

Wagner intends remodeling
a view to rendering it

“Lohengrin” with

a young English contralto,
spoken of.

same

UNQUESTIONABLY

48 Market St.

Sreet and

in Cement Piiie Fao-

Found.
this city tho first of July some
Jewelery
IN small sum of

Harbor, Masonebusetts.boulde'™,Vil18 about 800 uuWc yards sunken ledges and
Boston Harbor, Massnchnaetts_For
about 40,000 cubic yards
dredging on the ‘-Upper Mld-

reject

LOTHROP,DEVENS A CO., 61 Exbuage

and

A

{**•»*'•■*

or

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

JER11IS,

TEBBETS

P. 31.

(1AN
J Applv to

Pwobgcot River, illnine.—For the re0f 530 cubic yards sunken
ledge; and
excavation of about 25,000 cubic
yards slabs,
cagmgs, &c., in the channel.
about 8,on?*..lf ®aae,belc
^®*«e«-For
dred«ln* in channel at head of Swan
y?2l8
for the r«™«val ot about 100 cubic
;
yards
ledge and boulders from channel at liichS!“fn
niuiu and Gardiner.
Harbor and Back Bay, Me.
stone breakwater about 190 linear
r. Zt°T- eatteIl(Bng
of name; auil for about
t.
Jl
20,000 cubie
yards dredging in channel of Back Bay.
I.laud, Maiae.—For fur.li, about 15,000 tons
stone for a breakwater
^ting
A 0*rk»« Hlwr, Within the tawn of
Harer.New Hampshire.-For removal ofabont
1000 cubic yards sunken ledge, at the “Gulf”
or “Ui>1

Street.

Me.

.iatf

0. 4 Brown St.

Office hours from 8 to 10 A.

three bridge

moyai
the

Organ and Melodcon Manufacturers.
SMALL & KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

Farm* for Sale.
He would reler parties abroad to tho
following
named gentlemen ol this city: Hon. Geo. F.
Sliepley, Hon. A. W. H. Clapp, lion. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

As tho

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 933 1-3 Congress

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAN,

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,
A HOFF 15, Wholesale dealers
in Produce aud Oeaeral Fommiaaion
HODGDOIV
Gold Foil and Dentists’
IRerehanta have removed to Willia’ Block,
No. lOI
Commercial
Hired,
caatof T. H. Weaton A Co’a.

®iTeraad Sullivan Falla,Ifle.
&?S.l,,TBa
the removal of 230 to 750 cubic
yards sunken

Wanted.
FEW smart men to work
tory, 163 Danforth st.

--For

Carpet-Bags.

French Burrs, with
machinery for the manufacture of Flour

ISAAC EDWARDS.

UN OTICE

Manufacturer ol

harbors, viz:

DURAN & JOHNSON, 171 Hiddle and
11G Federal Streets.

connected.
The mill contains four sets of

NOTICE.
wife Ariminta Edwards having left my bed
and board, all persons are hereby forbidden to
narbor or trust her on
my account as I shall pay no
debts of her
contracting after this dare.

1872.

will be received at this office until 10
a
J? r°°k a- m* 011 Saturday, the 17th dav of
August next, for Improving the following named fiverg

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and

THE

This 1m the best of the world, my love.
This is the best of the year;
Behind is the Spring-time, cold and
sweet,
Forward the Summer’s feverish boat:
Stay* then, my darling, thy hurrying feet,
For the best of our life is here.

TWO

street,
Mass., for specifications and further information concernmg the same.
Proposals must be made separately for each work
as required by the specifications and be
accompanied
by the requisite guaranty—each proposal and guaranty to be in duplicate, on printed forms which will
be furnished on application at this office—and
when
transmitted, must be so endorsed as to indicate bcfore being opened the particular work bid
for.
The undersigned reserves the
all
right to
bias which in bis opmiou, are not
reasonable; also
person who, in his belief, will not
faithfully and promptly perform the contract.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

**|j®
8i

juy!9d3t

■

_

It is said that
his
em

THE HEART OF JUNE.
Down In the heart of June,
my love,
Down in the heart of June;
Sold, gold mud, like a bride* room proud,
the fair nky’M veil of Summer cloud,
tir»
W bile the green, gredi earth
laugliM out aloud,
In the heart of the
red, red Juue.

mon-

gia Hussan e, or therebouts, Thursday. The finder
will perform a good
deed, and receive the grateful
acknowledgments of the looser, by leaving it at this

are

SHKRRV, N*. 9 Clapp’s Rlock'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

of

sum

between Market Square ami C’o-

prima donna has received tempting offers to
visit America.

more

Gleanings and Gossip.

Bakers Wanted.

channel*
t0 mak'' protiosals for
any ol the
.,iP!!!'.82,n8oC,irlng
above works,
requested to apply to the under”"rton Block'Congress s?reet,
B‘g“f,'La
Portland, Maim.,
at No. 2 Bulllnch
Boston

done to order.

J. F.

For Sale.

Gieeley’s

SALE—Ten yolume* of the NEW YORKER
a quarto pai>er of 16 pages, edited and published
by H. GREELEY & CO., New York.

Windham,July loth,

WHITNEY, No. 56 ExUpholstering of all kinds

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

Flour and Grist Mill, situated at South Par,is, Me., known as the Paris Flouring Mills, with
Store, Dwelling House, Cooper Shop and Dry House,

IMPORTICRS ft

Here’s

A.

No.

to order.

Said house is one of the best locations on
■*'! on the street; fine neighborhood. Consists oi
Wrtl; two story framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms: painted walls throughout:
Kim gwu coiiar ana neared by furnace; large brick cistern, filtered; well drained.
One of the most desirable and convenient bouses in the
city; close to
Soring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. terms easy.
Enquire ou the premises.
June 19.
dtf

worth

99.50 to 94.00 for 91.50 each.
ITiT’PleaKC bear in mind that I have no connection
now with any other store on the street, and I warrant everv article to prove just as represented, as I
my23tf

Dye-House.

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal 8t.
All kinds of VJphols fringnnd Repairing

House No. 24 Emery St., head ol
Cushman Street.

from

thoroughly

Hay’s.

Furniture and Upholstering.

$7.50.

of All-Wool

H. U.

Lost,
Portmonaie, containing a

lost

was

SATURDAY MORMYU, JULY SO, 1S7S.

at tho

good Bakers wanted at Brooks’ Bakery
7 No
79 Brackett st., Portland, Me.
juyl7*lw
GEO. W. H. B1SOOKS.

setts.

and

Apply

of State and Danforth Sts.
Jyl9-tf

ey,

shire and Massachu-

for

Dentists.
JOHNSON, orer

holstering

FOR SALE !

AUBURN FOUNDRY & MF’G CO.

Read the List of Prices !

For

Street, op-

F. 8YMONDS, India St. Velret Cloaks
dyed and finished.
FOSTER’S Rye House, 94 Union Street.*

Jy6-tlAug_Agent Grand Trunk Railway.

^^Manufacturers
selves of the facilities

CLOTHING,

w.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

and Summer

WOOL

Pearl

HOOPER 6c EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

plied with Sebago water at small expense. If not
before 1st August will be rented.
Apply to JOHN PORTEOUS,

Juil tf'

SISK,

At Less than the Present Market
Value !
Being a stock purchased to close the account of a
suspended jobbing bouse in New York.

ALL

DR. W. R.

Interest and Dividends attended to.

A FAROE STOCK

Spring

rnEANS,

poMite Park.

eral Streets.

Price $1600. Seven
and good cellar, may be sup-

sold

DYER.

No 152 Middle Street.

All
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperlections of the akin
Call and judge tor yourselves.
QTi\1elle-Go«d work at Moderate Price«.
A ini to PlraMc.
may ‘JO

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY &

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.
RENJ. ARAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

st.

DEPOSITS of ANY ARTICLE* of VAL-

171 PORE STREET

PHOTOGRAPHER,
PORTLAND, HIE.
Copying and enlarging done to order
the new styles, Berlins, Beiubrants, Medallion,

Exchange

No. 20 Anderson St.

Robert A. Bird

J. F.

States of Maine,New Hamp-

Protestant

a

oorner

BLACK

A

T1IE

leciges; and tor t he removal of one to
liters of about 280 cubic yards each.

change St.
done to order.

House and Lot for Sale.
rooms

8AWYER A CO., Hleachers, No. 131
Middle Street.

GEORGI

SPECIAL DEPOSITS of Stocks, Bonds,

27-dtf

Free
tf

UMSOI,

93

HOUSE
finished

160 Fore St.
June

8

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
CO., Arcade,

wel|
Sebago water; pij»ed for gas; heated by furnace; a good stable; lot containing about 7500 souare
feet. Price low—Terms liberal.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Inquire of

Jyl2-d3w

Asylum

■pBOPOSALS

Bleachery.

WALTER COREY Sk
18 Free Street.

A and

OFFERS FOR SALE

on

4-d2w__A.

from 915 1*900 [>cr

to $5.

EDWIN

Hale’s, Coiner of
de20

Vests, $1

Bonne' and Hat

HUNT.

For Sale.
TWO story House, No 24 High street; containing 14 Rooms, Good cll&r, brick cistern, good

Pants from $1.50 to $8.

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

J. II.

July

forty

—

Safe

All Wool Suits. $7.50

r RESCO PAINTER
N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
ami Cross Streets.

SALE,

Morrill’s Corner horse and steam
Containg one huudred and
nnTAti n«
grass, early
gardening mm wood laud, in a good state of cultivation. Estimated to be oue thousand cords of
wood,
with orchard of fifty trees.
House, outbuildings, and
excellent modern stable.
Object for selling, other business. Terms easy.
Apply on premises, or at
Commercial street,*
Port Land.

DYER,

Ready Made Clothing,

iy Particular attention paid to collecting.

GEORGE D. JOST,

FOR

ears.

—

ii

Nice Tricot Suits, $20.00.

MIDDLE STREET.

No. 86

st., Portnrcmiaca;
juv8tf

Situated in Deering, three miles
from Portland ami a half mile from

—OF—

BROWN,

Counsellor and Attorney

FARM

dent,

A VERT LARGE STOCK

J. B. Hamel, Jb.

CLOdWIIAlV,

Park
the
Exchange st.
on

VALUABLE

OFFERS FOE SALE

Philadelphia.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

48

Street.

THE

of Rivers & Harbors
IN

THE PRESS.

Wanted.
the Female Orphan Asylum,
AT Woman,
for general housework.

Street.

Maine Wesleyan Seminary

169

MERCHANTS !

jan23-ly

SHEltWUOD,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, POOR & BREED, No.91 middle
Book Binders.
wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ml.
MHALL 6c HHAIHIORD, No. 35 Plum

AND

AMD

il. L. Gkkoo,

E. P.

Kent’s

BROKERS,

•>8 Wulnut St.,

For Sale.
dwelling honse No. 28

brick
THE
land. For ijaiiicalara enquire
to

Improvement

IV. C. COBB, No. 13 Pearl 81.

accomm-

transient

JAS. M. GIBSON, Proprietor.

my22-eod-3m

Co.,

Warren & Gregg.

COMMISSION

and

boarders. It is the nearest hotel to the
Portland & OgdensburgR. It. Depot. Rooms
pleasant and well ventilated. Terms from
___»ix to ten dollars i»er week., transient two

& Gregg.)

BROKER,

House !

North Cornway, N. II.

CHAS. A. WARREN,

ul.o be

can

?,r'

or

OFFICES AT

Schumacher Bros.,
No. 5 Dcering Block.

building

FOR SALE!

subscriber has recently purchased the Central House, at Poland, anil painted, paj>ered and

Order Slate at 0. M. k E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
|3P“A11 orders promptly attended to.
my28tf

with loan.,
0*0. R. DAVIS & CO.,
E“ale & Mortgage Broker..

CHAMBERLIN, Prop.

junStf

Unit

ml

■•“Mi Lou

Cape Elizabeth Beacli.

J. P.

.am.

oa

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

HOUSE,

This popular and home-like summer
sort will be re-opened for the season
11,1873.

deaired,

amouul

•iron,

WM. P, JORDAN,

Summer Board

PORTLAND, MAINE.

lllAS. J.

the

JuH

Lackawanna, and Pittston
vicinity of New York. Vestranportation of coals from
tfapr27
]>oint desired.

FRESCO

Grand Trunk R. R., (South Paris

Carriages from

la loan money in

odated

and Bath Rooms; a’so, a good
j
[ Billiard
and Feed Stable connected with the
,1_[Livery
house.

price,

market

oar

FOB

Bakers.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

PROPOSALS

W. 8. DYER, No. 379 middle Ml. All
kinds of machines for sale and to lei.

Loan 111

mortgage, ia Portland, Cope Klixabelb, We.tbrooh, or Deering. Purtie. dc-

and
To any

HOTEL,

NORWAY.
On the

Station.)

[

HEALERS

WHITTEN,
Proprietress.

_Jyi___

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Ilarn-^
mett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale

MRS. M. A.

J_[

170 Commercial St., Portland.

Wilkcsbarrc, Scranton,
Coals, shipped from the
sels procured for the
port of shipment to any

popular house is now ready to receive
and transient.
Prices from SI.00 to $1.25 per day.

j

Agency for Sewing Machines.

__

boarders, regular

n.

A
rrnry

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

hOUSE,

to

This

A

nM

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

Jel3dtf

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Xe.

Jy2dtf_

yi. V.

Proprietor.

Chaules H. Gloyd. Clerk.
inomaaton, June 1st, 1S72.

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry

cneemiiiy

MAINE.

day;

Manufacturer of

No. 99 Middle Street,

THOMASTON,

Signs, Scenery

_

STREET.

MAIN

prepared

frontlOV

Proprietors.

GEORGES HOTEL,

to

clam

or

This house, just completed, is now
open
for the accommodation of visitors, boarders
and ]*aHies.
It is situated in tbe midst of a
grove obout midway of “the Bay,” ami is
within twenty minutes drive of the business
]>ortion of the city.
Bowling/Alley8, Livery and Feed Stables are connected with the house.
Jun2Cdlm

PAINTER,
JliS

>rr

dpi

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
Sigu,

$20,000

C. BARROWS & SON, Proprietors.
Canton. July 9th.
jyl2dlw

BUSINESS CARDS.

vis & Co.’s

MISCELLANEOUS.

Repairing.

FUN.

recently

T1HE

Rates ok Advertising: One inch oi space, in
length of column, constitutes ft “square."
tint week: 75 cents per
$150 per square
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continui»g every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amuhmements," $2 00 per square
per week: three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every part
ot the State) for $100 per square for first Insertion,
and 50 cents i»er square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

and

AND

subscribers have
enlarge*! the CENTRAL HOUSE by tbe audition of a splendid
Hall aud rooms, and are ready to receive those who
desire to pass the summer
and esitccially
young people who wish to leave their parents for a
short vacation. This House is situated obe half mile
from a splendid Ashing pond and can easily be reached by tlie cars.
Nice teams will be furnished for

a

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

B U LLETIB.

Year in advance.

a

In published every Thursday Morning at
>car; if i»aid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

Banner

Geo. (t.

St, Pobtland.

At 109 EXITIASOK

Tu i:ms:

ESTATE.

_REAL

published every day (Sunday* oxceptcd)by the

tragic

Mme. Adelina Patti is to receive 200,000
francs for two performances each week during
the four months of her stay in Russia, beside two benefits and 8,000 francs for each extra performance in Moscow beside the
eight
agreed upon.
Messrs. Sotheby * Co., London, are preparing for sale a most valuable collection of
original manuscripts of T. S. Bach, Handel,
Mozart, Haydn, MattliewLocke <tc., aud letters of the most celebrated musicians of this
and formertimes.

Waclitel, the great German tenor, is no less
distinguished for his warm-hearted benevolence than for his remarkable abilities as an
artist. During his recent voyage home on
the Alsatia an accident happened to one of
the'erew, who was knocked overboard and
drowned. Wachtel at once offered his services for the benefit of the family of the deceased sailor, and with the assistance ot an
American young lady, an amateur piauist,

improvised
zed

over

a

concert

on

hoard,

which reali-

five hundred dollars.

Mr. Jacob Grau has engaged

a

fine

com-

pany for the Rubenstein concerts this winter. His artists are all new to this country.

i Mr. Rubenstein. one of the finest nianists in
the

world,' is accompanied by Mile. Louisa
Liebbart, soprano; Mile. Louisa Orment,
contralto; M. Wieniauski, violiuist, and M.
Rembielinsky, accompanist. The first concerts will be given in Steinway Hall.
Abbe Liszt is coming to America.
The piano presented to Beethoven by
Erard will be at the International Exhibition
at Vienna.
_

D. Appleton & Co. have issued

“The
their new illustrated edition
of Cooper’s works. These stories with their
fresh forest air and entertaining flavor of adPathfinder’’

in

venture, daring and danger,—not to speak of
love,—are perennially new and interesting.
Nehtly bound in paper covers. Price 75
cents. For sale by Loring, Short & Hannon.
■ I'lIXERt

NOTH'FH.

North Haven, Knox Cotnty, Me., )
12 June, 187k
i
Mr. James I. Fellows, Chemist, St. John,
N. B.
Dear Sir:—Having
used your Chemical

preparation of Hypophosphites, which was
recommended to me by Mr. Blagdon, Apothecary of Rockland, I am truly surprised with
its wonderful effect*, because for several years
my health has beeu declining, notwithstanding every means possible, which offered encourSeveral ularming
agement, was used by me.
symptoms appeared, amongst which Dyspepsia,
uipitauuii

ui

tuciuan,

uu|n)\niBueu

ukhhj,

and great prostration. Since January when I
began the use of your Syrup, my liealth lias
steadily and amazingly improved, so that now
it gives me great pleasure to recommend it to

others,

and In this way to show my gratitude
for return of health. To all who require a remedy for Debility, I will say that they will find

Compound Syrup

your

Hypophosphites

of

just what you say it is. I believe it the best
preparation in use. I am, sir, &c.,
Eleazrk

jyl3-d&wlw

Chabtbeb,

Justice of the Peace.

Exhaustion and degeneration follow the excessive use of the senses, without due intervals
of rest for repair. In order to maintain the
wonted energy, the force expended, whether of
body or mind, must be restored. When the expenditure of brain matter and other nervous
elements is continued by overwork, the early
extinction of life itself may be looked for as
the rest It of such degeneration. The ingredi-

composing Fellows’ Compound Syrup of
Hypophosphites are such as constitute healthy
blood, establish sound nerves and senses, and
will consequently not only prevent this exents

haustion,

but in most cases restore such as is

lost.

jyao-dlw&w

Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 13,1870.
Dr. R. V. Piebcb:—For the past six months
I have used your Golden Medical Discovery in
my practice and in thnt time I have tested its
merits in severe coughs, both acute and chronic,
in chronic diseases of the throat, severe cases
of bronchitis, general derangement of the system, constipated condition of the bowels, and
wherever a thorough Alterative or blood purifier has been indicated. In all cases I have
found it to act gently yet thoroughly and effectually in removing the various diseased conditions, and bringing about a healthy action
throughout the system. Yours fraternally,
H. L. Hall, M. D.
jy20S&wk
Clap-trap and Cant.—Invalid rentier, if
you are unwise enough to put yourself outside
of any of the mock tonics guaranteed to contain
“mi iliffiwiva

gthnnlunf

vaii

will IiiaviIuKIv

Ask your physician if any liquid preparation, destitute of stimulating properties, is worthy of the name of a tonic. He
will tell you no. Shun all such nauseous catchPlantation Bitters. the
most
pennies.
wholesome inrigorant in the world, owes the
rapidity with which it relieves the disordered
stomach and the shattered nerves to the diffusive agent which conveys its medicinal ingredients to the seat of the complaint.
That
agent is the spirit of the sugar cane, the most
nutritious and agreeable of all the varieties of
alcohol. The medicinal ingredients of the Bitcome

to

grief.

ters, valuable

as they are, would be comparatively useless ^without this distributive basis.
They would ferment and sour. Beware, as you
hope for health, of the horrible compounds of
refuse drugs in a state of fermentation which
humbugs are endeavoring to foist upon the
public as medicines.
jyl5-eodlw&wlt

Time AN1> ENLIGHTENED EXPERIENCE have
shown that certain substances formerly used
and relied on in medical practice, are unnecessary and dangerous; yet some of these substances have found their way into medical
compounds. Db. Walker's California Vinegar Bitters, however, contain nothing in-

jurious, being composed exclusively of vegeta-

ble substances from California. For all disorders of the liver, kidneys, bladder, skin, and
digestive organs, and for purifying the blood,
they are the most wonderful remedy known.

je2!Mw
You can renew the energies of the debilitated nervous system when it has become so
through the errors of youthful excesses, by using Smolander's Buchu. It tones the nerve
system to fresh action and vigor and positively
all maladies of the uriuo-genital organ*
and prostrate glands: mild in its operation,
still all potent to remove the cause of disease in
either sex, whether married or single.

expels

jylti-eodlw
Dutcher’a Lighi*i*S Ply-Uiller.
them off and clears the housa speed i-

Sweeps
ly—Try it—Sold by

dealers

everywhere.

_je 13-eod-lmo
Fob female complaints, in young or old, married or single, from the advent of womanhood
to the changes of life, Dupouco’s Golden Pill
are without equal.
jy l!)-eod&w

Adamson’s Balsam

cures

Colds, Lung Complaints.

Asthma, Coughs

Price 36 and 75 cts.

mrl5-T T 8 & wly.

IF-nr. Bennett is at the Preble House
Hours, 7 to 8 A. M 1 to 2 and ti to 7 P. M. jyC-t
Window Screens of all kinds at Lothrop
Deveus & Co., No. Cl Exchange street.

ju29dtf

depnslt ever
published in the
Journal, and no taker has yet appeared.
Had this prominent Democrat deposited his
money, lie would have found the $-’,600 there
to meet his deposit.

nml he

will

never

never

challenge

since the

SATURDAY MORNING, JULY 20, 1872.
“General Grant

The money has been on

tank.

THE PRESS.

was

ban been ben feu,

Among the largest accessions that the Republican party of Maine will receive during
the present canvass will be those shipbuilders

be.”—Horace Greelty•
denervc ibe very

policy
fciffhcMt credit.”—Horace Greeley.
know
“The people o< the United »fnte»
“Graut and hi*

who have at times acted with the Democratic

nil nbout
Graul-hnw known
Donrlaou nnd Viek.bnrg; they
nnd da not
know bis .Innderem,

Republican Con-

tAn.n.l

party.

him Mince

gressmen have, by their united efforts, at
length succeeded in obtaining the passage of

do

not

to know

enre

them.'’—Horace Greeley.

The fact that our

which offers to shipbuilders substantial
encouragement, will bring back all whom
discouragement has driven into the opposition
ranks. This movement will be greatly accelerated by the knowledge of the fact that the
an act

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.
FOR

PRESIDENT,

ULYSSES S. GRANT.

relief would have come much sooner, and
would have been much more ample, had it

opposition of that party
whose rebellion first crippled American comIt would be a cnrious spectacle to
merce.
see a Maine shipbuilder, whose vote is governed by his supposed interest, acting with
not been for the

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

HENRY WILSON.
STATE NOMINATIONS.

S. S. Cox and his Democratic associates, who
FOB

again and again thwarted Lynch and
by insisting that the bills introduced by
those gentlemen for the relief of commerce

GOVERNOR,

have

SIDNEY PERHAM.

Hale

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:

should be

E. SPRING, of Portland.
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,

Large—SAMUEL

At

District—JAMES H. McMULLAN.
Second District—JOHN H. KIMBALL, of Rath,
Third District—JAMES ERSKINE, of Bristol.
Fifth District-ERENEZER KNO WLTON.

would encourage British

District—J AM ES G. BLAINE.
Fifth District—EUGENE HALE.
Third

the statement when a

their cause with the

whose

party

to Mr.

the last quarter of a century is
opposition to all reform.

join

to

trusted
still rewho

cannot trust

they

history
a history

for
oi

For instance, how can the man who is solicitous about the management of our national finances honestly believe that the Democ-

Hon. William Piulbrick,
and Bank Examiner, has been fixed upon as
a Demo-Liberal candidate for Congress against
Speaker Blaine. The cause of Mr. Philbrick’s
defection wouldn’t look well in print,but in a

of a hundred millions a year, taxation is reduced at the same rate, the ordinary ex-

series of

publish,

than under Buchanan, gold has relatively a
premium and public confidence in the
WAtrnmimnnt

increased that our bonds sell at a

bo

IlOSI

lor

premium

nates have had a success that is almost mirac-

ulous.
Will it be safe to entrust affairs of such
delicacy and immense difficulty, affairs that
are now going on better than the most sanguine dared to hope at the close of the war,
to new managers whose moral heresies have
been fitly supplemented by the worst financial heresies ever promulgated. Is it to be
expected that sounder financial theories will

the worse for them.

Congressman.

Thursday evening.
Mb. Sumner’g letter to Mr. Reavis of St.
Louis proves to have been written more than
a year ago, though the Greeleyites claimed it

prevail ? Why, the Democracy have fought
through campaign after campaign on the
ground that there is a giant wrong in fulfilling our contract with the national creditor,
and that the five-twenty bonds should be
paid in greenbacks! Is that the reform which
men who have been Republicans desire ? Do
they want Pendletonism made national?
The Democracy of Maine and of almost every other State in the Union have repeatedly

as a recent

endorsement of their candidate.

It is by such misrepresentations that they are
seeking to create a change of public sentiment
in favor of the'r candidate.
The Liberal movement in Gardiner seems
to be pretty well played out. Several of those
who were claimed as corner stones of tha

have joined the Grant and Wilson
club with eight Democrats.

concern

declared that the government bonds should
be taxed notwithstanding the solemn guaran-

Political Notes.

of the United States

given to the holders
They have appealed again and
voters of the country to con-

Of the

of its securities.

again

to the

summate this swindle.

And the test votes in

Congress on this question up to the present
day do not show that any considerable number

of representative Democrats are. yet
willing to allow the national creditor
to
be
paid in accordance with the
promise made to him by his country, without
taxation or rebate of

any kind whatever.
Republicans ready for such

Are any Greeley
a bandit financiering as that?
Or is it supposed that three millions of Democrats will
quietly “stifle their prejudices,” forget their
mania for greenbacks, abandon their theory
that the bonds should be taxed, forbear to
clamor for the repudiation of the national
debt or the assumption of that of the Con-

federacy,
nity ^to

the

or

payment

of

an

indem-

the

planters for the loss of
and
adopt in their stead
the
financial theories held at Chappaqua? This would surely be a miraculous
transaction, but we have shown heretofore,
in describing Mr. Greeley’s financial crotchets
that his heresies, though unquestionably less
censurable in principle than those o*' his
Democratic supporters, would be hardly less
fatal in practice. It would matter little,
therefore, whether the country went to financial ruin after the method prescribed by Greeley or that favored by Pendleton. Either way,
it is morally certain that our financial condition would become far less
flattering than at
present.
But perhaps it is expected that an increase
f honesty among officials and strict
economy
in the expenditure of money, will make
their

amends for all theoretical
n 10

iiwu

Men do not
lai/iuutu

errors.

But this

gather figs of thistles,

to

expect

a Harvest

oi

practical honesty from a sowing of rank theoretical dishonesty.
Nothing can be more
preposterous, either than to anticipate an improvement in the personel of the government
under Greeley. That gentleman himself has
recommended more bad men for office than any
other person in the country. His chief advisers,
after

attaining the Presidency, would be that
notorious Fenton, whose
statesmanship lies
solely in the direction of wire-pulling ar d political trickery, and the Blairs whose
genius
for intrigue reminds one of
Talleyrand, the
ex-Rebels of the South, the Rebel
Democracy
of the North, and patriots like the
Greeley
Republicans of Maine, who support the editor of the Tribune because they
expect him
to give them the offices which Grant has refused.
Or perhaps some assistance in reforming the financial administration my be
expected from those most expert of all financiers, the members of the Tammany ring,
who gave their best endeavors to secure Mr.
Greeley’s nomination, who hailed his success
with the loudest acclamations and who are

his most enthusiastic supporters. But
after a review of the whole case most men

now

will probably conclude that it is safer to trust
Grant and his more prudent, if less brilliant
financial advisers, than to instal Greeley, Fenton and

Tammany

in the

Treasury.

Are there Any Takers?
We see that “Ex-Governor” (?) Pillsbury
and “future Governor” (?) Kimball have
been making themselves ridiculous in New
York by assuring Mr. Greeley that he would
receive the electoral vote of Maine. Now
the Democratic party of Maine contains
many betting men who are always ready to
“make a dollar,” if
they can, by accepting a
wager. What does it mean,therefore, that abet
in
our
proposed
columns several days since
finds no taker, up to this time ? That
proposition for a “bet” we now
repeat, correcting
it in one or two particulars, so as to
make it
conform exactly to whaf, the gentleman
nutting up the money desires. It is as follows
$1000 that the Electoral vote of Maine wili
be given to Grant and Wilson! !
$100 that Grant carries the State by one
thousand majority; $100 that he carries it bv
two thousand majority; $100 that he carries
it by three thousand majority, and so on,
$100 on every thousand majority up to and

including 25,000.
This makes $3,500 in all, and the money is
on deposit in the Granite National
Bank, of
this city. As the gentleman putting
up the
does
in
this city, any one
not reside
money
to
bet
will
take the
proposing
please leave
word at this office or at the Granite Bank.
We do not wish to be understood that we

ourselves advocates of
betting. We never
m it; we never
advise it. But at the
same time, our columns
shall not be closed
against those who wish to show that Demo-

are

indulge
cratm

propositions

Jownaf

for

betting are

mere

brag

V casl*-—Kennebec

The Argut is informed that
the previous
bet is not yet taken—that a
prominent Democrat only asked if it was on
deposit at the
Granite Bank, but not
offering to take it, the

cashier merely responded that there were a
great maay deposits of $2,600 dollars in the

twenty-seven Republican papers in

Missouri which went with Gratz Brown and
Schurz lor State Reform, all but one (Schurz’s
paper) are out-and-out for Grant.
A “Greeley ratification meeting” was held
in Flora, 111. Four voters and two
boys attended, and the majority of these kept shouting for Grant.
In Chicago, 150 Democrats have formed a
Grant club. Their number will be largely
increased. Its President offers to bet $5,000
that Grant will be elected.
The Tribune wishes the Ku-Klux to “lay
low” just now.
If, in their zeal for Mr.
Greeley, they should murder a score or two
Republicans, it would hurt “the cause.” If
the Democrats succeed, they can make up
for lost time.
The Cincinnati Times says: “We hear on
I all sides of prominent Ohio Democrats who
will not vote the

slaves

cannot be.

hAAansA

“This elephant,” said the showman, “is
thirty-nine feet in length—nineteen feet and
six inches from the end of his probosis to the
end of his tail, and nineteen feet and six
inches from the end of his tail to the end of
his probosis, making a grand total of thirtynine feet—the largest elephant ever in America.” It must be by this novel means of
Democratic measurement that the associated
press agent saw fifty at the liberal meeting

gold instead of at twelve per cent discount.
In this now vital point in the administration
of our government Grant and his subordi-

in

ty

and

soon

But what a
come down for the Democracy from E. Wilder Farley to William Philbrick fora candidate

truthful,

small

flirt

shall

biographical notices
the reasons and records of the liberal
we

Ipn/lpra will hA tmtlifiillv crivAn.

penses of the government are less per capita
and the rate of interest is three per cent, less

A.-.*,.

half dozen run-down

both Senator

racy will improve the present system? Look
at the facts; the debt is reduced at the rate

alnl,;iG.r n,wl 1,

1

politicians get together atSkowhegan, or Belfast, or Augusta, and fix upon candidates for
Congress, or meet the magnates of the Democratic party and bargain away the vote of
their party to them in September.
Not so
fast; is there any law to prevent a few political Micawbers from trading away their own
votes ? With all their noise and bluster, the
leaders constitute almost the entire party of
it; certainly a majority, and shouldn’t the
majority of a party control it.

The National Finances Under Democratic Rule.

must also conclude that

commerce

inaugurate a system that shall not be trammeled or manipulated by party politicians.
This may be true, though it is rather against

District—WILLIAM P. FRYE.

reformers

to admit British

The Liberals cry out that they propose to

REPRESENTATIVES TO CONGRESS.
First District—JOHN H. BURLEIGH.
FOR

main numerous classes of

as

registry! In other words,
it would be a curious spectacle to see a Maine
shipbuilder voting against the party that would
encourage American, and with the party that

First

We have already called attention
Sumner’s wise caution in refusing
hands with the party that cannot be
to do justice to the negro. There

amended

vessels to American

if Cherryfield.

Second

so

Greeley ticket.

At a very

moderate calculation we believe there are
thirty thousand Democrats in this State who
will either stay away from the polls in November, or else vote for Grant.”
Theodore Tilton is announced to speak at
places in central New York, with the title
Rev. ” prefixed to his name. “A wolf in

sheep’s clothing.”
The Springfieid (Mass.,) Republican says:
“We read among the names of gentlemen
who figured at one of the Greeley demonstrations in New York, last week, that of Mr.
George A. Shaw, of Boston, late State Director in the Western railroad, and state-house
lobbyist generally. Well, the reform movement does pick up a great deal of
floodwood,
that’s a fact.” It is so generally. There are
a few honest and sincere
Republicans who
would like to follow Mr. Greeley but the
leaders are political hacks—driftwood.
Palmyra (N. Y.) has two Grant and WilSOI1

clubs,

one

of fhpm pnrrmnepfl

whrtlKr

port of Germany and Russia. The Catholic
clergy have always refused to accept the Grethe dogma of
gorianJCiilandar the syllabus and
infallibility, and the pope will certainly not

confirm the appointment of the new patriarch
that of the clergy ordained by him, so that
there is every prospect of a complete separation
of tiie Armenian from the Homan Catholic
Church.
Raskin says that so utter is the infidelity of
no statesman of England or France
Europe that in
would dale,
defending a measure before Parthe
or
liament
Corps Ijerrislatif, to quote the
Word of God to support his position.
The New York Herald, while speaking of
the usual clerical vacations, has concluded that
more piety and devotion is to he found among
the Catholic clergy than witli their Protestant
brethren.
The Presbytery of Niagara, N. Y., raise a
warning voioe against such as the purchase of
prize packages; the use of distilled or fermented beverages; the desecration of the Lord’s
Day by visiting or secular reading; participating in the management of fairs in which horseracing and gambling becomes an element; renting rooms for the sale of intoxicating drinks or
billiard and card-playing; attending theatres,
balls, and such demoralizing amusements”
or

is said to have signed a hill regulating the action of the future conclave for the
election of his successor. Ordinarily nine days
are allowed to elapse between the death of one
Pontiff and the election of the next. This rule
is now annulled by Pius, so as to allow Bismarck no opportunity to interfere.

Pope

The

A

of the Catholic Review,
writing fromRome, says that the number of
American
converts to Catholicism
and
English
in that city this year is twenty-three, six of
them being “young men of good family and
high education.”

Religious Intelligence.
Baptist church has been formed and recognized, at Easton and Mars Hill, Aroostook
County.
A

On the first Sabhath of this month nine
persons wore baptized in Monson
by Rev. W S.
Knowlton, assisted by Rev. J. F. Norris. Nine
have been baptized previously, and others are
awaiting baptism. The Baptist church now
supports re aching all the time, with a house

j>

Public religious services will be held at Shaker Village, Alfred, on Sunday next. Elder
John Vance will officiate.
Rev. W. E. Gibbs of Portland will preach in
the Winthrop street Universalist church, Au-

gusta,

on

Sunday morning

next.

The Banner tells us that nearly all the
people of South Bristol, Me., are universalists,
and “allow no drunkenness or other immoralities in their midst.”
Rev. Prof. Tliwing of this city has been
supplying to great acceptance the pulpit of the
Congregational church in Bridgeton.
The Congregational Church at Sanford recently re-dedicated, is said to be very tastefully
finished within. The improvements have nearly all been paid for, and but a slight debt hangs
over the church.
The Universalists of Bangor hare an association of above one hundred names, led by the
venerable Judge Lyon, whose object it is to labor to make their Sunday School as
interesting
as it can be.
The Unitarian Society, Waterville, are taking steps for preaching in tho church during the
summer vacation.
The Baptist Sabbath School, Waterville, celebrated its forty-fifth anniversary the fourteenth instant.
The eleventh National Camp
Meeting for the
promotion of Scriptual Holiness, will commence
next Wednesday, July
24th, at Richmond.
People of every sect or party are invited to attend and participate in the
meeting.” The
meeting will probably continue ten days.
A Sabhath school teacher in Franklin County has introduced a new system of “lesson papers.” One Sabbath recently he presented
each of the young ladies comprising the class
with a penny roll of lozenges, and
requested
that the printed matter on the paper be learned
as an exercise for the following Sabbath.
This
plan generally adopted would in all probability
add greatly to the number in classes.
At the Portland District Ministerial Association meeting in this city, on Tuesday and
Wednesday last, some seventy-five Methodist
ministers from this and other districts were
present. Rev. H. Sanderson
presided and Rev.
D. Hannabcrg was
Secretary. The services
throughout were of a very interesting charac-

Baptist Church, in Houlton, was organized about nine years
ago, ln a
and
sisted of thirteen members. It
has now ninety
a beautiful
house of worship and a
vestry, and is free from
■

"^e

,,arl’or
—congregation,

in-

Bev. Henry D. Moore,
formerly pastor of the
Union Church (now Plymouth), in this
citv
has tendered the resignation of his
pastorate of
the Vine Street Congregational Church in Cincinnati, Ohio, to take place in September.
Rev. Dr. Priestly, who was turned out of the
Presbyterian Church and communion in Pittsburg, some time ago, has been readmitted.
TT

The Protestant Episcopal church in tho
United States reiiorts an actual accession to its
ceiumunion last year of 24,114.
The old Catholic movement is active in Armenia, and the Turkish Government is protecting and helping it with, it is said, the sup-

C. A. Bartol, of Massachusetts, and Senator
Patterson, of New Hampshire, on “Drawing
in Graded Public Schools;” “Vocal Music as a
Branch of Instruction in our Common Schools;”

“The Idea of Industrial Education;” and “Influence of Education upon Labor," with discussions. On Thursday N. T. Allen, of Massachusetts, will deliver a lecture on “The System
of Public Instruction in Prussia, as seen by a
Massachusetts Practical Teacher,” one by Hon.
E. E. White, of Ohio, on “The Criterion of
Education,” a paper by Prof. Pickering, of
Boston, on “The Laboratory Method,” and
brief addresses by prominent educators.
Many of the railroads have agreed to carry
the members for one fare: among them the
Portland & Rochester, Portland & Ogdensburg,
Knox & Lincoln, Bangor & Piscataquis, Maine
Central and Grand Trunk. Tickets from Boston to Lewiston, by steamboat to Portland,
Grand Trunk Railroad to Danville Junction
and Mnine Central Railroad to Lewiston $2.20.
The boats leave India Wharf, daily, at 7 o’clock
P.

The Races.—Of the forthcoming regattas in
Springfield the Republican of Thursday gossips:
‘•The Ilarvard boys say that Josh Ward
wasn’t more than two minutes out of the way
in the 18.43 time which he took for them as
they rowed over the course the other day.
Whether the time was two minutes more or
less, isau open question. The Harvards themselves darkly hinting that they have not yet
rowed over the course in 15.10, although they
expect to do so before the day of the race. They
consider the Yale six as having one of the best
chances to win, and sharply contradict the
popular opinion that Yale’s crew is anything
rather than first-class. In fact, the impression seems to he gaining in boating circles ,that
Yale will make trouble for the other crews at
the regatia. Her six pull together better than
any other crew on the course, and appear to
have the muscle and wind necessary to keep up
their stroke, rapid as it is. A prominent gentleman of this city who is well versed in boating matters, gives it as his opinion that the
Harvards are sure of the first prize, and that the
second lies between Yale and Williams. The
crew of the latter college is a better one than it
is popularly supposed to he.
It is oue of the
heaviest on the river, and contains more farmers’ boys than that of the “Aggies” themselves.
The men are all scrupulously temperate in their
habits, only one of the six even using tobacco.
Three of them are carrying themselves through
college by their own labor. A crew made up of
such men is not oue to be sneezed at, although
it is at a disadvantage in having had little practice. The men are not trained down to a state
of chronic diarrhea, but are in the best of health
and full of hope, and will undoubtedly not be
last in the struggle. The Bowdoin crew show
themselves very little, rowing mainly up the
river from their quarters above the bridge.
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have been much over-estimated, aud that their
training lias been grievously at fault. They do
not pull together well, nor is their stroke a
very
powerful one. At least, so “they say.”
The college boys have not left all their tricks
behind them in leaving their alumnae mattes.
The other day a rustic traveler stopped at the
house where the Yales are boarding, and inquired the way to the ferry. The boys feeling
a little waggish, directed him to the Williams
boat-house, and Rustieus shortly after made his
appearance there, and offering his money requested to be ferried over. He was undeceived
as quickly as possible, while the Williams men
grimly swore to be revenged, either on Yale or
some other crew.
Nor was the opportunity
slow in coming. That very evening a man
drove up to their boarding place and inquired if
there was any one there who had calves to sell.
The boys answered him no, but directed him to
a place, where, they assured
him, he could find
some.
Not long after, the individual stopped
at the farm house where the “Aggies” domesticate, aud inquired for Mr. Ward. Josh made
his
and
the
appearance,
stranger
wanted to know if he didu’t waut to sell “some
’o them critters.” Josh looked inquiringly alf
the stranger, when the latter remarked, apologetically, that some fellers back a piece had
told him Master Ward had six calves a raisin’
on’em, and was drefful anxious to sell ’em.”
Whose turn may come next is difficult to tell.
Allopathy and Homceopathy.—Dr. E. M.
Kellogg, a Homoeopathic physician of New
York, for the purpose of ascertaining the comparative mortality under the two leading methods of medical treatment, spent three months
in analyzing the death register of the Metropolitan Board of Health of New York city,

throwing

out all cases that do not
properly come
within the pale of medical treatment; narrowing down the examination to those deaths
which occurred in private practioc only,
during
the years 1870 and 1871; and he submitted to

public, through the American Institute of
Homceepathy the result of his investigations,

the

follows:
I find, then, that the deaths in New York
city during the past two years amount, in private practice, to 39,631.
Classifying this mortality according to the kind of practice employed in each case, 1 find that 30,395 persons
died under the care of the so-called “Regulars”
or Allopathic physiciaus in
acknowledged good
standing; that 2530 died under the care of
physicians, and that the balance,
Homoepathic
6709, died under tiie care of practitioners, who,
with the sole exception of the “Eclectics” (who
are very few in number), belong to no medical
society, and cannot, therefore, he readily classified. These latter include the druggists and
quacks of all kinds, who flourish wherever the
professional barriers are so completely thrown
down as they are in this State, where the law
allows any one to practice medicine.
To compare, then, the Allopathic and Homoeopathic mortality intelligently, I ascertained the
number of the practitioners of the two rival
systems, and this is the result.—984 Allopathic
physicians lost 30,395 cases; 156 Homoeopathic
physicians lost 2530 cases; averaging 30.89
deaths to every Allopath and 16.22 deaths to
every Homoeopath practising in New York city
during the past two years! In other words, the
mortality under Homoeopathic treatment is,
proportionally, only 53 per cent, of the mortality under Allopathic treatment, where the physicians of the two schools have been practising
side by side.
To offset the force of so astonishing a revelation of practical results, it has been urged that
the Homoeopaths treat comparatively few of
the poorer classes, and that their death-rate is
less, because their patients are so largely composed of the wealthier and more intelligent
part of the community. To satisfy myself on
that point, I have collected the annual reports
of our numerous city dispensaries, where the
sick poor apply for medical treatment; and
from them I learn that the seven Hmoeopathic
Dispensaries treated in the year 1870 about onefourth os many poor patients as all the Allopathic Dispensaries. And as those dispensary
as
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eluded in the above mortality statistics, the argument on this point is not against Homoeopathy, but in its favor.
What the Kuklux Expect of Greeley.—
A Greeley organ in
Alabama, the Talladeya

-Yews, recently published the following
account

of the murder of two Union

brutal

soldiers,

while attempting to arrest a man who had been
indicted for Kukluxing:
“Last Sunday two
Yankee boys in blue visited the house of Mr.
Maroney, in Shelby county, and near the county line of Shelby and Bibb, not far from the
little village known as Six Mile, for the
pnrof
jrose
arresting him under a bill found by the
Grand Jury of the United States Court, recently in session in Montgomery. Mr. Maroney
was implicated in the Coosa
county affair. Under this true bill found by the Grand
Jury these
brave soldiers of the liest government the world
ever saw,went with handcuffs for Mr.
Maroney.
He welcomed them with hospitable hands to
inhospitable graves—he poured lead into one
anil cold steal into the other,
whereupon both
of these gallant soldiers gave up the
ghost, and
Mr. Maroney is still as free as the air which he
inhales. \Y e gather these facts from a reliable
gentleman just returned from Shelby county.
We regret and condemn this
occurrence, and
call upon our people to remain
quiet—die old
White Hat will make all things
right.”
Horrible Outraoe
On Thursday afternoon

in

Taunton, Mass.—

a mulatto,
calling himself James William Lacy, about
twenty-five
years of age, and believed to belong in Boston,
forcibly entered the house of Mrs. Harriet L.
Hodges, widow of the late Hon. James L.
Hodges of Taunton,an ex-member of Congress,
and committed a most beastly and
outrageous
assault. Mrs. Hodges is upward of
seventy
years of age, and resides alone, and all her outcries and resistance were of no avail. She subsequently informed one of her neighbors of the
affair,and two hours later the police arrested the
brutal villain. On being confronted with Mrs.
Hodges his identification was complete. It is
said there are a plenty of other corroborative
evidence fixing this heinous crime
upon Laav
beyond the possibility of a doubt. The prisoner was arraigned in court
Friday. The witnesses were Mrs.
and City Marshal
Hodges
Potter. After committing the outrage he said
lie was sorry, and supposed she was a
young
widow with abundance of money.
He had
previously thrown a sheet over her head. Lacy
was held in 810,000 for the Grand
Jnry of the
Superior Court in September. Ho has a wife
and family in Rayuham.

Good-Bye to the Andes.—The Ausland
gives some figures concerning the height of the
Andes, from which we have to draw the melancholy conclusion that any one who desires to
see the Andes in their
grandeur had best be
about it soon. In 1745 the elevation of Quito
above the sea was 9596 feet; in 1803 only 9570;
in 1831, 9567 feet, in 1867, 9520 feet; and in
1870, 9350. The latter decrease, 170 feet in three
years, is indeed alarming—if true.
Taking
these figures for the basis of calculation, it will
be seen that it will take only about 167 years to

accomplish

the ruin of the Andes.

M.__
News and other Items.
Newport is hot and dull.
Rarey is taming Iowa horses thi s year.

correspondent

iu

soldiers and sailors.

Amk rican Institute of Instruction.—Thl9
Association will be liel<l at Lewiston on Aug.
13th, 14th and 16th. On Tuesday th&fiirectors
meeting will be held at 4| P. M. and 8.15 P. M.
Hon. J. G. Blaino will deliver an address. On
Wednesday four papers will be read respectively by Walter Smith, Dr. J. B. Upham,Rcv. Dr.

A Providence savant walks on the water.
The enrolled militia in Lowell numbers 4458.
Lager beer is the fashionable drink at Long
Branch this season for both sexes.

Thirsty people
studying,this warm weather, the signs of the Soda-ac.
A $10,000 residence is being built for Rev.
Robert Colyer in Chicago.
Tennessee promises 11,000,000 bushels of peanuts this year.
In Alabama colored cooks are called Black
Friars.
The potato-bug is reveling in the fields of
arc

Coos county N. H.
It is certain that

nearly twice

being harvested this

season

as

hay is
England as

much

in New

last.

American pianos, when he called them the
best i u the world.
The present debt of the city of New York is

larger than that of the entire nation before the
war.

The Irish Band will return to Ireland in the
Inman steamer “City of Montreal,” from New

York to-day.
The first appointment of

brisk ride

on

horseback

a

few miles into the

country, and the remainder of the day he spends
who

a

constant

personal acquaintances.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Auburn shoe manufacturers have shipped 8211,800 pairs of shoes aud boots from Auburn statiou, the past three months—a marked
increase over the business of the corresponding

colored man to a
Federal office in Connecticut, is that of LieutH. Loync to be a letter carrier in New Havsn.
The Woman’s Journal wants {to know why a
woman can’t be a Bishop.
A bishop should always bo able to sing bass.
The city attorney of St. Louis has been lined
$50 for being half a hour bebtnd time, and

glO

for not sitting down when ordered to sit.
Half a million of people aud thirty millions
of capital are employed in this
country in the
more

manufacture oj stoves, says the New York Bulletin.

Professor Boise of the Chicago University is
going to Europe as escort to a party of twentythree young ladies. The proportions of Boise
and girls do not seem to be equal.
The meanest man in Massachusetts must live
in Greenfield. Some miscreant
poured a lot of
molasses on the steps of the court house last
Sunday evening, and enjoyed the satisfaction
of seeing about 25 ladies and gentlemen sit down
in the

dirty
Among the

mass.

elegant equipages to be seen
in the Bois de Boulogne,
Paris, are those of Mr.
and Mrs. Barney Williams, and Mr. aud Mrs.
Florence, the well-known Irish comedians.
most

A North Adams Chinaman
says he has not
money enough to marry a “Melicau” girl, and
that the Chinese fashion of
pinching feet is no
foolish than the American fashion of
pinching waists. His head is level.
more

English papers are inquiring why Mr. Stanley did not bring some letters from Dr. Livingstone. They think it very curious that none
have been received.
The Stokes jury complain

while they

were

locked up they were fed on cold meats and
mince pies. It was hardly to be
expected that
they could agree, when such things were disagreeing with them.
A firm of Boston truckmen sent a lad from
the rural districts with a horse to one of the

wharves, where he was wanted. The boy mistook the wharf aud went to the one used as a
temporary depot for dead horses and left him.
The employees about the premiset took the
proceeding as a matter of course and killed the
animal, preparatory to transporting him to
Spectacle Island. As the horse did not arrive
at the Stono wharf, the
youth was sent to bring
his lost charge. He soon returned with the
bridle of the defunct animal, sadder, at
least,if
not w'iser.
The firm valued the horse at
$200,

and

are
consequently so much poorer.
There is much anxiety in business circles in
Halifax, and business is depressed. The bahks
have curtailed their discounts
of

considerably

late.

Piciou, N. S., was visited by a fire Thursday
morning which destroyed about a dozen houses
including Bcgair’s hotel, the Royal Oak hotel,
and several warehouses. Loss
$50,000.
The representatives of the shoe and leather
trade of the couutry were entertained at Naliant Thursday by the shoe manufacturers of

Lynn. The party, to the number of
hundred, left Boston on the extra
Lynn, rode to Nahaut in barges, and

six
train for

some

were

en-

tertained on the grounds of the Tudor estate.
A yacht race took place, and
considering the
very unfavorable weather it may be pronounoed
a success.
Dinner was served in a large- marquee on the lawn, and speeches appropriate to
the occasion were afterwards mado
by the chair-

man, Mr. George W. Keene, the Hon. J. B.
Alley, General Banks and others. The gathering was a pleasant one, aud it only lacked
fine weather to render it the best reunion of
the two the trade have held.
Prof. Edward Hitchcock, of Amherst College, started Wednesday for his voyago around
the world.
Aaron

Guernsey, of Lancaster, N.
just ploughed up in his meadow an
half-penny dated 1775.
sentence some

H.,
English

has

polidcians

may like
w xciuemuer.—
ume and circumstances have
so altered us that we
are obliged to give our old
selves the lie direct, or else to be untrue to our
present selves.”
Janies Dalton, of New
unwita

Haven, Conn.,
tingly confessed to selling liquor Sunday by
bis
complaining against
bartender for embezzling the proceeds of that day’s sales.
Sir Henry Holland,
octogenarian though he
be, is said to be planning another extensive
which
he
tour,
proposes to undertake during
the present season, and which
comprehends
points so remote and so widely apart as the
North Cape and Madeira.
One young lady at the Ocean
House, who
calls butter “buttaw, weitah,” wears nine diamond rings on one of her
hands, and a bustle on
which sho last night
unconsciously carried
Oharles Augustus Fitznoodle’s blue-ribboned
straw hat from the lawn to the
bluff.—[Long
Branch gossip.
A New York auctioneer announces that he
shall have among the attractions of a land sale
music by Graffula’s
rison and a banquet

Band, comicalities by Har-

the Green.
An enterprising Hoosier has started a
steam
chicken factory, with a working
capital o
about 5000 eggs. At his first
“baking” he
hatched out four birds and roasted ail the rest
if the eggs.
on

Recently

the covers which conceal the throne
and royal chairs of State in the
English House
if Lords were removed in honor of a
visit from
Miss Nellie Grant
This is a compliment
which has never been paid to a
royal visitor.
From a series] of carefully collated
crop reports, collected by the Now Orleans Cottou Exihange, it appears that the area of land placed
mdtr cultivation averages ton
per cent, increase
ju last year.
A woman fell into the cellar of an
unoccupied
house in Cincinnati last week and remained
.here four days and. nights without food or

water, and in full] hearing of constantly passes feet, before she was discovered and released.
The United States Government is to undertake the breeding of salmon
upon the Pacifio
mast, with a view of stocking Eastern rivers
md other waters suitable for salmon.
The
work will bo carried on upon a
largo scale, and
will be under the charge of Mr.
of

Livingstone,
to Oregon next month

charleston, who will go
md commence operations in the Columbia river.

The Utica Bee must bo a very
wasp of a
It says of itself:—“Some
iaper.
days one
iheriff locks it up aud some days another. Some

days it's the editor gets locked up. Then
other days the subscription list is locked
up,
md the boys hired not to carry the
papers to
;he city subscribers. Take all things
together,
Ctica is a real nice place to publish a little

>ther

cept subject to current rates.

die whole plan of salvation,"

of the bell, she found a gentleman on
;he steps who wished to see her father. “Father isn’t in,” said she, “but if it is
anything
ibout Jour soul I can attend to you. I know

summons

lOO
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MIDDLE

HOSIERY,

STREET.

IN GREAT VARIETY.

The Vital Drain.
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essential

are

bodily vigor;
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and
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Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters powerfully assist these processes, that it is logarded by the intellcgent classes, whese opinions are founded on observation, as the only absolute spetdfle for dysi>epuia and
its attendant ills, at present known. When the system, either from oonstitutional causes, overwork, excess, anxiety, or aetu al disease, Is In an unnatural
relaxed condition something more than its exhaust-

One Rollai*.
THESE goods are all

NEW and

particles passos through the pores. Vitality leaks
through these ventages. Elements which should re-

And upwards, at MRS. WELCH'S, 79
Also Aprons, Sun-Bonnetes, &c.

Millinery

A chance for Bargain* in all
a few TRIMMED HATS and
first eost of material, at Mrs.

Portland Light Guard—Attention.
The old P. L.

G.,

requested to meet at Army &
Navy Hall Thursday evening, July 18, at 7$ o’clock.
Special business will come before the meeting.
juyl7sn*
_Per Order.
are

VERMONT BUTTER,
JUST RECEIVED

In all the

CROCKETT,

A a

Jyl7-sn 2w»8g Co—err in I
NINE AND

TEN PER,

Ml.

a

sch Oregon, Wilson, from

Retail Boot and Shoe Store Foi
Sale.
One oftbebost locations in Portland; good store,
well

Crockett, New York for Portland; Tennessee, Creed,
Elizabclhnort for Portsmouth; American
Chief, from
Rondout for do; Alexander,
Falkingham, Elizabethport Boston; Pallas, French, New York for Rockland.

I7th,
w^^P^J^HSNCE—Ar
Ehzabetbport.

Jio™y Ives, from Ellsworth.
17ih» 8011 Lorue. (Br) Flowers,
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Providence:
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Ar 15th,

Bangor
Chicago
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Hayden, Sennett,

FOREIGN PORTS.
AratHimgKong July 14, ship Midnight, Kendnct, New ork.
Sldim NcwcMtle, NSW, AprU 24,
ship Comet,

Bray, Hong Kong.]

Ar at do prev to April
San Francisco.
Di port April 27, *blp

The earnings of the European & North
American Kailway for June are
836,961.03.
The number of passengers
conveyed over the
road for the same month were
20,062.
Joseph, son of Frank Scott of Orono, was
missed from his home on
Wednesday, and
search being made for him his body was found
1U the river,
having, it is supposed, fallen in
whilo playing about the pier. He was seven
years old.
The Dexter Gazette learns that the
neighbors
of Nicholas Sands, at French’s
Mills, whose
buildings and furniture were destroyed by fire a
few weeks ago, have put up for him a new
house, in place of that destroyed.
Isaac Emerson of Dexter has a potatoe field
of fourteen acres, and James Olwer of
Newport
has twenty acres of potatoes in one field.
The heaviest tax payers in Winn are: Henrv
Poor & Son, who pay 81210.72; Caleb Estes
pays 8117.79; J. C. Grant & Son pay 895.44
and Frank Gilmau pays 866.75.
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J. B. BROWN &

SONS,

bankers.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received snbjcct to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent,
per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and iuerest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issue i bearing interest as by agreemo
and available at
maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and lu Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on
Enginnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight bafts on
Paris, Berlin and other
Eurojiean cities, Montreal, St. Jolm and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New
York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents Tor the sale of the

SOMERSET COUNTY.

a

Edward D. Graft, aged nine years was
drowned in Sandy Stream at Moore Elver, on
the 12th inst.
A set of farm buildings in East St. Albans
owned by D. C. Grimwood and occupied
by Mr.
Lander, was totally destroyed by lire on the
night of tlie twelfth. The barn in which the
fire originated was entirely consumed before
tho family were aroused so tlAt but little of the
furniture was saved. Insured in a New York
Co., for $1,000.
On the 12th inst., a little girl,
daughter of
Wm. Richards of Harmony, while
running
along the road, fell and broke both bones of tlie
forearm.

Seventy-two millions of logs have come down
the east branch of the Kennebec this
spriDg.
Last spring tlie amount
through tho same channel was forty-five millions.
WALDO COUNTY.

The Belfast Ar/e says that a detachment of
United States engineers are located on the
bluff this side of the camp-gio ind in
Nortliport
engaged in completing the topographical survey
of the coast and the triangulation of Penobscot
Bay. Their white tents, some dozen in number, form quite a picturesque little village. A
detachment under the charge of Horace Anderson, of this city, is to be stationed in that city
this summer and another corps at Castiue.

Bonds of the Portland &
Jn3

B_
SKIN

Ogdensburg

R R

COUNTY.

DISEASES^
PIMPLE

For Moth Pntches, Freckles,
use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond St., New York. Sold by
Druggist everwliere
suAw-6m
wI2
mehlfi_MW&S
LOTION.

MARRIED.
In Ferry Village, Caj»e Elizabeth,
July 18, at tho
house of the bride’s father, Capt. J. C. York,
by Rev.
B. Freeman, Charles A. Harmon and Sadie M. York
all of
Elizabeth.
In Bntli, July 18, David C. Gifford, of Boston, and
Emily M. Emmons, of Bath.
In Durham, June 15, Van II. Rico and Lydia E

BURNETT’S COCOAINE,
Universally acknowledged

Cape

The Best and Cheapest Hair
Bressing
Promoter ofthe Growth and Bcanty nf the

Haskell.

In Lewiston, July 16, E. F.
Harmon, of San Fransisco, and Jennie S. Rich, ol Auburn.
In Auburn July 11, Henry S.
Colby, of Portland,

Hair

in the World.

NO

J

OTHEB

mssosscs
1

uit

the

COMPOUND

peculiar properties which

so

exactly

the various conditions of the human hair.
by ail Druggists.
no29
codly

For sale

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

sn

“WEBER” and other cminent makers,
Sold by ED. B.
ROBINSON,

5 Calioon Blork, opposite City Hall
AT REDUVEL
nyl7

DRIVE?

As the

season

for Bowel

Complaints, such

",Jly

as

Diar-

■hea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Colic, Ac., is at
land, we would again give our good advice, act wisey, and lay in a store of Dr. BickwlV,
Syrup. For
lie reason, that it is safe and
reliable, at all times,
.’ery pleasant, containing no opiate, and does uot
iroduce

LostiveneHH.

juu28snd3in

SPECIAL

Fail not to trv
J It

AND

ATTRACTIVE

BARGAINS !
MONDAY, JULY 1st,
AND FOLLOWING DATS.

H. TALBOT &,

country

filled at

or

CO.,

No. 6 Clapp's Block,
bargain* in

Blnck Malta Lace*,
Black Thread Luces.

shart notice.
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SELF-PRESERVA-

Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline is Man, Ner-

y

Gloves,

andPlivsicalDebility,Hypochondria, Impotence

Spermatorrhoea

or Seminal
Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of
youth er the Indiscretions or excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands
have been
taught by this work the true war to health and happiness. It Is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only sne on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th
reviled, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail
post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTI-

Trimmings,
Bargains in Small Wares.
H. TALBOT & CO., 6

edition,

A

Ego*-

str<*fj Boston. Mass.,
™lfl."<‘h
W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. B.

sr

author may be consulted on tho above as well
diseases requiring skill and experience.

Clapp’s Block

CONGRESS STREET.

CARD

TO

Dr.
The
all

THE

Jlyt-3w

PUBLIC.

as

™M«n>ent 10 f“™lsh music at
HAiYFiF'
Gltn House thf* summer, I shall be absent
an

__**_mar25-dly

a

SSmJIua" I’,l!blic

the

few

that ,he P°RTLAND BAND will be tn
readiness to f„mi.h muchon all
occasions,
applying to p. J. WILLEY
Treasurer, at
«»*
*
or at Hawes *
Cragiu’s Music Store.

IXL Sc UnXLd FIREWORKS J

by

Hend.,u£rWW

FOB THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN.
Clubs and Individuals supplied with
Rockets, Candies, Bengolas, Ac., Ac., for processions or

__

rw

_Jf15

oarV

Market ti

J. COLE,

_Leader and Secretary,

meetings

Torches, Chinese Lanterns in every style, Flags
Transparencies, Ac., Ac., for the Campaign.

CTTTTF.K,
52

HYDE Ac CO.
CHAUNCY STREET, BOSTON,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Marshall’s Patent

MEW

CARRIAGES,
AMD

SECOND

HAND !

OF

Illuminating

stick

Illuminating Windows. The best
Send for Price List.
jyl()-2m
for

ROBERT

Candle-

over

Successor

marie

Mo. 16

Marriage.

FARRAll,
Farrar & Adams,

and

lgj Portland
PORTLAND.

_

Happy Relief for Youug Mrn from the effects
errors and[abuses m early life.
Manhood restored.
Nerrous debility cured. Impediments to marriage

to

Street,
Jyistf

of

'"'•tan,

by September.

NOTICEishereby

STREET,

a

On

Age. Is warranted to cure Flesh Woums,
Pimples, Eruptions
lull Blotched disfigurations or the face. Sold
by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st., Now York.

An experienced engineer has been
engaged
survey the route of the Calais and Eastpmt
Kail road. He expects to commence
operations

juy20T4w

given, that the subscriber has
bean duly appointed Executor at the WIU of
LYDIA HILTON, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumburiand,
deceased, and has taken
uIM,n himaell that trust by giving bonds aa the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate
iloouaied, are required to exhibit the same:
amt all persons indebted to said estate arc
called uop
on to moke payment to
HENRy
DEERING.
Executor.
,
Portland, July
16, 1872.
jyl9>13w

A Book for Every Ran.

vous

love

by

Prepared to furnish ICE

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE,

M&W

nwv5.T.’wCOMEDONEand
REMEDY.—llie Skill Medicine of the

to

or

®“ke,r *“

gain
■i amotions
tml
of any person they choose,
Instantly,
rbis simple mental acquirement all can
possess, freo
mail, for 23 cents, together with a
marriage guide,
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, Ac A
queer exciting book.
100,OOo sold. Address T. William & Co., Pnb’a, Phila.

quality to Families, ParExcuslona, Ac., in any uuantlty

irom tne

that

R. I. Wolcott, 18 Chatham
Sqr.

»10.

Juy20S4w

•

ICE CREAM.

[fc*r

quick

SOUL CHARMING.”
“pSYCHOMANCY,”,'a5r kainate
and
the

CREAMS

ties Balls, Picnics,
at short notice.

newlw

Call and ramineTr 12
dj-irkamdefromSOcts,
sent (postage free) for 50 cts.

Prepared by
A. G. NCHI.OTTEBBECK A
CO.,
Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Ms.
For sale by all DFugglsis.
myitsn tf

JjT.1"" of theStrert,’
LKEAM
very best

Factory,

West Commercial Street.

43.

NP-frVfsamples
for

retail
N- Y-

A safe and sure
remedy tor removing Tan,
Moth Bloteke,, Freckles unit Kruptions fromPimple,.
the skin
rendering It soft and fresh, and imparting to it a makhLK pujkity. Price 50 cents per bott.c.

TION,”

Charles E. Hyde, a member of the third class
in the Bath High School has made a steam
engine, with force pump and all the necessary
parts combined and lias presented it to the
school laboratory.

July

Schlotterbecks Moth ft Freckle Lotion!

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

GIRLS WANTED

At the Portland Star Match

T. S. HATCH, No. 170 Pearl Street.

SPOKEN.
June 24, lat « 12 N, Ion 39 03
from Newport, E, for Callao.

O's

CUNNINGHAM,

^

Building.

remodeling the Congregational
'PROPOSALS
u
,c.h at Sacearrappa wUI be received by tbo
Building Committee, for one week.
Plans and Specifications may be seen by calling on
W. K. DANA,
Jnly 204b, 1872,

PAYSON,

8ch Ada, Oults, Portland;
M E Bii8s-shicws'

WARREN JOHNSON.

tor

EXCHANGE ST.,

PREBLE

ICE

or

Church

orders for jobbing snd building promptly atto._ jun5 sntf

All
tend

ME.

6’a

T.ThAB_

SO

brig Liberty, Steele,1

PBITVTV

The Odd Fellows of Milo propose to build a
large and commodious hall before another year.
At their last stated meeting they elected the
following officers: R. A. Munroe, N. G:M.
Tolman, V. G; J. H. Macomber, Jr., E. S: D.
McClench, P. S; J. L. Saigeant, T.
At Dover last woek the trotter “Lady
Briggs”
made a half mile in 1:13J.

m

MA.SON * BUILDER,

'n8t’ Scb C H

„.Ar.“i.Mj

BOYS,

JuyKkigw

_PORTLAND.

JAMES

Halifax 16th, sch Sarah Elwell,
Brown, EastWestern Banks.

Georgetown PEI 3d
Boston, (and cld for Pictou.)

then cod tf

Eleventh.
1?A„^ •r'T""'
September
the principal, B. o.
I r\-qr^-vk M.
UNSLKY,
the proprietor,
a., *<;•’address

At 48 Exchange 61.
G. L. HAII.EY.

Dm

b^puVto'rari’L Me,
Kelley, Haskell,
Joln|CNBf”eSOS

Ar at
port for
Ar at

Turnbuckle'a Shutters.

Family School,

FOR

FISIIINO TACKLE,
And SPORTING
GOODS,

Kong; Flectford, Stover, repg.

H

Juy20tllw

Franklin

of

Formosa, Allen, for Hong
*

ship

to.

PARSING THROUGH THE CITY
On their Summer tours, can find a
good aasortment

23, ship St Charles, Colley
J *

Ar at Venice 28th nit, barque Com
Dupont. McGilvery, New \ ork.
At Valparaiso 15th nit,
ship Norway, Woodbury,
unc; barque Shamrock, Dow, ldg cargo of
Nor-

Screw Bolts anti Washers,
to order.

Out-of-town orders solicited and promptly attend-

STRANGERS

HarV

Wka PTM,
extremely

at

puriKwcs

prim.

Gratings, «&c.,

FOR SALK BY

II. M.

ST.,

ME.

lalldlajs,
Bridge*.
P®*
n«on ami all other

x

lew

t’n
Gold,
Atchison, Topeka A Haute P«, Gold
7’e
Northern Pacidc, Gold.
7-30’*

brig Hattio S Bishop, Webber, St George,
8ch M A

8wcllf°r Cardena!:i;

PENOBSCOT COUNTT.

The Bangor police have seized 2857
gallons of
intoxicating liquors since the first of April.
Tenney of the Brunswick Telegraph is now
growling over the eating saloon in |tho Maine
Central depot at Bangor, and wo don’t blame
him.

I

0,s

Portland A Rochester R. R.
l.rcds A Fnriniuglou R. R.
Central Railroad, Iowa,

Picitic

factory at Buckfield.

COMMERCIAL

IRON WORK

BONDS!

Rth;fbv-?aLeS

the finest in Western Maine
The Oxford county jail is
being surrounded
with a new fence.
Hon. J. H. Porter of Oshkosh, Wis., is visiting relatives at Paris.
Work has been commenced in the new shoe

jy20-tf

TOPSHAM.
Portland Municipal
Portland aid P A B
Bath

K. LEold Carriage

at his

or

Laughlin <fc Son

Juyl3sn*2w

BOSTON—Ar 18th, schs J P Wyman, Urunn, from
Jacksonville; Campbell, Eaton, Baltimore; Vcnilia,*
Allen. New York.
Cld 18th, barque T K Weldon, Colson, for
Bangor;
schs Escape, Eagles, Portland and
Cornwallis, NS
Annie Currier. Peck, do and St John.
NB ; Irene
Liudsey, Mackias; It H Colson, Colson, Bangor
Ar 10th barques Young
Turk, Nickerson, Cadiz;
Jennie, Staples, Buenos Ayres.
Below, brigs F I Henderson, from Port Johnson;
Isaac Carver, from New York
; W H Bickmorc, from
Alexandria.
Brook*. New Orleans;
Aureiia>
.las K Brett, Nickerson,
Bancor; brie Wm Mason
Adams, Mobile; sch* Delia Hinds, Wills, for Calais]
M E Staples, Godfrey, Lubec.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 18th, schs Bnrmah, Winslow,
Baffgor for New York: Leader, Barter, do for Provld
Wtcb, Sleeper. Roeklaud for Boston.
LTfate^
Cld 18th,
sch Ella Brown. Robinson. St John NB
NEWBURYPORT_Ar 18th, sch
Ginn]
Rockland.
EASTPORT—Ar 12th, sch Gazelle, Gardiner, Port-

Houghton of Bryants Pond have
nearly completed a building, the first floor of
which is to be a store house, the second a town
hall, and the third a Masonic hall, which is to
be one of

:

PORTLAND,

required;

BJ'Pf'pBD—Sid 18th, sch Hattie Ellen, Ashley, Philadelphia.
YARD-HAVEN—Ar 17th, schs Champion.
Clark, Elizabethport for Salem; Isaac Oberton, Achorn, Boston for Philadelphia; Mary J
Adams, GUchrist, Boston for do; W B Darling, Hatch, Bangor
for Fall River; J K Lawrence,
Torrey, do for Wilmington; Wm H Archer, Milliken. fm Ellsworth for
New Bedford; Star. Raynor, Saco for
Baltimore.
Ar 18th, schs Mail, Linscott, So
Amboy for Gardiner; Atalanta, Rhoades, fm Rockland for Newport;
S«nrf«rGiime»t PhUbrook,

185

fitted, low rent snd a good run of regular trade.
The stock is small and clean, and
only a small capital
will bo sold at a bargain as the owner
lias other business.
I shall continue to retail at cost until the stock is
sold. Enquire at the store, 353
Congress St., PortUnd.Me
WM. D. TltUE.
N. B—Parties owing me will please call and settle

St John,T^r»K1VA
NB, via Portland.
FALL RIVER-—Ar 17th, sch
Mary Ella, Thomas,
Portland.

■

GENERAL BLACKSMITHS,

forward to your address

Benedict,

schs T

Thos.

Package of

Serea Samples of Carious Articles,
and with them Wholesale Price
List,—easy to aelL to
old or young, with large profits.
M. SALOll Proprietor, The 11 rami Toy and Fancy
Bazaar. 3B5 *351 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Establishes! 17 years.
Jun20d£wlm sn w25

PASr^PH^NE

niDDUiNO

To Let.
Enquiroat E.

A

Be Industrious and Make Money I
25 cents and I will

T.O.

snADEs, at IfIRM.

■

GOOD Bent oft Booms,
MONT*S, 34 Paris St.,
Factory, 22 Preble St.

Principal and Int. paid by the State, in New York
Citv.
For sale by Chas. Dwight, (Agent for Western
Bond Board, Kansas City) No. 76 State si., Boston.
in.vl8sn3m d*w
w21

mo

near

All widths, styles, shades aud prices, at the Mlllinerystoreof
MB*. lVKU'U'N,
Jy20eod2w T9 Middle St., 3d door from Post Office.

CENT.

INVESTMENTS:

Send

new

A ■

otton

Kansas Registered Mnnicipal Bonds.

Fossett, Pierce, Portsmouth.
Ar at Newcastle 17th, sch Webster
Kelley, Haskell,*
Bangor.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, brigs
Joseph Clark. Stahl.
Brunswick, Ga; Belle of the Bay, Noyes, New London for Alexandria; schs Only Son,
Meady, Gardiner;
Charley Cobb. Torrey, Vinalliaven.
Cld 17th, schs Victor, Mahoney, Para; Mary Ellen.
Hawkins, Washington.
Cld 18th, schs Carrie S Webb, Homer, Georgetown;
Daylight, McFadden, Baltimore; Bengal. Titus, for

Millinery Good*, and
Bonnets, at let** Uian
WELCH'S.

TASSEL TIES!
WBLfH’M.

n.

S.

at Cost.

FOR SUMMER,
JIRS. WRI,CI1H», 79 Middle st.

at

CHOICE

1.

Middle St.

Light Hoop Skirts,

!_BUTTER !T

BUTTER

CO.,

Children’s Suits, $1,

ieelings
superlative

Sroduce

ST.,

JUST ABOVE THE PREBLE HOUSE.
July 20-s,t,t1i

of all powers of life. It is In cases like this that the
restorative properties of Ilostetter’s Bitters are most
conspicuous. The first two or three doses sometimes
a change in the
and aspect of the
lvalid that is perfectly
astonisning, and by a j>ereevcring use of this
vegetable tonic and alterative, the vital drain is sure to be arrested, the
strength reinstated, the flesh restored, the constitution reinforced, and the brain relieved of tbe cloud
that obscured it,

17th, schs L T Knight, Mclntlre, Boston; S B
Hume, Higgins, Weymouth, Mass.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, sells Albert Clarence,
Freeman, Bangor; Wm Flint. Simmons, Boston.
Ar 10th, barque Florence Peters, from St
Jago.
Cld 17tli, brig Lizabel. Tabbutt, B stou; schs Eri,
Stewart, Rockport; Louis Walsh, Kelley, do; Cyrus

17th,

be found at

NELSON &

sequences are emulation, debilllty, nervousness, loss
of spirits, and a general, or perhaiw a rapid, decline

Cld

Hell Gate

can

*»» CONGRESS

and enrich it are evolved, and that
fluid becomes then watery and incapable of removing
the solids of the body as fast as they decay. The conmain in the blood

.....

throuhg

FRESH,

And of the boot quality, anil

ed

Gardiner.
BALTIMORE—Ar 16th, barque Norton Stover.
Sherman, Sagua.
Cld 16th, sch Charles A Higgins, McIntosh, Portsmouth, (and sailed.)

Boston.
Passed

SKIKT,

TUCKED

beesuse

WILMINGTON—Ar 7th, sch Mary A Holt, Higgins, Providence.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 16th, ship Charles A Farwell,
from Boston, to load for San Francisco.
t-wi

WHITE

excretory organs, and it is equally necessary
the waste matter thus expelled should be renew
placed
elements derived
by
from
dlested and assimilated food. It is evident, therefore, that good digestion and perfect assimithat

New York.

rnrnnoFTotiokr

A NEW

the

BEAUFORT, SC-Cld 4th, sch Carrie S Webb, Ho-

The Messrs.

In this
July 18, Alice Hammond, only child of
John H. and Mary F. True, aged 2 years.
services
[Funeral
Saturday afternoon at 41 o’clock,
at No. 10 Stale street.
In this city, July 19, Mrs. Emma A.
Foote, wife of
Wm. C. Foote, aged 25 years 11 months.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 1} o’clock,
at No. 23 Tate street.
Relatives and friends aro in
[vted to attend.
In
18, Mr. Belli. Dodge, aged 89 yrs.
In Cornish, Mr. William Hatch, aged 98
years
In Denmark, June 18, Dea. Daniel
Hilton, aged
SI years.

IIOOPt SKIRTS,

It la necessary to the hoalth of the body that its exhausted and roftised particles should be earried off by

CHARLESTON—Cld 15th, sch Lilly, Hughes, for

The Journal says that while the noon
freight
train was switching off two heavily loaded cars
at Hallowell, Thursday, from some unknown
cause they were thrown from the
track, causing
a delay of an hour.
The Journal says that the friends of Oak
Grove Seminary in Vassalboro’ are
raising a
fund of 85000, a portion of which is to be used
for immediate repairs on the Seminary
building
but the principal
part to be devoted to the erection of a substantial and commodious buildiu"
in which young ladies may board themselves"
enabling them to secure an education afa merely nominal cost. Chas. M. Bailey of Wiutlirop,
heads the list with the generous
pledge of 81000
Alden
Sampson and Hon. James (i. Blaine, are
each down tor 8100, and liberal contributions
come from lady members of the
Society of
Friends, both in and out of the State.

DIED.

CORSETS,

DirSs.N mwf

mer, New York.

present.

Bridgton, July

7’.

A ». F. G.ld

Bankers and Brokers.

New York.

The remains of Asa D. Nudd,
Esq., who
died at San Francisco, Cal., a few months
since,
have been brought to Waterville, for interment.
We learn from the Journal that the semi-annual meeting of the Maine
Homoeopathic Medical Association met at the office of W. L
in Augusta, Thursday. The followThompson
ing officers were elected for the ensuing year :
President, Dr. Daniel C. Perkins, North Vassalboro ; Vice Presidents, Dr. I. S. Hall. Gardiner, Dr. Chas. A. Cochrane, W intbrop; Treasuret, Dr. W. E. Payne, Bath; Secretary, Dr.
J. L. Babcock, Hallowell. Several
very interesting papers, on various medical and surgical
diseases were then read by Drs. Payne, Briry.
Bell, Perkins; after which an interesting and
profitable discussion ensued by the members

city,

7’.

ATCH1MON,.TOPEKA

SWAN & BARRETT,

JACKSONVILLE-Ar 11th, sch J W Maitland,
Colcorri, New York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 13th, barque Union, Blanchard,
Key West: brigs Ocean Belle, Dizer, from Galveston;
Long Reach, Blair, New York.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 13th, barque Jasper, Webber, Havana.
Sid 13th, sch F Shea, Nickerson, New Haven.
SAVANNAH—Ar 17th, brig Nellie Antrim, Lord.

KENNEBEC COUNTV.

'f Lewiston.

BESTLES,

7’.

FOR SALK BT

Jones,
phia; Altoona, Filzgerald, Portsmouth.

have a moonlight
excursion Monday eveuing,over the
ponds, and
to take a band with them.

C
Annie M. Frvo

O’.

CENTRAL IOWA R. B. G.ial.

Grant, Moshier, Hartford, Conn—Bunker

TIES,

NECK RUFFLING.

VIN.

CENNEM R. R. G.ld.

Apalachicola.

to

Bickford,

O’.

G.ld

DANVILLE A

CHICAGO,

FERN AN DINA—Ar 10th, brigs F J Merriman,
Leer aw, Caibarien; Selma, Richardson, Havana; A
M Roberts. Barker, Cardenas; L L
Wadsworth, Bailey, New York.
Ar 18th, barque Arietta, Matthews, Cardenas.
Cld 10th, schs Angie Amesbury,
Philadel-

Fl.es

>n

;hrec-year old paper in.
A little girl, daughter of a
clergyman, being
eft one day to “tend door,” and
obeying a

ECROPEAN A N. AM. R. R

DOmFSTVC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid lltli lust,
ship Dashing
Wave, Marshall, Tacoma.
PORT MADISON—Ar 11th,
Stevbarque
Vidette,
ens, San Francisco.
GALVESTON—Cld 9th, brig Salista,
Partridge,

ington.

and Mary A. Wright, of A.
In Northwood. N. H., by Rev. Mr.
Irish, M. D., of Buckfield, and Miss

GLOVES,

NECK

}>,

FARMINGTON R K.

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. 7-IIO

struck
the rocks at Green Is and on the 17th, and knocked
out rudder and started keel, causing her to leak so
badly that she had to be run ashore at Long Island,
to prevent sinking. If the weather is favorable she
will be got oft without further damage. The T is
owned by the captain and mate, who are Insured in
the Gloucester Mutual for $1800.
Sell Grecian, Mutiroe, from Vinalhaven tor Boston,
which put in 7th dismasted, has been fitted with now
masts aud has proceeded.
Sch Star, Raynor, from Saco for Baltimore, was
in collision with schr Silver Spring on the
17tb, and
lost jibboom and head gear. Sho put into
VineyardHaven for repairs.

The News says, among the former residents
of Bridgton, who are visiting their old homes
are Charles E. Hilton,
Esq., and wife, of Washington, D. C. Mr. Hilton, as is well known,
was formerly for several
years a popular Principal of the Bridgton Academy, Mrs. Hilton
also
teacher of music and French. Mr.
being
Hilton for the past two years has been
Principal
of Wallach School, the highest grade in Wash-

WASHINGTON

NEWS.

on

Greeley Institute at Cumberland Centre.

PISPATAOTTM

KID

»>.

•hlK-ll,.

MEMORANDA.
Sch Tivnra, (of Gloucester) Cant McKinnon,

The Telegraph says that the whole number of
students who have entered Bowdoin
already is
37. Rejected 8. There will be as many more
at the examination in August.
Mr. George M. Seiders a graduate of Bow-

Bridgton people propose

SASH RIBBONS,

COL’NTT.

LEE DM A

Sch Governor. Stinson, Calais—Nathl Blake.
Sch Convoy, Balcom, Eastport—N Blake.

days.

fm.ol,

INSERTINGS,

MAINE CENTRAL R. R. I'.n.oll-

B, (Br) Claveland, Londonderry, NS—Juo
Porteous.
Sch Sammy Ford, Allen, Lubec.

A temporary staging,
preparatory to the erection of the iron bridge for the Maine Central
across the Androscoggin at
Brunswick, is being
set up. The iron works is expected in a few

Fr»

A.N1)

H'm

Sch R M

COUNTY.

ATirrn<r<x<l

elegant assortment of

HAMBURG EDGES,

Sts.

and Federal

RECEIVED.

S t

CHICAGO.

—

In the town of Oakficld this year, there will
be felled nearly 500 acres of trees.
On the 9th inst., a young child of John
Keegan of Van Buren had her thigh fractured
by falling from a wagon.
A little daughter of L. R. King, Esq., of
Lyndon, lost one of her lingers while playing
with a haycutter.
One of the best farms in the county is that
of Mr. C. A. Hayford of Maysville. Itcontains
650 acres, 200 of which are cleared and under
improvement. Mr. Hayford has 47 acres under
cultivation this year, and his hay crop will be
about a hundred tons.

hppn

N_D

an

BELFAHT.

Steamer New England, Field, Boston for Eastport
John. NB.
Brig Amelia Emma, Carlon, Philadelphia—coal to
James & Williams. Vessel to Ryan &
Kelsey.
Sch Susan, Fuller, Provincetown.
Sell lantbe. Johns, Gouldsboro—canned lobsters to
Burnham & Morrill.
Sch C V Minot, Jewett, Westport.
CLEARED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S
John

Department Inspector W. H. Pennell of
Portland instituted a new Post of the G. A. R.
at Mechanic Falls Thursday evening. The Post
numbers thirty-one members and the following
officers were elected and installed, Commander,
Dr. Josiah Carr; S. V. C., H. T. Buck mao; J.
V. C., Y. M. Cushman; Chaplain, Rev Zcnas
Thompson; Surgeon, C. K. Packard; Quartermaster, G. M. Holt; Officer of the Day, Hiram
Hutchinson; Officers of the Guard, Asa L.
Downs; Adjutant, Augustus Golderman. The
Post will probably be Post Kearney No. 45.

hn.S

JI ST

PORTLAND.

and St

Bros.

Exchange

STATE OF MAINE.

Friday, July 19.

half inch bore, which is to lie laid to
bring an additional supply of spring water to
their mills.

VPftr.

Corner

B O

ARRIVED.

a

(loin, this

LORI.MJ, Apothecary,

Jyl2sn tf

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Porteous.
Sch Gen

new ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR A NICE FOOLING DRINK

|

MARINE

NOTICES.

This hot weather, Pic-Nir Pnrlir* nod Families should supply themselves with LOlUNG’S
Bed
CELEBRATED Lime Juice
Nyrup,
Orange Nyrup, and Htrawberry Myrup. Put
up in bottle*. Prepared and sold by

miniature Altnnuar.July 90.

$530.25.
A. C, Dennison & Co. of Mechanic Falls have
just purchased a thousand feet of lead pipe of

CUMBERLAND

20

Suu rises.4.41 I Moon rises. 8.15 PM
Sun sets.7.30 High water.11.00 AM

The Journal says that the Asscssrs of Taxes
in Auburn, It. Dresser, Charles Dunn and Col.
Win. B. Morrill,have just completed the assessment of taxes for the city, for the current tiscal
year. The whole valuation of the city is $3,823,027, on a full cash basis; last year on a twothirds basis the valuation was $2,149,395. The
rate per cent, this year is 18J mills; last year 31
mills. On the whole, taxes are lower this year
than last, in consequence of the increase of
property. The number of polls is 1659; last
year the number was 1015. The total amount
of money raised by taxation this year is $75,926.39; last year it was $71,773,83.
It is not a good year in Auburn for dogs; only
223 curs are taxed—last year 303.
Heaviest Auburn tax payers are .T H. Roak,
$1163.87; E. F. Packard, $926.15; James Goff,
$839.29; Ara Cushman, $808.67; Aaron Stevens

and

SPECIAL

DATF.

COOK

period of 1871.

two

FOR

FROM

Samaria.Ronton.Liverpool-July 23
Java.New York.. Liverpool-July 24
Nebraska.New York—Liverpool-July 24
Columbia.New York.. Havana.July 25
City of Bristol.New York. Liverpool-July 25
Europa.New York. .Glasgow.July 27
St Luurient.New York. .Havro.July 27
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool... .July 27
City of Brussels-New York. .Liverpool_July 27
Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.July 27
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool_July 27
Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool_July 30
Henry Chauncey.. .New York.. Aspinwall_July 30
China.New York. .Liverpool_July 31
Minnesota.New York.. Liverpool_July 31
Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.Aug 1
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 3

receiving
friends,
keep up
succession in the calling way until lato in the
afternoon. The callers, for the most part, are
his

a

The upward tendency of the English Iron
market still continues. Bar iron, which was
quoted at £8 10s ]>er ton in September last, had
advanced to £14 12s a month ago, and at last
advices by mail it was
selling at from £15 to
£15 12s fid, and even at these rates manufacturers refused .to take orders for future
ex-

delivery

a

NAME

Algeria.New York. ^Liverpool... July

Sarmutiun.Quebec... ..Liverpool.Toly 20
City of Montreal_Now York.. Liverpool... .July 20
Merrimack.New York.. Rio Janeiro. .July 23

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Washington Patriot says that the confidential Executive archives of the Confederacy
are in existance and “safe.”
Strauss really meant what ho said about

Here’s

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN KTEAMERH

A Long Branch letter says Gen. Grant rises
early, walks around the ground* which surround
his cottage, takes an early breakfast) after that

removed.

New method ot treatment.

New and

Municipal

re-

markable remedies. Books and Circulars
free In
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOc'ia
TION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Phibulelt.hia P*'
incbl6dsn3m

BONDS

PORTLAND

Ten to Twelve Per Ceil I.

OBSERVATORY.
NO STRANGER should leave the

without
visiting the Observatory, Muniov’s Hillcitvi-.!,.!
.v.‘.
,hc
Cu|>ola, 227 feet above the sea mavhi
tire city, the oceau to the
horizon
UAsf7»
5
AY
wkh
its 365 Islands, tho
WHITE MOUNTAINS SO mi ™

mountlnnth'e*CuiW|th ‘i!? lK>w*rf'‘l TRLESCOPfe
distant In every <11S lnS mS’i objects Ik) milesTbe
Views here

ed

add

to

^

nn
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BANK OF PORTLAND.
Ou, ami after this date, the undersigned will carry
r»n a strictly
Banking business, at tho Hanking
ivooins
now Oi*cupied bv the Second National Bank,
Maine, under the style of the “BANK
UF POKTLAND** and as such, will receive Deposit*
*nd make Discounts, in tho regular course of the
Banking Business.
»n

W. N. GOOLD.

Portland, .Tune 24tb, 1872.
sn
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TEN PER. CENT.
Registered

Missouri
Municipal
Bonds.
Coupons and principal, both pay-

able in New York.
SEMI-ANNUAL
A

Bonds issued strictly tor
irst class investment.
Municipal purposes.
For
tale by
CHARLKI M. IIAWKKa.
Sw
28 Exchange fet.
July I3th, 1872.

interest.

extensive anjuintanre in the West, ns
irell as a business acquaintance of twenty years’at
mine in Portland, I am making a specialty of these
tecnrltles, visiting the localities where they are issued
nvest(gating them very carefully and buying and*
titering for sale only those that I consider among 11 e
afrst for investment. They are issuod in
$100, $^d>
ml $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
late and are being taken by eur shrewdest ami moat
areful investors. They are daily becoming more
] ©pillar, receiving more atteutiou from capitalist*
! coking both safrty ami profitable returns for their
nvestments.
Particulars furnished on apnUcatWm
( iovermnent Bonds converted on tho most
favorable
t nans.
Having

1

ich22

dtf

an

CHARI.KM M. IIAWKKS,
!IS Exchange at., Portland

IUSIC BOXES!
“"J? ,h® tinkling,
oxes, but larger and

Portland,

Jun23newlt then

Bonds.

of Counties and Cities in Missouri aiul
occasionally School Bonds of .Missouri and IvanMS, with seini-auniKil Coupons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest. seUiug at prices which net from

MUSIC BOXES
sweet-tonal little Music
up to immense in-

larger ones,
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* ton at 33 COURT
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STREET and select
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stock, so
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VIOLINS,GUITARS.FLUTES, RAND INSTI'tr.
ENTS,

and

a

full assortment or

other inttru-uonts

j&1^‘CAL “Landis*.K
[Opposite'ihc Court Houto.f L°'’33
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PKESS,

Moonlight Excursion.—One of the most
recreations of the present season was
the moonlight excursion and concert at Peak’s

S\rURDAY MORNING, JULY 20, 1872

Island last night uuder tho auspices of Mr.

THE

CITY

VICINITY.

AND

TfiiK PBEiti
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Branell & Co.,
Corless, Went woilli, Glendenniug, MoBes, and Chis-

holm Bros., ou uil trains that ruu out of the
At Biddoford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, HodgJou.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
AtlrerIiMoments

IVcw

city.

or

Soul

son.
are

St. Chuuch—Closed for vacation.
St., Univ. Society—Noseivices.
Mountfort Street A. M. E. Church.—Rev.
J. H. Madison, pastor. Services at 10} A. M., and 3
and 7} P. m. Sunday School at 1} P. m.
Bethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services Sabbath a. m., at 10.30 o’clock; P. m., at 3 and 7.00

o’clock. Communion service the first Sunday i*. m.
of each month. Also meetings on Monday and
Thursday evenings at 7.30 o’clock. All from the sea
and land are cordially invited.

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Pray-

er Meetings every Saturday evening.—Social
Meeting
every Sunday at 10} o’clock a.m., m Munsey’s Sail
Loft, Commercial whf.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot, Rov. Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
3; Sabbath School at 1.45; Social meeting at 7}.
The Reform School S. S. will be held Sunday P.
M. Coach leaves State Street at 2 o’clock. Every
teacher in-requested to bo present.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbafth
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15. Sabbath School at 3.
Sabbath School Concert at 7}, All are invited.

New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
O UIIUUV OCUUU1

TO.

UUUlOUliUCIJ

L. Swett, Washington
Griffin, William Y. Jones.
Ward Two—William McAloney, John W.
Swett, Patrick Meehan.
Ward Three—William H. Simonton, William
G. Davis, Frederic Forsaith.
Ward Four—Sylvanus R. Lyman, Seth C.
Gordon, John Swett.
Ward Five—Charles H. Haskell, Daniel Glazier, Luther F. Piugree.
Ward Six—Edmund Dana, Henry Green,
Edward P. Sherwood.
Ward Seven—Nathan Cleaves. Charles H.
Varney, Robert A Bird.
Six delegates at large are to be chosen this

School at 3

Died.
In this city, July 19th inBt., Ellen Montgomery,
wift of Daniel W. Eaton, anil daughter of the late
Hczekiali Packard, agod 33 years and 9 months.

n

i

p. m.

Sunday

School at 12 M.

Cuurcii.—Rev. W. M. Ster-

Congress St. M. K.

ling; Preaching at 10} a. iu.
ing at 9 a. m. and 7} p. m.

and 3 p.

m.

Prayer meet-

Pine St. M. E. Church.—D. II. llannaburgh, pastor. Prayer Meeting at 9 a. m. and 7} p. m; preaching at 10} a. m.; Sunday School at 3 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral—Sundays, 10.30 a. m.3 and
7.3op. m. Daily, 8.30 a. m. aud 5 p.m. Free to all.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock A.M.,
aud 3 p. M. This is a free church, with free scats.
Portland Spiritual Association, Temperance
Hall, 351} Congress st.; Mrs. Emma Hardinge Briten will speak at 3 and 7} p. m.

Brief Jottings.
A prominent Republican of this city received by mail yesterday one of the Greeley fans
by help of which the Democracy hope to raise
the wind for their candidate. On the wrapper

following

Another importation of cholera materials in
tho form of peaches—and such peaches!
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Clark arrived out in the
“Prussian” the first of the week.
Rev. W’ E. Gibbs, of Portland, ;will preach
in the Winthrop street Universalist Church,

Augusta, to-morrow morning.
The Resolutes and Dirigos will play that
match for the Foul Flags in Dee ring this afternoon.

wero

seized at Michael

Lanagan’s

last night.

Tuesday
saw a

last several parties at White Head
whale pass within an eighth Jof a mile

that

was tally twenty-five feet long.
The Army and Navy Union \ have generously
tendered the free use of their hall to all the
regiments who celebrate their anniversaries in

Portland.
Yacht Sparkle, 11.73 tons, has been sold to
John Lynch, jr. who will take possession of her
on Monday.
The Sparkle is one of the most
comfortable and pleasant pleasure vessels on

the

coast.

unknown, reported to bo
Harpswell for bait, was
ashore on the outer side of Dong Island yesterIt is
day and would probably go to pieces.
supposed she went on to Green Island ledges
in the fog Wednesday night and camo off at
high water and drifted to her present position,
the crew having abandoned her.
Schumacher has two new and elegant companion pictures, in chromos, after Sommers
One is entitled Scene in the Adirondacs; and
A schooner, name
from Gloucester for

the other. Autumn in the UatskiUs.
Those Grant and Wilson pencils at Loring,
Short & Harmon’s are first-rate.
They go
over the paper as easily as their namesakes will
go

to

Washington again.

Michael Riley was arrested last night on suspicion of having stolen a Waltham watch, to
which was attached a tag bearing the name of
Wm. B. Hilton, Wells.
A Greeley club is to be organized here on

Monday evening.

Amoug the collection of
by F. O’ Bailey & Co., for
are

tha copies of tlioso

Pictures advertised

sale Monday night,
celebrated pictures by

Heaven; The Day of
Judgment; The Great Day of His Wrath
The originals sold in London for $5,000 each.
Descriptive catalogues now ready, 92 Middlo
street, under St. Julian Hotel.
Martin.

Religion* Service*.
Tho usual services will be held to-morrow at the
churches in Biddeford and Saco, as follows:

several

BIDDEFORD.
Christ Church—Hardy Hall—By Rev. W. J. Algsr,

Congregational Church—Rev.

Pavilion
ers, pastor.

The Plains of

Yarmouth, N. S., Steamer.—We

were

in

yesterday in saying the stockholders of the
International Steamship Co. confirmed the vote
of the direotors, declining to establish the line.
We are advised that the directors voted (subject
error

the approval of the stockholders) to establish
the line and build a first-class steamer in connection with parties in St. John and Yarmouth
to run between those ports, Portland and Boston. This vote the stockholders unanimously
confirmed and a steamer suitable for the route
wtll be built at once. The company do this at
the earnest solicitation of the merchants and
leading men of Yarmouth and St. John. We
wero informed
by an officer of the company
two weeks ago that the directors had con&ideied the subject referred to aDd decided not to
embark in the enterprise; lienee the error of
statement yesterday. We are glad to know
that the directors have taken a different action.

to

Hotel Arrivals.—Geo. E. Ives and wife,
W. Dicks, Worcester; J. W.
Jackson, Rockland are at the St Julian.
T. S. Emery and wife, Philadelphia; W. R.

Hamden, Ct.; J.

Moore and wife, Pittsburg, Pa. ;'C. G. Weaver
and wife, New York; Mrs. Savage and family,

Philadelphia; E. A. Kelley and family, Boston;
Daniel Macf arlane, New York; M. H. Harris
and wife, Brattlcboro; Francis Cobb, Rockland;
B. F. Kelley, Calais, are at the Falmouth.
Wm. B. Tobcy and wife, Machias; L. Mahon
and wife, Middleboro, Mass.; J. A. Sewall and

wife, Bloomington; Clias. D. Thompson, Providence; Frank Jenness and Charles A. Spencer,
Fayette, Ind.; Rob’t Maxwell, Keokuk, Ind.;
E. L. Bowles, Southington, Cc.; Edgar Holt,
Chicago, 111., are at tho Preble.
of Mr. Arthur Armstrong
about lfi years of age, while hewing timber
yesterday in his father's spar shop on Commercial street, badly cut his right leg with the
broad-axe, severing the muscles between tho
knee and the ankla. Dr. Ludwig attended him
son

and found that no important arteries bad been
severed. The wound will probably affect tin
use of the limb, though it will not entirely in-

capacitate it for service.
One of the most beautifnl and comfortable
drives during the hot weather, is the road

skirting the ocean which leads to the Kirkwood
House, Scarboro beach, about 9 miles. ITndei
the management of the
genial proprietor, Oti*
Kalor, the place has become quite noted, as the
resort of parties from
the city, who like high
living and good suppers.

Excursion from Rochester.—An excursion
from Rochester to Portland and Little Che
bcague Island, will take place on
next

Tuesday
10.15 in the morning

the party arriving here at
and returning at an hour to enable all to reach
home in good season. Tickets for the round

trip only $1.25.
A Freak of Nature.—Mr. L. Mil.iken
Postmaster at Scarboro, lias sent us some twig!
plucked from an apple tree of his, which beai
fruit, blossoms and buds. Mr. Milliken sayi
that in 1868, before the election of Grant tin
same

tree

indulged

Rog-

No services in the afternoon during tho
months, but usual services in the evening.
Baptist Church—By the pastor, Rev. A. L. Lane.
Second Congregational Church—By the pastor, Rev.

summer

J. D. Emerson.

Univorsalist Church—Rev. Charles E. Tucker, pas-

tor. No services till first

Sunday

in

August.

Sabbath

School as usual.
Methodist Church—By the paator, Rev. A. S. Ladd.
Freewill Baptist—By the pastor, Bev. J. Malvern.
The Biddeford T. M. C. A.—Will hold the usual
prayer meetings at 9J a. m. and 6 p. m.
St. Mary’s Church, Catholic—Usual services by

Brady.

SACO.

First Parish Congregational Church—No services.
Unitarian Chnrch —By J. T. Heywood, of Louisville. Ky.
Episcopal Church—Rev. William J. Alger, rector.

Services

as

usual.

Baptist Church—By the pastor Rev.C.F. Holbrook.
Church—By the pastor Rev. C.

Freewill Baptist
E. Webber.

Saco

municipal Coart.
CHASE JUDGE.

Fbidat.—State vs. John Sullivan; intoxication. Fined $3 ann costs.
State vs. Dennis
Fined $3 and costs.

in a similar curious freak.

Cochrane;

intoxication.

Uncle Tom’s Cabin is to be played by the
Grand Army at the Biddeford City Hall, soon.
The Republicans of Biddeford are preparing
to raise two Grant and Wilson flags, one on
Maine and one on Alfred streets.
The spindle which is to bo placed “down the
river” is an iron shaft from the wreck of the
Bohemian.
About five o’clock yesterday afternoo n two
incipient police items were seen wandering up
Factory Island Hill. They have probably gone
to their reward ere this.
M abtin

Slatterby and

John Lyons, were tho
two unfortunates who were fined $3 and costs
in the Biddeford Municipal Court yesterday, for
getting simply drunk.
Mn. Ephriam Wilds, who has been employed
by Mr. Hardy, the Superintendent of the Saco
River improvement, lias been engaged by Gen.
Thom to assist in
part of the State.

a

similar work in the eastern

TnE Odd Fellows of Biddeford have voted to

accept the offer of Messrs. James & Leonard
Andrews, to build a block with them on Alfred
street, adjoining Anthoin’g block, which was
erected hut

a

short time ago.

Store Breaking in Freeport.

Freeport correspondent says,R. M. Dill’s,
R. G. Farr’s, Edward P. Oxnard’s and Wm.
Gore’s stores in that village, were entered, on
the night of Wednesday last and robbed of
most of the fractional currency and cents left
in them on closing the evening before. From
Mr. Dill’s, they took a quantity of jewelry
valued at fifty to seventy-five dollars.
They also broke into Thomas R. Lane’s store
and Daniel Curtis’s, taking a hunch of matches
from the former and a powder-horn from the
latter, and helped themselves to crackers. They
also approached the station house during the
night hut the keeper hearing them coming and
bunking

iuvt

near

vy, nupponea mey

wan tea to

take the train then about due, and lit a light,
when they suddenly left.
They also entered
the cellar of Deacon Frost in Brunswick, and
took some provisions.
The buildings in this village were entered by

breaking glass, a single square in each.
Mr. J. Kelspy’s store was also broken into,
where tools were procured for entering Mr.
Curtis’s store.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Schumacher Bros., have just received the
largest assortment of stereoscopes and stereoscopic views ever shown in this city. Call and
seg them at No-5 Deering Blook, Congress St.
jyl8eod3t
Dr. Morse’s Uterine Tonic.—Many have
lost their health, and even their lives for the
want of an efficient
remedy to remove the

weakening complaints which is causing so much
suffering, 1 may say with both sexes.
The above named remedy is prepared by Dr.
Morse of this city, and has been used
by him

for the last twenty years with great success,
for the removal of the various kinds of weaknesses that both Boxes are subject
to, more

particularly.the female sex. Excellent for the
removal of kidney complaints which are so
common, causing dull, heavy pains in the back,
and deposits in the urine. It tends to improve
the condition of the system generally. For sale
by Dr. Gilson, Loring, Fry and Whittier.
C. Morse, M. D.,
d&w
73 Free St., Porttand Me.
Nelson & Co., Congress street, just above
tho Preblo House, have a splendid|line of goods
for the ladies, which they {are offering at ex-

tremely low prices.
call and sec them.
suited.

We recommend the ladies
They cannot fail of being

It is a mark of the unsuccessful man, that
he invariably locks big stable door when the
horse lias been stolen. This sort of wisdom
never thinks about bodily health until it is
gone.
But just as much as any disease has become

seated, the power of the system

resist
and throw it off is
weakened; hence time is all
important. For dyspepsia, all diseases of tho
liver, stomach, Bkin and kidneys, and all that
begin in vitiated blood, do not wait until the
trouble is confirmed, but attack it
by a timely
use of Du. Walker’s California Vinegar
Bitters.
MINOR

to

jy20-d4wt
TELEGRAMS.

A Washington dispatch says that the Presidecided to remove Collector Casey, but the
Louisiana Congressional delegation objected.
The 1000th birthday of Norway’s nationality
was celebrated in Chicago yesterday.
The weather throughout England Friday was
favorable to the growing crops.
The specie in the Bank of Frange has increased 4,300,000 fraocs during the week.
The Connecticut Senate has passed a bill submitting a State police act to the people.
There was a collision Friday forenoon at
Pittsfield, on the New York Central Railroad,
between un express and a coal train. One or
two persons were kiiled and several wounded.
Daniel Dolan, while working on the water
pipe across Coucord river bridge, at Lowell, fell
in and was drowned.
He leaves a wife and

three children.

Killed

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

and

LONDONDERRY,

flour.
HALIFAX NS.

flour,
Dentil oT Don. Samuel Thatcher.
Banuou, July 19.—lion. Samuel Thatchci
died in this city at 11 o’clock last night, at the
advanced age of 90 years. Mr. Thatcher was
born in Concord, Mass., in 1776, graduated at
Harvard University in 1793; was made a Mason
in 1798, and elected to Congress in 1802. At
tlie time of his death he was the oldest graduate
of Harvard aud the oldest Mason in the United
States.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Criminal,
Boston, July 19.—John Donahoe, convicted
of
yesterday rape, was sentenced to-day to fifteen years in States Prisou.
The Coroner’s Jury in the ease of Amphilogne
Barieau, returned a verdict that his wife’s death
resulted front injuries received at J)is hands.
Various Matters.
Boston, July 19.—A Young Men’s Free
Trade Association has been formed in this city
with James R. Carrett as President.
B. F. Sturtevantuf Jamaica Plains has contributed 812,000 towards the erection of a new
edifice on the grounds of the Newton Theological Seminary for the special benefit of married
students, twelve of this class to be aceommodat.
ed with suites of rooms, thico for each family.

WASHINGTON.
IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.
Rebel Archives

in the Hands of

Government.
IMPORTANT

Col. Pickett

DEVELOPMENTS.

Unrepentant
Greeley.

but for

WAsntNOTON, July 19.—Col. John T. Pickett,
formerly Confederate States diplomatic agent

for the Government of Mexico, publishes a
statement showing his agency in the sale of
Confederate archives to this Government, tho
price obtained being 875,000. They were stored
in four trunks aud
duly delivered at the Executive Mansion on the 3d of this month. Tho
documents consist of the entire archives of the
State Department of tho Confederate States
without the abstraction of a single'piece. Secret service vouchers, by which many persons
of little note on this side of the lines might
IA/LU
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mond with these public papers, hut were destroyed by Mr. Beujamin the day of the evacuation. There is, says Col. Pickett, but one
paper, the perusal of which cave me any pain
(the report of Hon. Jacob Thompson on operations on the froutier, etc.) the existence of
which was uuknowu to mo till the government
officer with whom I lately went to Canada for
the documents and found it. The publication
of his report, Mr. Pickett adds, will doubtless
cause him with JelTersou Davis and J. P. Beujauiin to feel uncomfortable for a little while,
but I expect to go to neither of them when I
die,
my sympathy shall not he of a heartrending character espeially, as they have all
treated me badly enough in my time, and here
I must be suffered as one stili faitiiful to the
lost cause to say that I wholly repudiate the
policy of attempting to burn Northern cities
during the war, especially the Democratic cities, and that I always indignantly denied the
allegation until I saw Thompson’s report, so let
those worthies wince and not the noble people
whose cause they butchered.
These now famous archives have no political
significance whatever. Historically apd financially they are valuable. X daro say all good
citizens and tax payers are interested iu them,
in the latter respect. They may save money to
the commonwealth by defeating the claims of
those who threw up their caps for Jeff. Davis
and shouted “death to Yankees” during the
war, and now come up here with their claims
aud perjure their souls by sweariug they were
always “trooly loil.”
I have no sympathy with such.
The conquorer stripped me of every dollar,reducing my
children to the verge of want aud degredation,
and consigning me to insignificance aud endless
toil, but if a mere expression of regret at the
part I took could insure the return of the last
cent with compound interest 1 would scorn
with a scorn unspeakable to receive it on those
terms.

X do not pretend to have been “troolv loil,”
but as I labor under the the impression that the
war is over at last, I am
willing to take a fresh
departure aud endeavor by the arts of peace to
relievo the party now in power from the care
of administering the common government any

longer.

Kcarsarge Prize Haney
Washington, July 19.—The prize money to
the officers and men of the steamer Kearsarge
will be paid as soon as the necessary clerical
labor iu the Fourth Auditor’s office can complete the list of persons entitled to the money.
The Rights of Colored People at Hotels.
The law of the Territorial legislature imposing a penalty on keepers of hotels, restaurants,
eating houses, etc., who make distinction on
account of race or color, goes into effect on and
after to-morrow. The penalty for refusing a
customer on acsount of color is a fine and an
absolute forfeiture of license.
Conanl-(General Hntler to be Removed.
Secretary Harlan, in the Chronicle this morning, referring to the case of Consul-General
Butler, says that the President, so far back as
1871, gave an order for his removal, but that
the immediate execution of the order was prevented by circumstances. The Chronicle adds
that Butler will no longer be tolerated iu an
official capacity abroad.
The New Postal Cards.
Postmaster General Crosswell aud his assistant, Gen. Tirrell, are now engaged in getting
up a sample postal card of proper lightness, tenacity and smoothness, and after these points
have been determined proposals will be invited.
[.Special to Boston Journal.
The

SPEECH OP HON. HENRY WILSON.

An Admirable Exposition of Political Affairs.

Wilmington, N. C., July 19.—Senator Henry Wilson addressed a large meeting hero yesterday. He said that after an absence of five
years, during which he had heard of rain iu
North Carolina, he again stood
among them
and found their city increased in prosperity ind
their condition improved. He said:
I cannot Bee nor do you feel the alleged despotism of the United States Government. The
country is arrayed to-day in two grand organizations.
Each have their policies and their
principles. They are arrayed against eacli
other.
me contest is not between men, but betweon
the ideas and principles of these organizations.
You could as well have been in Lee’s army and
Bay you fought for the Union, as to vote for the
Cincinnati and Baltimore ticket and say you
voted for Republicans. A vote for Greeley is a
vote to defeat the Republican party, and defeat
means extermination.
It is not time for tlie
Republican party to die, as some say. It lias
just begun to live, and will live a thousand
It has done more for the country, for
years.
liberty, to lift up down-trodden humanity and
to make the United States Government grand
and glorious, than any organization tiiat ever
existed on God’s green earth.
He said that the Republican
party was the
admiration of all the countries of Europe. Tlie
party has been right in every issue it lias maintained during its existence, but before it dies
lie desired that it should do something toward
converting some three million Democrats. One
step had already been taken by the Democrats
when they went into convention at Baltimore
and nominated two Republicans. Ho had acted with the Republican party because it had
advocated the idea that all men are equal,
whether black or white.
There has been no
by the federal government. No
despotism
book of history can be opened and show where
any country on the face of the earth has been
so merciful.
Mr. Wilson then referred to the
progressive steps of the anti-slavery movement,
and said that he spoke the sentiments of ninetenths of the Northern men when ho said that
they never entertained a sentiment of hatred
toward the Southern section of our country.
You expected subjugation at the close of the
war—that some of your men would be imprisoned, tried and executed, but not a mail lias
been tried for treason. He showed that tlie reconstruction measures of Congress were a
necessity forced upon Congress by the inaction
and wrong action of Southern men themselves,
and that those measures were not
prompted by
He refutteil the allegaany unkind feelings.
tion of the despotism of the Ku-Klux act, and
stated that while the two Houses of Congress
in 1871 were at variance on that subject Horace
Greeley wrote a leader saying that a government that would not protect its own citizens
ought to be swept from the face of the earth.
The President sent a short message to Congress asking for the passage of a law to punish
the Ku-Klux. It had the effect of a battle order, and the act was passed immediately. The
government was fully informed of the doings of
the Ku-Klux by members of its organization.
The Democrats who have taken Mr. Greeley
can
say no more about the despotism of
the Ku-Klux acts. He then urged the Republicans of North Carolina to carry this State
election, as the people of the United States are
looking upon their vote at this time as the settlement of tlie Presidential contest. Carry the
election in this State and that will be tlie last
of tlie Baltimore-Ciucinnati ticket. Give us a
victory here and we will carry twenty-seven
States. Mr, Wilson then defended tlie administration of the charges of stealing, stating that
there had been less stealing under Grant than
any other for a quarter of a century. He dosed
with a warm eulogy of President Grant."
Mail Robber—A Slandered Woman Nhooti
the Slnnderer.
19.—David E. George,
deputy postmaster at San Bernardino, has been
convicted in the U. S. Circuit Court of robbing
the mails. The accused pretended that tlie
store in which the postoflico is kept wrs broken
open by three robbers who threatened him with
pistols. Tlie amount stolen was $190. Gcorgt
was sentenced to 18 months
imprisonment.
Slatiderous reports concerning the chaaactei
of a lady named
Korney of Petaluma, only 18
years of age, anil hut a few mouths married,
caused a separation yesterday.
The scandal
was circulated by a Mr. Cummings. Mrs. Kenseeing
Cummings
ney
riding past her house
seized a shot gun and shot him dead. Shs then
to
tlie authorities.
surrendered
Sho lias tin
fullest simpathy of the community.
San

Francisco, July

2

NS.

Schr. R. N. B.—400 bbls

Falmouth—1500 bbls

Steamer
lot of milse.

boilers,

DISCOVERY OF A CAVE.
The Remains of the Nathan Murderer Found in It.
New York, July 19.—A letter from Aurora,
Ind., dated the 18th inst., to the Cincinnati Inquirer, announces the discovery of a cave two

miles in length and the remains of three persons
in it, two miles below that city on the Kentucky
shore of the Ohio. Upon oue of the bodies
which the physicians say have probably lain
there a year, was found, a copy of theNew'York
Sun of Slay 3d. 1870, on which was written almost illegibly, the follbwing :
I have found a hiding place from man but
God’s eye follows me even here. I murdered
Benjamin Nathan, and am dying now. God
forgive me and have mercy on my soul. 1 die
Antonio Harpe.”
by my own hand.
The authorities of Aurora have taken charge
of the clothes and notified the police authorities
of New York.
Near two years ago there is remembered to
have been scon an unknown crazy man in the
vicinity of the cave whose dress corresponded
with that on the skeleton.

POLITICAL.
Tko PonnivIvimU

Washington, July 19.—A telegram rocoived
from Philadelphia last night says that with the
healing of certain political dffferences, a majority vote of at least 20,000 may be rolled on for
the Hartrauft ticket.
“ Cherries.”
New York, Jnly 19.—Gratz Brown and
Senator Harlan were both interviewed last
night. The former said he would be fully well
in a week, hut should not make any more
He thought that
speeches for the present.
Graut would not carry more than three States,
though the majority of the negroes would vote
for him.
North Carolina.
Mr. Harlan said that all the negroes were for
Grant, as he knew from personal observation.
Grant was gaining, he said, in North Carolina,
and would carry that State bya larger majority
in August than though the election was held
to-morrow.
METEOROLOGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATnER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

War

Dep’t,

Office Chief

THE

PAST

Signal)

Officer, Washington, D. C.,

>

July 19. (8.00 P. V.))
A local storm of some severity is apparently
moving north into Louisiana and Alabama,anil
cloudy weather, with numerous local storms is
probable for Saturday throughout the Southern
and Gulf States. Light winds and cool pleasant weather will prevail north and east of the
A falling barometer and
Ohio.
increasing
southerly winds prevail north of Indiana and
the Mississippi river.

Exciting

News

from

Spain.

An Attempt to Assassinate the King and

Qneen.
Madrid, July

19.—At midnight last night
tee carriage of the King and Queen was fired
a
The King and
upon by
party of Assassins.
Queen, who were the only occupants of the
carriage, escaped uninjured. One of the assassins was killed by an atteudaut and two were

captured.

The roval family

are now

ceiving the congratulations
on

their escape.

in t.he palaoa reof the pop’alace up-

Madrid, .1 uly 19—6 A. M.—At midnight last
night, as the King and Queen were returning
from the palace garden to the palace, five men,
conveniently posted in Arual street, fired upon
the carriage. Ite occupants were uninjured.
One of the assassins was instantly killed by an
attendant of the royal party, and two others

captured.
The greatest indignation is everywhere expressed at the cowardly deed. The tranquility
of the city is undisturbed, although when accounts of the affair began to be generally circulated there was much excitement, and crowds
gathered in the neighborhood where the attack
was made, and by four o’clock in the morning
almost the entire population of Madrid was hastening through tlie streets.
Geneva Arbitratian.
Geneva, July 19.—There was no session sf
the Board of Arbitration yesterday.
To-day’s session lasted from one till four
o’clock. All the members of the hoard were
The

present.
The

English and

American counsel were enthe greater part of the day yesterday and
gaged
till a late hour last night in preparing their

pleadings.

11 is supposed that the. discussion to-day was
devoted to the question of the responsibility of
The
England, whicli Lord Tentenden denies.
court adjourned till Monday.
Varions Matters.
London, July 19.—The steamer Hibernia,
from Liverpool for Quebec, takes out a party of
Euglish settlers as pioneers of a colony iu Mis-

sissippi.
It is reported

aii

on

tuu

uuum; ui

Receipt*

by Railroad* and Steamboats,
Grand Trunk Railway—73 cars lumber, 3 do
laths, 4 do ashes, 4 do iron, 1 do corn, 3 do oats, 2 do
sundries, 218 cans milk. Shipments East—800 bbls
flour, 2 cars spikes, 2 do sundries, 4 cars flour.
Steamrr John Brooks from Boston.—8 coils
lead pipe, 11 bdls shovels, 13 bbls crockery, 22 boxes
do, 10 bbls oil, 40 chests tea, 9 bdls pai>er, 7 crates onions, 3 horse rakes, 20 boxes ebeese, 18 pckgs beds.25
flrkins lard, 32 coses sewing machiues, 1 horse and 1
carriage, 100 pckgs to order.
For Canada aud up country—2 organs, 400
empty
bbls, 5 truuks, 14 bags sumac, 1G pigs tin, 50 bdls
leather, 35 do iron, 16 casks oil, 48 emoty crates, 1
horse.
Boston Stock

Fii*t.

[Sales at the Broker’s Board, July 19.1
Laconia Manufacturing Co .525
Boston and Maine Railroad.137
Eastern Railroad. 109

a>uiiiuiuii9

mis

Kveuiux

iv

E. Foster, Vico President of the Privy Council,
stated that the disease known as rinderpest hail
appeared among the cattle on board a vessel
from Odessa bound to England, and that the
Council hail deemed it prudent to issue an order
excluding Russian cattle.
Mexican Matters.
Matamoras, July 18.—The military operations lately are unimportant owing to a tacit
understanding between the govvrameut forces
at Mouterey and Trevino's army at Morclove to
await tile result of negotiations pending in the
City of Mexico, looking to the pacification of
the country without further hostilities,
Telegraphic communication will soon be opened to
the City of Mexico.
Fire.
Halifax, July, 15.—A fire out broke yesterday morning in a carpenter shop in the rear of
the Control House, destroying both the buildings. The flames spread rapidly totally burning 17 houses and damaging others. Loss $30,000; small insurance.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
There were heavy rains at Saratoga Friday.
The Albion paper mill at Holyoke, Mass.,
was
burned, except the first story, yesterdav
morning. Loss $60,000; insured.
The Irish girl who shot her employer in
Springfield, Mass., for taking liberties, has
been arrested and liberated on $2000 bail.
In Judge Barnard’s trial, his counsel urged
that he could not be impeached on the ground
that lie has entered upon a new term of office
since the time the charges were brought.
Secretary Delano made a political speech at
Alexandria, Va., Thursday, in which he stated
that Mr. Greeley, however honest he
may be,
would, if elected, be uudersuch obligations to
the Democratic party that it would exercise a
vast influence over him.
A boating party of four young men of Philadelphia, had tlieir boat upset and they all wero
drowned.
Secretary Bontwcll was expected in Washington last night.
Portsmouth has voted to loan its credit to the
Portsmouth and Dover railroad to the amount
of $300,000.
Admiral Casey, chief of the Bureau of Equipment, is visiting the lfittery Navy Yard.
Stokes expects to soeu be out on hail, wheii
he will go to Europe.
The French baud will sail for home the 27th
inst.
The Philadelphia Press denounces the
alleged
demand of England that the cases of ten confederate vessels be excluded from the arbitration, as the crowning act of Euglaud’s base-

Money Market.
New York. July 19—Morning.-*Gold 114|. Money
3 i>er cent.
Sterling Exchange 109$ long, do short
U0$. Stocks Arm. Stale bonds quiet.
The following are the quotations of Southern securities:

Tennessee 6% new. 73
Virginia 6’s, new. 50
Missouri6’s. 94$
North Carolina 6’s, new. 20

South Carolina C’s, new. 29$
New York. July 19— Evening.—Money easy at 3 @
4 per cent.
Sterling Exchange weak, actual business
lH3ing at 109$ @ 109$; but the leading drawers as
Brown, Clews and Belmont ask 109$. Gold heavy
aud dull at 114$ @ 1149: loans at 1
@ 3 per cent, for
carrying; clearances, $41,000,000; the decline is owing
to the tact that the
Treasury sends $1,500,000 here
to-morrow on account of the August inteiest. Engagements for to-morrow $500,000. The Treasury
disburseme were $327,000. Governments dull and
steady. State bonds dull. Stocks more active and
higher with the chief dealings in Pacific Mall, Northestern and Erie. The Pacific Mail advanced to 78$,
Erie fell to 50$, rallied to 52§, and closed at
52$.—
Narth-Western advanced to 74$. Indiana Central
was strong and advanced 1
per cent, with light offerings. The earnings in April were $374,556, an increase of $64,000 over last year.
Vanderbilt stocks
were

not moved with the rest of the

market,

which

closed strong.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 5’s. new.H3§
United States cou{>oii 6’s, 1881.117|
United States 5-20’s 1862.115$
United States 5-20’s 1864. H5I
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 116
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.114*
United States-6-20’s 1867.
115$
United States 5-20’s

1*68.!. 115

United States 10-40’s., coupon..
!. .112*
Currency 6’s. ^ .114$
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.751
Pacific Mail. ..*....] -fg*
N. Y. Central aud Hudson River consolidated!!!! 87}
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 97}

Erie.

511

.. 72j
Harlem... .115
Michigan Central..
115
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 92}

The trial of the colored men wlio are charged
with intimidating certain liberal republicans
were tried yesterday before Commissioner Best
under the enforcement act.
J. B. Sheffield’s extensive paper mill in
Poglikeepsie, valued at $300,000, was burned
Friday. Insurance $105,000.
John F. Wood, an assistant in the post-office
at Indianapalis. has been found to be a defaulter and arrested. The amout lost is $5000.
Cincinnati, July ID.—Pork in fair demand; regular held at ID 50; sales 11)00 bids; city 15 00. laird
Arm ; kettle SI :«! yc; steam at 8|; ’summer 7fc.—
Bulk Meats active and higher. bldcAy for clear rib;
shoulders sold at 5|e: new held at 51; sides held at
7c; clear rib sides sold at 71c; sides held at71c.—
Bacon In good demand; shoulders Ik; clear rib at sj;
clear sides 81c. Live HogB hi good demand at 4 30 <s
4 60.
Whiskey Arm at 8Se,

County House,

Warren, Proprie-

Edmund

tor.

Pt'reinptoiy

Salenreum, No. 1H Exchange
ATDAY,
July atth, at 10 A. M.

street, SATURand 3 P. M to
shall sell ready
Goods, a small
lot of Dry Goods. &c. Sale positively
without rcserre to close.
Ihe stock contains some
very hue

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrisou Baker, Proprietor.

Augusta House,
Cony House,

Cony. Proprie-

G. A. A H.

tors.

BANGOR.

Harriman House, J.E. Harriman A Co.,
Proprietors.
Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Proprietor.

Franklin House, narlow St., R. Quinby,
with itt D
McLaughlin A Sou., Prop.

Sagadahoc House, John

Central Pacific bonds.101}
Union Pacific do.
89|
Uuion Pacific stock.
30$
Union Pacific laud grants. 81}
Union Pacific income bonds. 87$

American

Revere House, Bowiloin Square,Bnlflncl,
Bingham, Wrisley A Co.. Proprietors
James Hotel—J.P. M. Stetsou, Propri
etor.

Tremont House. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley, A Co. Proprietors.
BRYANT’S POND.
Pond House-N. B. Crockett,

Bryant’s
Proprietor.

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler A Co.

Proprietors.
Chapman House,

prietor.

S.

BRUNSWICK. HE.
P. A K.

Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, PropriA

etor.

CALAIS.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

hegs.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 41,000 bush wheat, 3,000 bush com, 65,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush barley,
2,000 cattle. 7000 hogs.
Detroit, July 19.—Wheat dull and lower; extra
168 @170; Amber Michigan 157.
Corn dull and

fil

hush oats.

Shipments—5000

000 bush corn,

bbls flour, 5,000
10,000 bush oats.

bush whoat,B3,-

Charleston, July 19.—Cotton nominal; Middling uplands 22c.
Savannah, July 19.—Cotton nominal; Middling
uplands 21 $c.

^Mobile, July

19.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands

Orleans, July 19.-€otton nominal;
dling uplauds 22$c.
New

European Market*.
London, July 1&-11.30 A. M.—Consols 92} for

ey and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s
old, 92$; do 1867, 91}; do 10-40s, 89}.

Mid-

mon-

1862.911; do 1865

Frankfort, July 19—11.30 A. M.—United States
1862, 96$.
Liverpool, July 10—11.30 A. M.—Cotton heavy;
Middling uplands !0}d; do Orleans lid; sales of the
day estimated at 8,000 bales; sales of the week 58,000 bales, including 4,000 for export and 4000 for speculation; stock 979,000 bales, of which 319,000 are
American; receipts of the week 40,000 bales, of which
11,000 were American; actual exjiorts 5,000 bales;
stock afloat 299,000 bales, of which 34,000 are Ameri-

5-20’s

Breadstuffs heavy. Receipts of Wheat for the past
three days 33,000 quarters, of which 24,000 were American.

Liverpool. July 19—1.20 P.M.—Cotton hes^y;
Middling uplands 10$ @ 10}d; do Orleans 10} @ 10}d;
sales 8,000 bales, including 1000 bales for export

and speculation.
Breadstuffs heavy; California White Wheat 10s lOd
@ 12s; Rod Spring 11s @ 11s 4d. Com 46s 6d. Flour

Cornish House,—P. Durgin, Proprietor.
DAHARISCOTTA.
& Jacobs, Proprie-

Hotel, Sanborn

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Diuiuu Hall. Grand Trunk Railway Depot, H. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
Dexter House.
DIXFIELD.

Androscoggin House,

J.

ami

export.

10}.

Middling uplands 104;

do

Orleans 108 @

Paris, July 19—4.30 P. M.—Rentes Sclosed at 54f

Jackson,

Pro-

EASTPORT.

Passamnqnoddy

House.—E.

Taft, Prop

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan Sc Son, Prop
GARDINER.
Evans Hotel, O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

Paris, July 19—5.00 P. M.—Rentes closed at 54f.
25c.
Liverpool, July 19—5.30 P. M.—Yarns and Fabrics at Manchester heavy. Shipments of Cotton from
Bombay to the 19th inst since last report 10,000 bales.
Tallow 42s 9d.

London, July 19—5.30 P. M.—Common Rosin at 8s
6d.

$6.50
COAL.

WE

AllE

FURNACE

Great

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
)
Portland A Falmouth, [
Portland, July 1, 1872. )
following described merchandise having been
forfeited for violation of the Revenue Laws of
the Uultcd States; public notice of the seizure of said
merchrudiso having been given, and no claim to the
same having been made, it will bo sold at public
auctiou at tin; office of the U. S. Storokeejiers, Custom House building, on Tuesday, July 23d, A. D.,
1872, at 11 o’clock a. m., to wit:
400 lbs flunk, 70 lbs Cotton Pickings. 10 bottles
3 bbls Potatoes, 1 bottle Wine, 1 bottle WhisBrandy.
key. 1 bottle Hum. 000 Cigars, 1 bbl Molasses, 10 Razors, 14 Pocket Knives, 3 Meerschaum Pijies, 47 2-3
doz Razors, 1 doz Dirk Knives, 8 doz Pocket Knives,
G sets Knives ami Forks, 1 doz Watch chains, 6 doz
Shirt Studs, 3J doz Shawl Pius, 5 doz Rings, 12 Sets
District

THE

Jewelry.
Jul2dlaw3w Tuo
By J.

We have also

on

hand for

sale

a

CHOICE COALS,
8UCH

Harlcigh

and IXazclton Lcliigh,

These coals

we

arket rates and and will warrant them
give satisfaction in every

to

case.

{^"“Parties who wish to purchase for whiter
do well to give us a call before purchasing.

use

will

Randall,

McAllister & Co.,

No. 60 Commercial Street.
Juno 4-dt.f is

30,000 COPIES
IN

ADVANCE
New

ORDERED

OF PUBLICATION, of the Siilendid
Church Music Book called

THE STANDARD.
Thus giving the brightest prospect that it will be
the banner book of
the
season.

THE STANDARD
lias 400 pages filled with now and fresh music. It includes an Elementary Course of the best
character,
with
exercises, tunes and easy glees for
practice, a fine collection of Metrical Tunes, and an
extra choice list of
Sentences, Motetts and Anthems
for Chorus Practice.

interesting

The $taudard Bearers,
Or. in

other words, ite authors, whose brilliant reputation as Church Music
Composers wiil bear it on to

triumphant success, are
Mr. L. O. EMERSON, of Boston, and
Mr. H. R. PALMER, of Chicago,

Men

sic,

universally known

among lovers of

Sacred Mu-

THE STANDARD
Is Ready! Send on your orders!
Price $1.50. Per doz., $13.50. Specimens sent, lor
the present, i>ost free, for 1.25. Specimen pages free
on

application.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
w20
tc
Julyl3d&w2w dW&S

Furniture, Piano, Carpets
&f., at Auetion.
WEDNESDAY, July 24th, at 11 A M, we shall
sell the Furniture in house No. 37 Deering street

BAILEY Sc CO

H.

Auctio«e«rs.

Administrator's Sale of Real Estate.
PURSUANT to a Uccniw from Hon. John A.
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for the
County of Cumberlaml. 1 shall sell at nubile auction,
on the premises, on MONDAY, the fifth day of August, A. D. 1872, at three o’clock P. M, the following
roal estate which was of Cyrus Gowen, lato of Portland, in said County, deceased, viz:
A lot of land situated on the northerly comer of
North and Walnut streets, in said Portland, being
the same conveyed to said Gowen, by Moses Gould
by deed dated September 26th, A. D. 1866, and recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 347,
Page21‘J; together with two wooden Dwelling Hous-

I

thereon.

es

JACOB B.
1872.

July 3,

PEAVEY,

Administrator.

jy3td

Administrators Sale of Real
tate, at Auction.
Thinner

ON

Es-

VT

A

JL Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for tho
County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction
on tho premise, ou Wednesday the 28th, day of August A. D., 1872, at 10 o’clock A. M., a certain parcel
of real estate situated in Cape Elizabeth, and bounded as follows, to wit:—Beginning on the easterly side
of Stanford street, at a point one hundred and four
feet North from the intersection of School and Stanford streets, and runuing thence on the line of said
Stanford street 80 f :et to a stake, thence easterly at
right angles with said Stanford street 100 feet more
or less to laud owned by Asa Webster, thence southwardly at right angles with the last mentioned line
100 feet, more or less, to the bound begun at and belonging to the estate of the late Manuel Enos, deceased, and subject to the following mortgages, to
wit:—One mortgage to Geo. W. Reed, dated August
27, A. D. 1870, to secure the naymeut of the sum oi
one hundred an«l fourteen dollars in one year from
the date thereof, with interest at six per cent. i*er
annum; also one mortgage to Alvin Deering, dated
June 30, A, D. 1871, to secure the naymeut or the sum
of one hundred and fifty dollars in one year from the
date thereof, with interest at 8 per cent', per annum.
to tho mortgages
The premises will be sold
aforesaid and accrued interest.
THOMAS MITCHELL, Administrator.
J. S. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Je29doaw3w

|

Suit*

consisting in part of carved Black Walnut Parlor

covered with Green Hep, Curtains wiih Cornice,
Black Walnut and Mahogany Chamber Sets, lb W.
Extension Dining Table, Mahogany do, B. w. Chairs,
Tables, &c.
At same time the line collection of choice Oil Paintings, one bv H. B. Brown, value $500, and many othOne 7 octave Woodward & Brown
er choice pieces.

Piano, nearly

Ac.

new.

CO., Auctioneers.

F. O. BAILEY A
July 19-td

Valuable Property

Spring

on

Auetion,

at

SI.

Thursday, July 25th, at 3 P. M., we shall sell
the valuable Heal Estate No. 13i> Spring street,
adjoining the residence of W. W. Harris, Esq. Sahl
property consists of a lot of land containing about
5000 square feet, on wliich is a good 14 story house,
containing live rooms, good cellar, cistern, &c.; also
some choice Fruit Trees.
This is oue of the few
pieces of property that can bo purchased In this most
desirable locat ion.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
July 13-d td

ON

Suburban Residence at Auetion.
TUESDAY, July 30tl», at 3 P. M.. we shall
sell the very valuable property situated at Woodford** Comer, anti known as thej. A. Kicker property, consisting of two acres of land lying at the cor-

ON

of two streets ; can be divided into lots it desired.
There is a new French roof house, w ith

ner

cupola,

containing 12 finished rooms, the French roof not
finished: ample closet room, water In first and second
stories, fine cellar, large cistern, «!te. There is also a

good

stable.
The view from this property is unsurpassed, giving
unobstructed view of the city, harbor, islands and
country for miles in all direct ioim.
This with a small outlay can be made one of tbo
most attactivc of our suburban resiliences.
This
property is situated within 1$ miles of the city, with
a shell road and horse ears to Woodford's.
The sale otters a favorable opportunity to the ‘‘No’*
voters to receive the benefits and avoid the evils of
Ogdensburg loan. Taxes in Deering are very low.
Can be examined upon aprdkration to
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
an

July 13—did

Administrator’s Sale ol

Building.

from the IIou. .Judge of
for the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction, on the premises,
to the highest bidder, on FRIDAY, the 26tli day of July
A. D. 1872, at 3 pm, the following personal property,
the 1 1-2 story Wooden Store, on Plum Street, recently occupied by R. R. Robinson, late of Portland,
to

license

a

Probate within anti
PURSUANT

K. W. ROBINSON, Administrator.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctrs.

JylTtd

lir.\'KY TAYLOR &

Commission
Merchants,

Auction

ami

subject

EXCHANG

14
Agents

CO.,

ST.

Fire Ext guiaher Cs
And have at private sale, a
large stock of new and
second-hand Carriages ol all kinds. Also Harness.
for National

jun21dlm

HOYT, WHEELER

POSTPONEMENT.

& BRADLEY

AUCTIONEERS,

Moonlight Excursion.

Dry Gssdi, Wosleas, Clothing, Cnrprn,
Fancy Good*, Straw GmiIr A Hats.
Also, every Thursday, sale of Boot* anil fllioca,
including New York City Haile Gcotltt tor the
retail t ra« le.
MW AS
apo4cotl3m

Proprietor.

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Proprietor.

Hold

The Steamer Charles
Win make

Houghton

trip among the Islands

a

HACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—L.K. Corthel, Proprietor.

Monday Evening, July 22, 1873,

NAPLES.
Elm House, Nathan Church Sc Sous, Proprietors.

under the auspices of

Dan forth

NORRIDGEWOCK.

House,

D. Danforth.

Proprietor.

ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Drown & Hilton, PropriNORTH

etors.
NORTH

Kearsarge

CONWAY, N. H.

House.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Dailey Sc Co. Proprietors.
NORTH WINDHAH.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, Proprietor.

NORWAY.
Deal’s Hotel, G. L. Deal, Prop.
Elm House, Hain St. W. W. Whitmarsh,

Proprietor.
OLD

ORCHARD REACH.

Ocean House, D. Seavy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Proprietor.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adams,

Proprietor.
Albion House, 117 Federal St. J.G.Perry,
Proprietor.
American House, India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel.Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Davis Sc Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Proprietor.

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson Sc Waterhouse

Proprietors*

St. Julian Hotel. Cor. Hiddle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. 8. note I, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. D. N. Cushman, Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Doston Depot, Geo.

Rridgham Jr., Proprietor.

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor.

SOUTH CHINA.
Lake House, J. Savnge, Proprietor.
RICHHOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor.
SKOWHEGAN.

Skowhegan Hotel, E.

D.

etor.

Haybury, Propri-

Turner House, T. H. Hussey Sc Co. Proprietors.
Elm House, H. H. Hilton. Proprietor,
8l. ANDBEW8, IV. B.
The Bail Way Hotel, Michael Clark, Pro-

prietor.

SPRING VALE.
TibbetU.House, S. F. TibbctU, Proprietor

If the

Weather is

Proprietor.

VORKHARBOB.
Marshall House.—N. G. Marshall Sc Sons,
For Sale

at a

beautifully

Gorham

or

Classes.
3 P.

Thursday,

always obtain

Portland.

Merchant

anil

at

tfay

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO
East port,

Calais anil At. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

SUMMER

MTEAHEK.

The Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. S. H. Pike, will leave Railroad wli&rf, foot of State street,
•on TUESDAY,
16th, at 6 P.
1
’M. for Kast}K>rt and St. John.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Bobbin stun, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. 9., Frederickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Summerslde, P. E. I.
lyrreight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.

July

jyll-dtjyl6is

A^R.

Richardson,

STUBBS, Agent.

Hill &

Portland

&

Ogdensburg

R.

R.

P. ft

Harrison and Return via

and

O. R. R, Sebago Lake, <4ongo
River and Long Pond.

and after Monday, July 22,1872, and until furnctice, the steamer “ORIENTAL” will leave
Sebago Lake station, on arrival of morning trains
from Portland and North Conway, for Naples, BridgOn
ther

ton and Harrison.
Returning, will leave Harrison at 2.00 p. m, connecting with afternood traius for Portland and North

Conway.
Fare from Portland to Harrison and Return, 93 OO.
And at corrcsjKmUing rates from all stations on
line of P. AO. R. R.
This arrangement offers to the pleasnre seeker the
finest inland excursion in New England, abounding
in beautiful ami varied scenery, and affording a delightful sail of sixty-eight miles through most interThe passage
esting lake and river navigation.

through the devious channel of the Sougo, famous
among tourists for its |charming novelty, will alone
repay the visitor for time and money spent on the

trip.
Ample

time for dinner at Bridgton or Harrison.
Excursion train leaves Portland at 7 30 a. m, arriving back at 7.10 p. m.
Excursion train leaves North Conway at G.05 A. M.
arriving back at 8.05 r. m.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
P. & O. R. R.

Portland, July 19,

1872

jy20tf

1872.

Excursions

THE

BANKERS,
Sears Building,

3

executed

on

dec22

I). W.

CLARK
DEALER IS

A

Full Siidi.1v Guarnntwil thi* Fntir»
Season at the Lowest Rates.
SEASON TRICE FOR 1872.

10 lbs. a (lay, lrom May ISth to Oct. 15(b.
*5
H
7 no
<«
..
20
>,
p 0„
Ice wil! be delivered earlier tlian l.'.th
and
May
than 13th,Oct., at the same rate
per month at* iluring
the season.
aplJ

liter

mchi‘7

HOUSE, MARKET STREET
AND

No. 33

Houghton,

Exchange Street,

Will take

A Great
If yon fail to take
are now offer! ug in

Mistake !

advantago of the bargains,

DRESS GOODS,

Season,

SHAWLS,
WHITE

GOODS,
LINENS,

parties to any point desired at reasonable
rates. Inquire of

HARRIS, ATWOOD
June 20, 1872.

& CO.

HOSIERY, ETC.,

je20tf

Observe these few quotations.

Concrete Pavement

Hamburg*
Figured Greoadiam

l*4jc*

Mtriped Grenadine*

I

Blnrk Hrrnaui*

—for—

SIDEWALKS, DRIVES, YARDS,
GARDENS, WALKS AMD

CONSOLIDATED LOAN.

STREETS.

50r

Pongrrn

Milk

Llama Milks
3-4 Alpacas (light shade)

*J3c

Mcotch

Legislature.

2

or 6 South Street
Sheridan & Griffiths.
00(1.7in

_ap30

ss.

EXECUTION and will be sold at public auction
TAKEN
MONDAY the twenty-ninth day
of
A. D. 1872. at ten
ON

on

o'clock in the forenoon, at
the sheriff’s office in Portland, in said county, all the
right in equity which Isaac Hutchinson, of Portland
July,

in said County of Cumberland, had
thirtieth day of December A. D.

on

Saturday, the

1871.

at

eleven

o’clock and five minutes, in the forenoon, being the

time of the attachment of the same on the original
writ, to redeem the following described mortgaged
real estate, to wit:
The northern half of the lot of land on Winter Street
n said Portland, formely set offto the widow of Anthony Brackett, deceased, as her right of dower as delineated on the plan of said land made by order of
the proprietors and recorded in < 'umberland
of Deeds Book, 126. Page, 525, said lot being numbered seventy-seven, (77) on said plan and being thirtlisix, (36) feet on said Winter Street and running back
one hundred and twenty-seven (127) feet adjoining
the ot her half of said lot formely sold to Isaac Bartlett, and be ng the same
conveyed to said
Isaac Hutchinson, by Stephen Hutchinson by deed
recorded in said Cumberland Registry of Deeds Book
337, Page 323, to which reference is made for a more

Registry

premises

particular description.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-fifth, day of June.
A. D. 1872.
M. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.
jn28-w3w

our

of goods and prices
advertisements are no hum-

COYELL & COMPANY,
Congress, Corner of' Brown St.
_3y9-T TAStf

Apothecaries r

BETHESDA

MINERAL WATER, PINEAPPLE .JUICE
For

Of Waukesha, Wisconsin.
Botliesda Water Is admitted to be the oniy known

Sheriff’s Sale.

you that

One Mhilling.

bug.

AND INTEREST.

FOR SALE DT

Cumberland,

to convince

Union,

Gatley,

& Leeds A Farmington Railroads.

JT. B. BROWN A SONS, Portland.
SWAN A BARRETT, Portland.
H. M. PAVSON, Portland.
BREWSTER, SWEET A CO
Boston.
Jun26-sn-3m
MW&S

Gingham*,
only ask an examination

We

Better and Cheaper than Brick.
Orders loft at

scoggin

PAR

ETC.

Job Lot

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY

PRICE,

wo

THE

Excursion

them at my store 132 Middle St..
M. G. PALMER.

The security is ample. No better or safer investment for trust funds can be made.
They are of the denominations of $100,* $500, $1000
and $5000, registered and coupon, with interest payable semi-annually in Boston.

and

commission.
eodGm

1872.

HAYING BEEN THOROUGHLY FITTED

EDWIN C. BURT.

Maine Central, Portland Sc Kennebec, Somerset A Kennebec, Andro-

gold,

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all
points.
ADVANCE* made on approved ollaterals.
ORDER* for Bonds and all first-class securities

ICE

STEAMER

Charles

June 12.

The

Boston.

_PORTLAND, ME.

n ac-

The Maine Central Railroad Company now offers
for tale a limited amount of ita Seven Per Cent. Consolidated Bonds. Said Bonds have forty years to run
aad are, by express authority of the Legislature of
Maine, secured by a joint and several mortgage on
the Railroads, francliises and all the property, real
and personal, of the following united Railroads, to
wit:—

Co.,

DEPt«*VTA received, gubject to check at.
right,
interest on daily balances credited
monthly.

EXCURSION.
Bridgton

Digby,

ARRANGEMENT

EXTRA

BU*INEM* PAPER Bought and
Corporation Loans negotiated.

JylT-dtd

Bargain.

the

Auctioneer

316 Congress St., will sell every evening a largo
assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the
in lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on ll
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11.1868.

No.

Persons in want of Burt’s genuine Boots and Shoes

can

Exercises

ol

11. K. HUNT,

CommUftion

Church.
Mr. Stockbridge of Portland, with a Quartette of
talented Singers has been engaged for the occasion.
Evening—Reunion at Seminary. Welcoming
Address, Oration and Poem, Social Entortaiument.

sold within ten

City,

M.—Graduating

Tar»«lny

Sales every

_

July 31st, P. M—Discourse before Graduating Class, by Rev. Mr, Ferris, at Cong. Church.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday—Ex-

FOR

Caution.
dealers are selling inferior grades of Boots
and Shoes representing them to be
my manufacture. All Boots and Shoes of my make have my
name stamped on the bottom of c°ch, also a fac simile Medal awarded at the Paris Exposition 1867.
New York

Seminary.

COMMENCEMENT WEEK, 1872.

amination

Regular Auction

NO

After a pleasant sail down the harbor the party
will land on Peak’s Island, and be served with chowder and refreshments in Brackott’s Grove, w'hich will
be
Illuminated.
Music will be furnished by a Brass Band,and there
will be a display of Fire- Works from the Steamer and
Grave.
The steamer will start from head of Franklin
Wharf at 7J o’clock.
Ticket* including chowder 50 cents; for sale by
committee and ou the wharf.
The public are cordially invited.
N. B. Persons are requested to carry their bowls
and spoons.
juyl7td

PROVISION store—one of the best locations in
A small saleable stock. Sold
A Portland.
count of
the State. Must be

leaving

Fair,

ARCANA LODGE.

HTANDI8II.
Stamlish House. Capt. Chni. Thompson,

Expressly Authorized by

will sell at the lowest

Fine

KENDALL’S HILLS.
Kendall’s Hills Hotel, Randall Andrews,

Johns’ and Hickory Whte Ash,
The best coals mined.

copies

N*. 76 FEDERAL NTBEET, BUN I ON

jel7eod 3w

AS

Engravings

GRAND

SOME

largo stoelc of

WARHBURN, Jr., Collector.

I.

street, under the St.
commencing MONDAY next,

8oVock, and coniiuuing TUESDAY; at 3 and 8
P. M.. a collection of rare ami beautiful Works of
Art, comprising line Oil Paiutingj, 041 Chroinos and
Steel
after celebrated American and Euroi»ean art ists,
together with handsome Gold I^eaf,
Walnut and Gilt Frames. The collection of Chroinos
are of the finest grade,
of genuine origibeing
nals in the British
Museum, Lourie, Dussckiorf and
other celebrated galleries.
Goods on exliltiitlon Friday and
Saturday next.
k. O. BAILEY <Sc CO.. Auctioneers.
jyl8td

or

ENTERTAINMENTS.

For particulars enquire at Jones’ Market,370 ConDANIEL JONES.
gress st.
jel-tfia

COAL

will sell at
WE Julian
Hotel,

at

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Hasten, Proprietor.

days.

At the above Low Price.

CO., Auctioneers.

Sale of Forfeited Goods

FALLS, N. H.
Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

<

NOW OFFERING

SALK.

Works of'Art.

GREAT

Proprietors.

$6.50

SPECIAL^

PARKER,

is on the main road to Saccarapna, and near the Demit.
It is admirably situated for a public house.—
There is now on it a good two and a half story wooden House, with 12 rooms, good closets, Ac.
Plans in detail, with valuable information can be
obtained by calling on the Auctioneers at office 22
jylStd
Exchange street.

35c.

Paris, July 18—5 P. M.—The amount of specie in
the Bank of France has increased 4,300,000 francs
during the week.

F. O. BAULKY & CO., Auctioneers.

92 Middle

GORHAM.
Hotel, F. J. Derry, Prop.

Central

2.s.

Liverpool, July 19—4.30 P. M.—Cotton closed

Simpson,

CORNISH.

9000

declined at 52c. Oats dull and lower at 34c.
Toledo, July 19.—Flour dull and unchangod.—
Wheat declined 1 @ 2c; extra White Michigan 1 60;
Amber Michigan 1 58$; seller Aug 1 38$; do Sept 1
38;
i>uyer Sept 1 40; No 1 Red Wiuter 1 50; No 2 at 1 53
54; seller July 1 50; do Aug No 3 Red 1 45. Corn
ull aud lower; high Mixed at 47 cash; 47$c seller
Aug; 49 do Sept; 47$ buyer July;50 do Aug;50$ Sept;
low Mixed 46$: no grade 44$c. Oats dull; no sales.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo 4c; Wheat 4$; to
Oswego 8 for Corn and 8$ Wheat.
Receipts—3,000 tush wheat, 2,500 bush com, 1000

D.

W.

CANDE1.
Bay View House, E. H. Derautb, Prop.

in nine
tors.

By J. ftl. BAILEY Ac

mile

we

~

H. Chapman, Pro-

BRIDGTON CENTER, He.
Cumberland House, Marshall Baeou,Pro
prietor.

International

good*.
Jyl8td

Valuable Real Estate at Cumberland Hills at 4uetion.
shall offer at public auction on SATURDAY,
WE July 20th, at 2 o’clock P. M, that valuable
property at Cumberland Mills, known a* the Hanscom
property—the lot is about 182 feet by 115 feet. It

Proprietor

Proprietor.
Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.

Domestic Market*.

Chicago, July 19.—Flour quiet and unchanged,—
in fair demand and lower; the demand being
mainly speculative; No 2 Spring 1 22$ @ 1 23} cash;
1 16$ @ 116} seller Aug.; 1 08 do Sept: No 1 at 1 23
@ 1 23$. Com quiet and weak; No 2 Mixed at 39} @
39} casn; 41 fbr seller Aug; 42| do Sept; reejected at
37i’c. Oats dull and lower; No 2 at 26$ cash; 25$
seller Aug. Rye steady at 55 @ 55$ for No 2. Barley
dull; No 2 fall 50 @ 53c.
Whiskey in good demand
at 88c. Pork active and higher at 14 00. Lard quiet
and firm at 9$ @9} for Winter; summer at 7}c.—
Bulk Meats in good demand; shoulders 5$c; 7 @
Bacon unchanged; Su7$ for clear rib sides loose.
gar cured Hams 14. Cattle quiet and weak and unchanged. Live Hogs in good demand at at 4 10 @
4 37$.
Lake Freights advanced:
Com to Buffalo 7$c;
Oats to Oswego 6c.
Receipts—3000 bbls flour, 15,00 bush wheat, 215,000
bush corn,117,000 bush oats,2,000 bush rye,2000 cattle,

Pro-

BOSTON.
House, Hanover St. L. Rice

prietor.

New York, July 19—Evening—Cotton more active and fc lower; sales 3830'bales; Middling uplands
22}c. Flour dull and unchanged; sales 6600 bbls;
Slate 5 80 @ 7 25; Round hoop Ohio 6 40 @ 8 40; Western 5 30 @8 75;
Southern 6 85 @ 12 00.
Wheat
heavy and fully lc lower on Spring; Winter scarce
and firmly held; sales 61,000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 51
@ 1 53; No 2 do at 1 45 @ 1 50; Winter Red Western
1 60 @ 1 65; White Michigan 1 65 @ 1 80. Corn openod
heavy and closed steady; sales 136,000 bush; steamer
Mixed Western 57 @ 59c; sail 60 @ 61c. Oats heavy
and lower; sales 38,000 bush; Ohio 44 @ 4Ge; Western
43 @ 43 $c. Beef dull.
Pork dull and heavy; new
megs 13 50. Lard unchanged at 8 @ 9|. Butter dull;
State 22 @ 27c. Whiskey quiet and firm at 93. Rice
firmer at8}@9$c. Sugar in fair request; Muscovado 8$ @ 9$e; refining 8$ @ 8}c. Coffee quiet and
firm; Rio 15$ @ 18$c in Gold. Molasses unchanged.
Naval Stores—Spirits Turj>entine firm at 49$ @ 50c;
Rosin steady at 3 00 @ 3 05 for strained. Petroleum
steady; crude 12$c; refined 22$c. Tallow steady at 8}
@ 9$c. Linseed Oil 83c.
Freights to Liverpool scarcely so firm; Corn per
steam 8$; wheat 9 @ 9$d.

Hilliken,

S.

prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. H. Plummer,

GEO. W.

consignments,

h'.0

1

Next below Merebants’
Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY

aplltf

sundrv

cios*

12 XCIIA NCiE s i
hklT.

NO.

A A. Young,

St. W. S.

Sule of Clothing,den to

Fnrntehlng Goods, Dry Uuods.dr.

^TTCTIOlsrEERS

AUBUBN.

House, Court.
Proprietors.

Elm

..

I llinnis Central.132*
Chicago & North Western. 74$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 91
Chicago & Rock Island.111ft
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 96
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:

ness.

At Oyster Bay, L. I., John and William Hall
quarrelled about mouey affairs,when John shot
William in the temple, inflicting a fatal wound.
The Rochester Democrat and Chronicle contains an appeal of the officers of the Women’s
Suffrage Association iu behalf of the Republican presidential ticket as
the platform of that
ptmy liad been the first and only one to recognize the rights of women. The July reports of
growing cotton show the crop to bo the best
since 1868. Calling 100 the average, the only
States under are Virginia, North Carolina anil
South Carolina.

CO.,

Commission Merchants,

ALFRED.

BATH.
New York Stock and

can.

that Parliament will bo prothe 10th of August.
Richard Francis Burton, the celebrated traveller and explorer, has been appointed to succeed the late Clias. Lever as British consnl at
Trieste.

rogued

J. S. BAILEY &

Embracing the leading Hotel** in the State, at which.
the Daily Pkess may always t>o found.

AUCTION SALES.

—and—

Wheat

FOKFIGN

AUCTION SALES.

DIRECTORY,

HOTEL

Rochester,

N. Y., June 19.—The accident
on the Auburn branch of the Central Railroad,
a mile east of Pittsford, was occasioned by a
defective journal delaying the coal train bound
west.
Before tlio passenger train, which left
here at 10.10 this forenoon, could be signalled a
collision occurred. The passenger engine mounted the other uud the baggage car and smokiug
coach were telescoped. There were quite a
number of passengers in the|coach, and most of
them were killed or wouuded. A special traiu
with surgeons was made up here and sent to
the scene. The dead and wounded were conveyed the old farm house of Hon. Jarvis Lord,
where they now are. The following is a list of
the killed and wounded:—Mrs. Miles Cutting,
of Railroad Mills, killed; Mr. Cutting, badly
injured; E. B. Smith, of Detroit, killed;'H.
Stevens, of Canandaigua, and Geo. H. Truax,
of Rochester, slightly injured, Erauk A. llaulin,
of Rochester, slightly: Dr. J. Hawley and!'.
H. Harris, Canandaigua, fatally injured, the
latter dying when the train left; J. Mulhcrn, of
Canandaigua, slightly injured; John Hoffncr,
of Rochester, badly injured; John Stoker, of
Buallo, slightly; one unknown man was killed;
John Barker, engineer of the passenger train,
ankle sprained, and his son, the iiieman, had
his arm broken; the engineer of the coal train
had his ankle sprained.

HOTELS.

Foreign Exporta.

In-

jured.

Our

to

Accident.—A

A. J.

Persons

MATTERS IN MAINE.

““ > X

Freewill Baptist Chnrch—By Wescott Bullock,
pastor.
Methodist Episcopal Church,—By the pastor Rev.
S. F.Wetherbee.

lines of cauticn:

“Postmastor don't Jam poor Horace’* head
As it goos through the post, please remember
To the address below at Portland, Maine,
As it will bo well punched In November.”

Liquors

u K>

Advent Chapel—Services at tho usual hours.

Friday.—Mary Morso; search and seizure. Fined
Cobb & Ray.
$50. Appealed.

written the

r>

AND VICINITY.

Father

municipal Court.
JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

were

a r u iv ij,

w it

rector.

First Second Advent Church, 353} Congress st.
Elder F. M. Drake, from Lawrence, will preach Sunday, at the usual hours. Seats free.

Several

The

The Boston and Maine Railroad.—The Boston Globe, speaking of the advancement of the
Boston and Maine railroad in Portland, mnkes
the statement that the Portland & Ogdcasburg
road will make a connection with the Boston &
Maine track and use the Boston and Maine passenger depot in common with that road. Twelve
new locomotives and fourteeu
first-class passenger cars are to bo added to tho Boston and
Maine rolling stock, with the Westinghaus
brake applied to all the express trains.

p. M.

Plymouth Cnuncii—Itcv. M. Williams, Pastor.
Preaching during the summer months at 10 1-2 A. m,

and 7 1-2

One—George

evening.

morning service.
The Second Parish afternoon services will, till
further notice bo transferred to tho evening at 7}.

Sunday

few hours in

a

RAILROAD COLLISION.

BY TELEGRAPH.

sea-

They offer an opportunity to many who
employed during the day, with their wives

Ward

India

.1.

at

delightful,

day:

Park

IOJ

creams

was

Democratic Delegates.—The Democrats,
in their Ward caucuses last evening,elected the
following delegates to the Congressional Convention to be held aa Biddeford next Thurs-

Cc&rxnlng,

st.—Elder G. H. Burnham of Xewburyport, Mass.,
will preach Sunday at the usual hours. Seats free.

Ul

a

and female friends and pass
rational pleasure.

Religious Notices.
Cumberland Association will meet with Rev. E.
Bean, Gray, Tuesday, July 23d, 9 o’clock a. m.
Casco Sr. Frick Baptist Church, Rev. A. A.
pastor. Preaching to-morrow at 10}. S. S.
it 10. No I*, m. service until further notice.
Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy Union
Iall—Conference at 3 p. m. All are Invited.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free

>•« II

stroll among the
groves of the beautiful islaud, while others
made merry in the vicinity of the hotel and ate
many to take

pleasant parties will be given during the

Blacksmiths—Thos. Laughlin & Son.
Franklin Family School—Topeham.
Just Received—Hamburg Kdgiugs, Ac.
Church Building—Proposals.
Hoop Skirls 45c at Mrs. Welch’s, TOMiddlo st.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dr. Morse’s Uterino Tonic.

I'*

tempted

moon

the restaurants. The
the boats running
up the harbor side by side, to the music of harmonious voices. It is hoped that more of these

To-Day.

after

John Ij. Shaw. About 800 jtersons were present, tlie steamers Express, Gazelle and Magnet
all being required to accommodate tho party.
The concert at the Union House, by a chorus
club aud a quartette of instruments from the
Portland Baud w as excellent and much enjoyed. The soft, atmosphere, bright sky and full

chowder and
return home

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.—Excursion.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Tc Let—Good Rent.
Girls WaitLod—Portland Star Match Factory.
810 made from 50 Cents.

Peyohomnney,

delightful

lor the cure of Diabetes, Bright’s Disease,
remedy
and all the diseases of the Kidneys.
known to man
There is not a remedial

Flavoring Syrnps,
flavor of the

freshness and purity.

can cure
as

tes, enred; and hundreds of others all
try. Respectfully, &c.,
80

over

JAY COOKE A

FEDERAL STREET.

Mill for Sale

Ni:w YORK,
Ho. 20

Lease.

in Wilton, near the Wiltou Depot, one
Mill with never failing water j>ower. The building is G4x40, tqree stories. Suitable for woolen or
cotton manufacturing. The building, wheel and shafting is all new, can rely on about GO horse i>ower the
entire year, no trouble from freshets- The property
wiil be sold in yearly installments if desired. A saw
and shingle mill ami lath mill connected, will be oiler
•d with the above pro;»erty if wished for.
For further particulars Inquire of

114

Wa.hiaglaa,

South 3d it.

15th St.

Opp. U. 3. Treas.

Jay

Cooke, McCulloch
41

CHARLES BARTLETT, Wilton.

&

Co.,

Lombard Street. LONDON.

SITUATE

mvtlwtt

WALL STREET

Philadelphia.

jy2-cod,Xrwlw

or

CO.,

Bankers,

Diabethe coun-

GEO. S. HAY,
Solo Agont for State of Maine.

BY

Boston, Mass.
_Jnnl2tf_TTAS

case of Saccharine
tSIvJ?/'
°f Philadelphia,
Mr. Bastln
Diabetis; wUr^
of
ease of

Philadelphia,

Ac."]

all the delicate and
is retained in all its

JOHN C. FARNHAM,

quick

Chase, Chief Justice, Washington; Hon. Wttliam
Windom, U. S. Senate, kidney troubles of twenty
years standing; A. M. Billings, President Peoples’
Gas Co.* Chicago; J. North, M. D., liver, kidney and
diabetis, sixteen years; K. E. Griggs. Esq., 24 South
Third street, 1 liiladelphla, erued of Bright’s Disease;

fruit

FOE SALE

that

agent

the foregoing diseases so effectually and ho
Bethesda water. The fact has been demonstrated wherever the water is used.
The water is
sweet and pleasant to the taste. It can be drank at
all hours.
Why should anyone suffer while this
water Is so easily obtained?
By permission, I respectfully refer the Hon. S. P.

Ice Cream*,

!l.l».hy a process whereby
PUTdelicious

Fsrsig* Travel.
Circular Letters of Crodit issued upon deposit of
gold, currency or approved securities, which the traveler can thus make available in any part of the world
Letters can be obtained through our corresi>ond*nt*,
banks and bankers throughout the United States aud
Canada

as

well

mylleow 7t

as

at

our

offices,
Sat

SELECTED STORY.
A

Night Adventure.

[From tlio French of Gozlan.]
toAbout ball-past seven in tlie evening,
were
ward the fall of the year 1844, two men
tlie
seated at table—Balzac the host, Vidocq
do you
“M. de Balzac, why
»
>
tax your imagination for fiction
close to your
get reality, before your eyes,
?”
ears, under your hand
T
I m delighted. I
“You believe in reality?
Tts only
did not imagine you so innocent.
novelists who create rea.ity and make it visible
Whenever any one comes to me with
“Monsieur de Balzac, I’ve got a splendid subthat
ject for you,” I know before hearing it there
it’s worthless. If the subject is good
are no details; if the details are excellent
there is no subject. No real ity—only half a

BUSaid the latter:

fact.”
“But I can

give you one.”

“Complete ?”
“Complete.”

“Ah?”
And Vidocq commenced: “On the 15th of
December, 1834 or ’35, a fearfully cold night,

at tlie prefecture de police.—
Tlie room in which my colleagues and myself
were stationed opened on the staircase leading
to the offices of Monsieur le Frefet. The glass
in the upper part of the door was rendered almost opaque by the condensed moisture which
hail settled on it; but about one o’clock I noticed two shadows flit past, and opening the
door I saw two women, a lady and her sercosvant, the former dressed in full evening
tume. This puzzed me. What could a lady
the
with
prewant, one hour after midnight,
fect of police ?
Strangely dressed too; the
in
at
flowers in her hair put
hap-hazard; her
hair hardly even looked as it it had been
combed, aud beneath her rouge (for she had
used some, although she was very young and
marvelously beautiful) her face was ghastly
pale. But what struck me as being the most
extraordinary in this strange toilet was that,
while on the one foot she wore a black boot,
the other was protected by a white satin slip1 was on

duty

per.
“On my asking what brought her there, the

without even slopping or looking round,
answered curtly that she wanted to speak to
Monsieur le Frefet, and before I was able to
reply that he could not be seen at such an
hour of the night, the door of the magistrate’s
apartment opened and the lady entered; it
was closed again immediately, and the servant, thus left alone on the staircase, accepted my invitation to come into the room I had

lady,

and his corpse is now beago in my house,
low in my carriage.”
“At your house ?—assassinated ?—a corpse ?
“No, no; not murder, thank God! He
died from a sudden rush of blood to his head
while he was with me—with me! Oh! it is
horrible, terrible, that I should have to think
of my reputation—my honor, my worldly
name, of that world that will soon know all,
of my husband’s honor, when I would be
alone with my sorrow, my tears, and the
dear one who is dead! But no, that cannot
be; and to you I have come for help. You
cau—you must assist me.”

“How, madame, how? My resources are
not infinite. A case so unparalleled—what
I do?”
“You must!” cried the countess, rising,
and speaking with the authority, partly ot a
powerful and influential woman, partly of one
who implores, “till you have designed some
means, I do not leave this place. Susely you
—of the secret police—•”
“It is impossible, madame, impossible!”
“In three hour’s my husband will be here?”
The Prefet rose and rang the bell.
“There is but one man in Paris, nay I might
can save you, and I
say in the world, who
have called him. Will you confide in him ?
tell him all ?”
“You answer for his secresy ?”

can

“Yes.”
Then let him come.”
As

soon as

addessed

I entered the room, the Prefet

“Vidocq,

brusquely:
died suddenly,

me

a

leu.

a few hours ago, at
personage
madame’s house.”
“Very well, M. le Prefet, we will say he
died a sudden death.”
“Madame’s husband is away, but returns

to-night.”

“At what hour?”

“Any moment.”
“Then we may as well say he has returned.”
“Just as well. The body of the young man
is below in madame’s carriage,” continued
listening.
“Vidocq?”

“M. le Prefet.”
“You must get rid of this man for us.”
“Which one? Husband or lover?”
“The dead man,” said the Prefet, curtly.
I understood well enough, but the joke was
too much for me. “Then,” I said, “that will
be a more difficult affair. It is easy enough
to get rid of a living man, but a dead one,
ah! But let me see; you wish me to spirit
away, before day-light, the corpse in Madame

la Countesse de B.’s carriage?”
The lady started. “You know me ?”
“I have'that honor, madame. Now there
is one way of getting rid of this corpse.”
“And that is ?”
“What do you say, madame, to the body
being found in the streets, this morning,
about three or four o’clock, pierced with
several dagger wounds?”
“Assassinated ?”
“Yes, madame. Three stabs in the stomach and one in the heart; it shall be well
done. The body is found; nothing on it, not
even watch or rings—murdered by thieves.
Great excitement for twenty-four hours; inquest, which will end in nothing, and in a
week the whole affair forgotten.”

very^late—in thtSg^E ^
was^the^flter’7„ai^

“He
my lover—my love; yes, for six
months I had been his mistress.”
This confession placed the
magistrate more
at lus ease. He knew now what
was want-

ed—saw exactly

what

had

happened—at
thought so: unexpected arrival of
husband, surprise of the lovers, duel al”r to be
fought, and the lady

least he
the

w

the

im,,'v, U"i1. for assistance in order to thwart
scanr

"^“ge-or at

least to prevent

nThusbandT
V'T'
£umlhad

was

BU‘ h®

wrong.
“0t ^ C°me
back, asserted the
“Then what is this
„„
"^fortune ?”
asked the Prefet
y'
'v> one woundcd—no one killed ?”
Neither killed nor wounded do
Monsieur le Prefet ?
Wounded’tier,?”1' Say’
yet; but dead there are two—« ?,s no,,e
I
shall never survive this)
(for
h
theu he
who is now in my

dSr„i

■

ironically*,f"'

your

carriage.”'

andt\i"'ySnlf

°

carriage ?”

“Yes—M. de Karls; he died
two hours

‘‘What, is that necessary?”
“Indispensable.”

She gave it me.
“Now madame, in

few minutes I hope to
successfully.”
stabbing, no dreadful disa

havmflmshed my task
And how ? No

apearance?”
“None whatever, since you wish it
so.
Evrytlung will be done in the most simple
y'r, rfPutation
uncompromised,
and M. Karl’s
body treated with as great respect as though it was under his father’s

roof. In a quarter of an hour the
corpse
will be in M. Karl’s own room, and

you
madame, will, in five minutes, be in your own
carriage, free from the dreadful burden it now

contains.”
“Ah, monsieur! how
How can my
do me ?”

magistrate,

riage without the coachman knowing what

had taken place. But how to do so, if he
should be awake ?
“We shall see,” said the officer; we shall
soon see.

“If he does not sleep,” I answered, “he
must

sleep.”

“Of course he must, one way or another.”
“The devil!” I cried: “not the other way—
no, no.”
Following the two women, we crept along
in the shadows of the houses, when suddenly,
as we neared the corner of the street, we
were startled by one of the most abominable
occurrences

that could have

happened,

al-

though I had foreseen and dreaded it.

A man was singing a well-known and very
air. Could it be the coachman? In
that case what should we do? The officer
proposed to creep up behind the driver, garrote him, and, after pulling him down from
the box, pretend to rob him, while the ladies
helped me to get the corpse out of the way.
lie would then take to his heels, and the
coachman would mount his box again without knowing the trick played upon him. But
I would not consent to this plan of campaign.
“Then what will you do?” asked the agent.
“How can I tell ?” I answered; first let us
see the state of affairs; and, moving cautiously forward, glanced round the corner. The
driver was fast asleep; the singer being a
stranger, who was fast disappearing in the
direction of Pont St Michel.
While the officer ran back to tell the ladies
they might advance, I opened the carriage
door, got out the dead body, and placed him
at full length in the shadow of the parapet
which runs along the Quai des Orlevres,

popular

the Prefet.
I waited,

herhishaiH’ "T’1'1

forth passionately:—

and pressiug her hand
closely to her heart, she bade him trust in her
To Pere Caron, who
as he would in God.
was waiting with lights in the ante-chamber,
she spoke as passing:—
“Youshall not be forgotten, monsieur; all
that I have promised shall be done.”
Descending the grand stair-case, I stopped
at the door of the room where I had left the
servant, who now joined us with the delight
of a prisoner set free.
“Honorine,” said the countess, “all goes
well but we have yet to finish.”
“All! yes—to finish.”
While the two we t on a little in advance,
I called out one of the most intelligent inspectors, and told (him, as concisely as I could,
what had to be done.
I had not forgotten the servant's exclamation, “Asleep!” and told the officer that if
the coachman were awake the matter would
be more difficult, for the principal object in
view was to get the dead body out of the carto the

great

Aituougn tier uerss was not as
strange as that of her mistress, she v as equally excited, and in the few words she spoke in
answer to me I noticed a nervous trembling
which was not caused by cold alone. Iu our
profession we are obliged to study and examine well all signs of emotion that we may not
mistake lear lor remorse; for if I ever saw
fear it was shown by that woman. A dismay
so terrible I had never seen before in any one
except her mistress; and yet, as the woman
“Murdered!”
was strong-minded, energetic and resolute, it
“But since he is dead, madame, where is
must be a case of the most urgent importance
the
crime or wrong to stab him?”
that could affect her in so startling a manner.
Her mind was preoccupied, so troubled and
“Enough I” cried the countess, her face
buried in her hands; “enough, monsieur,
uneasy that she conld not remain quiet for
two consecutive moments.
She started up
enough. Horrible, horrible—it can never be
—never!”
every few seconds, wiped with her gloved
hands a small space clear on the fogged win“I could not understand her; but some
and
looked out
into people are delicate, you see. What can one
dows,
intently
do?”
the street; and then I noticed that her gloves
had been drawn on carelessly, as though in a
“Then what do you say, madame, to the
great hurry. I followed her to see what the body disappearing suddenly from the face of
object of her anxiety was; a private carriage the earth, so that even the most vigorous
search should fail to recover it?
—not a hired one or common cab ;no doubt the
It shall
never be found.”
one in which she and her mistress had come,
for it was driven up close to the door of the
“Never?”
“Never.”
prefecture. Why was she so anxious? Was
she afraid the coachman might drive off? or
“Then there would he no burial?”
was there some one in it awaiting the result
“Burial, madame, burial? Ah! it madame
of this nocturnal visit to the chief of police ?
desires the luxury of a hurial, my plan is
I could not make it out, and the puzzle be- useless.”
came more complicated and
“But how would you hide it?”
interesting w
the woman, her eyes intently fixed on the
“That is my business.”
and
not
“Oh! no—I must know.”
driver,
knowing how close I was to
“Believe me, madame, you had better not.
her, let fall, in a strange and undefinable tone
of voice, the exclamation, “Asleep I” with a
Does the surgeon show his saw to the paconvulsive movement of the lip that betokentient whose limb he is going to amputate?
ed not only joy, but dismay—a sense of seNay, madame, do not seek to control my accurity, yet also a feeling of danger.
tions, let me choose my own expedients;
“But let us see what was takiug place in
what can it matter so long as you are set free ?
the prefet’s apartments. After an
exception- and therefore, madame, tell me if my second
ally heavy and fatiguing day’s work he had offer is accepted.”
to
bed
at
“No.”
gone
midnight giving orders that he
was not to be awakened till eight o’clock on
On receiving this sharp and decided answer
I
took
and
such
orders were
any pretext whatever;
my hat and started for the door, but,
never known to be disobeyed.
The huissier, on seeing this, the countess gave a quick,
astonished that both the sentinel and the porsudden cry of pain, that made me turn round
ter had allowed these two women to enter,
involuntarily, and in doing so I caught the
desired to know the object of the lady’s visit.
prefet’s eye. He signed to me to remain.
,‘To see Monsieur le Prefet.”
“Oh, monsieur!” exclaimed the countess,
“Impossible.”
“imagine some other means, I conjure you.
“The lady stormed, entreated, threatened;
My life and my honor are in your hands.”
but all in vain, till at last, tearing off' her
“Had it not been out of respect for my
pearl necklace and diamond bracelets, she chief, I should have disregarded the lady's
thrust them excitedly intoPere Caron’s
hand, scruples altogether, and have caused the body
to be thrown in the Seine, with a hundred
crying:
“Ten thousand francs—twenty thousand—
weight of stones fastened to it. As it was,
I don’t know, more or less. But now, go!”
I saw that I was master of the position, and
“He went; how could he resist? Timorthus addressed the countess:
ously he set about his task, and at last suc“Madame, if I am to do anything for you,
ceeded; while the magistrate, irritated and tell me everything that took place to-night or
else I can promise nothing. When the dissavage at being thus disturbed, sprang up in
bed with a sudden bound.
ease is mortal you must hide nothing from
“Scamp! scoundrel!” lie stormed. “What the surgeon.”
were your orders?”
“Then—if it must be
M. Karls
“A—a—a lady, sir,” stammered the unforwrung from my weakness yester-evening,
tunate huissier.
to
a
few
instants
with me
permission
stay
after the opera.”
“Well, even then?”
“Most urgent and important reasons, sir.”
“For the first time since the absence of
“A lady— at this hour and in such weather!
your husband?” I asked.
“The first time, monsieur; but why that
Let her go to the devil!”
“The lady knows Monsieur Le Prefet?”
question ?”
“Of course—who doesn’t? But
“Because your people will suspect nothing;
sufficient;
I want to sleep; and the next time you dis- they will only be astonished.”
The countess continued: “The drawingobey my orders you march. Now go.”
w The huissier retired
crestfallen; but the lar- room was so warm that I was obliged to make
dy was not to be discouraged. “He must not Honorine, my maid, open the door of my
be allowed to fall asleep again,” she urged.
bed-room so as to equalize the temperature a
“Kun back at once”little. To open the windows was out of the
“No, madame,” interrupted Perc Caron. question, for you know how cold it is to“I shall lose my place, and I have a wife and night. What with the heat, the tea, and the
children to support.”
conversation, M. Karis became so troubled
“Is that all?” cried the lady. “If you lose and excited that he at last asked permission
either to retire or to be allowed to lay aside
your post through me I promise on my honor
his coat, for he felt as though he was choking
that you shall have an annuity of two, three,
four thousand francs settled on you and your
and short of breath. I allowed him to take
family. Take these, as earnest;” and hand- off his coat, and having done so, he sat down
ing him two thousand francs in notes, she again on the sofa, and began to relate, with
continued, “Tell Monsieur le Prefet that to- greater animation than ever before, a ridiculous accident which had happened to an
morrow, at the Tuileries, Louis Philippe,
King of France, will ,,thank him for what he actress while she was before the audience.
(loan for mp t.n-7llVht
Suddenly he was silent; I asked him to conThe words “King,” “Tuileries,” “four
tinue; no answer. I beg, I insist—still the
thousand francs annuity,” whirled
through sane silence. At first I thought he was
Caron’s head as he again confronted his masasleep, but, on reflection, this sudden transiter, whose rage this time was almost uncon- nun viu iiuioj imaiibj iw du utcp <v oiuuiuci
trollable.
aeemed so strange to me that I left my seat
to look at him more closely. His face was
“What is the woman’s name?”
“She lias not told me, monsieur.”
horribly drawn; his eyes thrown up; the corhis mouth almost touching his ear.
“Fool that you are! go and ask at
once; ner of
He was dead. I screamed and fainted, cutand if this business be not finished in three
minutes you pass the rest of the
night in the ting my forehead against the sofa foot as I
fell. Honorine rushed in, and although one
cells.”
The lady, however, would not disclose her
of us was dead and the other senseless, she
never lost her presence of mind for a moname, and the huissier gave himself up as
lost; but the Prefet, struck by this strange ment ; with one glance she sees the danger of
persistence of the nameless lady, who dared the position, and never was danger more vast,
more real, for my husband was on his way
to promise the king’s gratitude, felt that the
case must be an
extraordinary one, and at home—between Etampes and Paris—and
last decided to give way.
would be with us in three hours. As soon
“If the lady won’t give her name, ask her as she had brought me to my senses, she
then to send it under seal,” was the result of
pushed the sofa close to the window, and covhis deliberations.
ered the corpse with the falling curtain.
With a deep sigh of relief the strange visitor
Something must be done, but what could I
acceded to this request, and enclosed her card
do?—everything fell to her. She had often
in a sealed envelope. The Prefet started
heard me speak of the prefect of police, and
up
in astonishment when he saw her
decided that we must tell him all, without
name, and
after a second glance to assure himself that
losing a moment, and, profiting by the fact
he had read aright he turned to Caron:
that every one else in the house had gone to
“Show the lady into my private office— bed, carry the corpse betwecnlus down stairs,
quick! and with the greatest deference.”
place it in the carriage, and then waken the
It was the Countess Helene de
coachman. While he was harnessing the
one
B——,
of the most remarkable women of Louis
horses, I must dress myself in evening cosPhilippe’s reign, distinguished by her beauty tume, so that if my husband should arrive at
and elevation ot mind; one of those
home before us, I might say I had just rewomen,
who, rightly or wrongly, were considered to turned from a soiree. From whose ? Honcarry in the folds of their dresses the fate of orine decides everything, for I am too bewildered to do aught but look on; but the poor
ministries—nay, even war or peace.
The Prefet, on joining the
countess, at- girl had not foreseen the greatest difficulty.
to
excuse
tempted
himself, but the lady gave Oh, the horrible task! the difficulty, nay, alhim no time for explanation, for her case
most impossibility, of dressing a body from
was
too pressing to allow of formalities.
which all life had fled. It fell, it slipped, it
Her
voice broken and quivering, she thus addressalmost floated away. The arms, stretched
ed him.
out and stiff, refused to pass through the
“Sir, I have come to you because—because sleeves, and when we forced them in, it was
a dreadlul misfortune has
hideous to hear the horrible cracking and
happened to me
such as no other woman has ever
known—*o snapping of the joints. And the boots! Oh 1
dreadful- you can form no idea.
nothing can be compared with this sacrilegMonsieur
save me!
You can—you
must,” she gasped ious t diet. And then we had to carry him
with a despairing cry. “You know that
down stairs, avoiding the slightest noise lest
my
husoand left for Bordeaux a week ago ?”
we should arouse the porter; when we had
The magistrate inclined his
placed him in the carriage, Honorine went to
and the
head,
lady, after making a great effort to subdue wake the coachman, and stay with him
the involuntary tremor in her
voice, contin- whilst he put the horses to, lest he should
ued her story: During his absence she had
discover our secret, and I—I had my ball
been visited by a person—a
young man_ costume to attend to. How I did it I know
whom she became
acquainted with at the not; I took ribbons, jewels, bracelets, rouge,
Austrian embassy. Her
husband, whose pas- flowers, anything that came under my hand.
sions would
sometimes border on delirious What took place afterword I can hardly say.
frenzy, had noted the attentions of this Hun- As soon as I heard the noise of the carriage
garian officer, who,
although she did not en- wheels I ran down stairs, got in with Honorine. and drove here.”
coutil>ue his visits during
“Such was Madame de B.’s account, told
with decision, a calmness and courage, that
M.de Karls (such
made my blood run cold—ay! even mine—
would insist on
seeing her home, mud
Vidocq’s.
against her will, for her husband’s return
was
“Madame,” I said, one more word.
to be expected every
hour; and then occur“More,” she murmured between her teeth,
red that fatal event.
This word let loose the which
were closed together with a force that
flood of sorrow so
long pent up, and the threatened to break them, “what more can
countess, losing all control over her feeling's
you want?”
buried her face in her hands and
sobbed
“M. Karl’s address.”
just,

the countess, I will not deny that I was not
without uneasiness, and intimated to the lady that we had done with the Prefet’s private office, and that our next scene of action
would be the street.
Before leaving the room she turned round

n

I thank you?
the service you

can

She shook me by the hand as though she
would crush it to pieces; it was one of the
finest moments of my life.
Although I spoke with such assuiance to

tjvvriiv^j

sloping. He was a
magnificent man, six feet or six feet one, at
for the pavement

was

least; fair, elegant—and

such clothes, such
All this was done in the twinkling of
an eye.
The two ladies had now arrived, but
they could hardly crawl along; they were
worn out, and more like shadows than human beings,and could not even get into the
carriage without assistance. Such fright,
such terror in their downward looks, as they
took their places without uttering a sound!
“Monsieur,” said the countess to me, seizing my arm with a force that left the imprints
of her nails; “you promise me that the body
shall not be outraged?”
“I swore, madame, that in a quarter of an
hour M. de Karls should be in liis own bed;
he will be there.”
And, bowing to the ladies, I closed the door
with a terrific bang, and then jumping upon
the wheel, I woke the coachman.
“You sleepy scoundrel,” I cried, “can’t you
hear the ladies? They’ve been calling out to
you to start for more than a quarter of an
hour.”
“All right, all right,” he muttered, gathering up the reins. “Where to? where to?”

liueu!

“Home, of course,

chasse.”

you idiot—Rue

Bell-

carriage dashed off at full speed, the
horses’ feet striking fire from the stones in
their mad gallop; a few minutes later, and
all was quiet.
Without loss of time I led the inspector to
the place where I had put the dead man, and
raising him up we placed his arms within our
own, and carried him away as though he was
dead drunk; but although we were both
The

strong men, it was with the greatest difficulty that we could keep from slipping as we
made our way to the Pont Neuf.
My idea

this. Pont Neuf is a vast thoroughfare,
into which all the principal streets empty
themselves, and where it is impossible for any
one to say with certainty from which
part of
Paris the wayfarer may have come.
From
the city—from the Faubourg St. Germain—
from the Greve—or from the Faubourg St.
Jaques—he cannot say. I further intended
to throw ofT the scent any ulterior search as
to where M de Karls hail passed the
night;
hence my choice of the Pont Neuf. As soon
as we arrived
opposite the Place Dauphine, I
decided to stop and wait for the first passing
cab; and any one who knows Paris can easily imagine that we had not to wait long. As
soon as we heard the sound of
wheels, I told
the inspector to imitate the singing of a drunken man,and to do so as well as he could in a
German jargon. Iliad hardly given the order when he burst forth in splendid style with
an Alsatian drinking
song, in which I joined
heartily as one could wish, and in such a manner that the approaching cabman could not
fail to think us both intoxicated. As soon as
the cab came within a few yards of us I cried
out, “Here, my man, can you take this genwas

tleman home; we’ve neither time, nor are
we sober enough to do it ourselves.”
Without waiting for an answer, I opened the door

body, not being very
particular, you may imagine, whether he was
seated comfortably or not, and banging the
door to, gave the driver five francs for his
journey, and told him the address: “Rue St.
Florentin, first large house on the right; and
look alive.” And he did, while we struck
up
our song again, as two drunken men will
when they part from a companion.
The trick was done.
When the cabman got to his journey’s end
he was not at all astonished to find his fare
fast asleep; but experiencing very great difficulty in awakening him, he began to think
something must be wrong, and rang the bell
fiercely. The door was opened; the porter
and his wife came out, recognized M de Karls
at once, although his face was still more
drawn and disfigured, and in a few moments
the whole household was up, in a dreadful
state of dismay and consternation.
The driver, examined by M de Karl’s valet, told all
he knew—the gentleman was completely
.Ipnnlr nrhon

nrnn
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was

all—every-

The dead man was carried up stairs to his
room and laid on his bed—so that I had
kept
my word to the countess; while next day the
mentioned
the
unlortunate death of
papers
M. de Karls, a young man of noble family,
who was seized with apoplexy while
going
home in a cab. What took place on the
countess’s return home I cannot tell you, for
I never heard; but a few days after she was
obliged to attend the funeral service in the
Madeleine, owing to the count’s official relation with the Austrian embassy. What a
torture it must have been to her!
Obliged to
appear calm and indifferent, not daring to
or
to
while
her
weep
whole soul went
pray,
out in sorrow to the beloved dead.
She returned home, and never
again left
her house alive; her sorrow turned to melancholy, then to depressed languor, then came
illness, doctors, and lastly death. She lived
in her love—that dead, she died too.
Que
voulez-vous ? But she had not forgotten her
promises. Caron received secretly a large
sum of
money; the servant, independent for
life, now lives at Viilevord, on property of
her own; nor was I overlooked—this
splendid diamond was my reward, and I would
not part with it for millions—no, for tens of
millions—it is riveted to my finger.
The couut left Paris, and, after
years of
travel in all parts of the world, he retired to
Dalmatia, where he had large estates, and
settled a.t hist in Trieste.
Lonely, melancholy, visiting no one. he bail only one pleasure—the opera; music alone Seemed to have
the power of lightening the burden of sor
row he bore with him wherever he went.
One evening he heard his wife’s name mentioned by a French tourist, who was in the
adjoining box; the gentleman was describing
to his companions the
extraordinary likeness
between the prima donna and the countess
of B,-a lady formerly well-known in Paris, who, suspected by her husband of being
faithless, was poisoned by him, although it
was given out that she had died of
consumption. He further entered into other details
of the most painful
to
the
description
count,
who at the end of the act knocked at the
door of the adjoining loge, formally handed
his card to the talkative
tourist, and bowing
low returned to his own
place, where he quietly remained till the end of the opera. On
the card both time and place were fixed for
the morrow, swords
being the weapons chosen by the count, whose
reputation as a fencer
was known both far and wide.
After wounding his adversary
slightly and
disarming him two or three times, the count

suddenly threw himself, perfectly uncovered,
on his opponent’s
sword, which transfixed

his heart. He had wished to commit suicide
by another mail’s hands; and thus my story
ends.”
After a slight pause, Balzac
spoke: “I do
not like that finish; it is not equal to the
there
is
rest;
something wanted. I should
have desired—in fact, if the count knew
the
of
death of M. de Karls, in his
nothing
house, on his sofa, at the feet of his wife,
and he could not know that unless the prefet, or Honorino had been indiscreet enough

to”—

“No, no,” protested .Vidocq, interrupting;
one has spoken a word, no one.
I tell
you to-day because I have a right to do so,
since the only
persons who could complain
“no

both dead.”
continued Balzac, “this duel, this
“Then,”
suicide by the hand of
another, as you call it,
is not
sufficiently justified. Were I to take
this domestic drama as
the groundwork, and
relate it after my own
fashion, I would seek,
invent, imagine a better conclusion—one more
logical and complete. Not that I disagree

RAILROADS.
THE

POPULAR EXCURSIONS
1SN.

answerd Vidocq, somewhat
staggered by Balzac’s triumphant manner,
“JDame!”

if it is not complete, it is not far from it. I
did not intend it as a lesson in literature for
you; no, my idea was a more modest one
than that, and originated in this manner: on
my way here, I took a cab, and as I was
stepping in, I recognized, in the coachman,
the cabman of the Pont Neuf.”

“Strange!”
“Not at all; cabmen don’t generally get
promoted to colonelcies—they die cabmen.
The sight of him called forth the old recollections, and I determined to amuse myself by
telling you this portion of my life, thinking
that perhaps you might be able to turn it to
account.”

“You say this cabman brought you here?”
asked Balzac, who had not heard a single
word of Vidocq’s explanation, “did you take
his number?”

“Why should I?”
“You—you great”-

“Great what?”

“Anything you like.”
“But why should I take his number?
He’s at the door, waiting for me.”
The man was sent for immediately, and
Balzac, in great glee, filled all the glasses

Soon, the clatter of sabots
was heard on the stairs, and in another moment the cabman entered.
When he had
tossed off the drink prepared for him, with
the remark that he could not refuse, as the
within reach.

thirsty, Vidocq commenced:
not mistaken, I engaged you the
other evening on the Pont Neul ?”
other
“What
evening?”

day was
“If I

of

so

am

“Dont you remember?

There

were

three

singing.”

us

“Ah! I take up so many of that kind.
When was it?”
“About ten or twelve years ago,” answered

Vidocq.”

“You call that the other

evening?”

less—we were just opposite
the statue of Henry the Fourth, about four
o’clock in the morning. Can you remember

“Well,

now

more or

?”

“No, that does not tell
happened to mo a

has

me anything; that
hundred thousand

times.”

continued Vidocq,
liuu^
jlco,
“Yes,”
IUUU4, “a liugu
large house
—and when you got there, you had a surprise; what did you fiind?”
“A dead maul” said the driver, with
another start; “is that what you wanted me
unumucu

v

present?”
Vidocq laughed, and the cabman getting
angry he quieted him with one of those looks
that Martin used to quell his lions with.
“Then,” said the coachman, “If it was

you, you owe me two franca.”
“How’s that? I gave you five.”
“I dont deny that; but look at the trouble.
Besides, it took me more than an hour, and l
was engaged by the distance, and not by the
hour.”
“But why did you not get your money at

the house?” asked Vidocq.
“AhI servants are such thieves; they
wouldn’t give me a farthing.
went to Rue Bellechasse.”

However,

I

“Rue Bellechasse!” cried the astonished
listener, whose turn it was now to he startled.
“Yes, to a Countess or Duchess of—confound it, I forget the name.”
“And why did you go there ? Who told you.”
“Well, you see, I found a little pocket-book
in my cab next morning, and it could only
have belonged to the dead man.”
Vidocq and Balzac exchanged a meaning
glance at this revelation.
“What did you find in the pocket-book?”
asked Balzac, his eyes sparkling with excite-

ment.
“A letter addressed to the Countess or
Duchess, Rue Bellechasse—That was all. Oh!
no bank notes, no, no! or I should have returned them. But I wanted my two francs,
as I told you, so I went to the hotel, and
gave the letter to a gentleman and lady, who
were just getting into their carriage.
‘Two
francs,’ I said. The gentleman with white
hair, whose breast was covered with crosses
and orders, took the letter and read it. He
turned as white as the paper itself, but told
the tootinan to pay me, and so I got the two

francs.”

“There,” cried Baizac triumphantly, “the
history is complete now. The letter tells the

husband all—that M. de Karls was the wife’s
lover. The scene in the theater at Treiste
proved to him that the world knew it also,
and then he determined to kill himself. Yes,
tlie

is

history

complete now,”

erred tlir coachman 1 ‘* I
nil,
went three times afterward to Rue Bellechasse

“No,

to

no, not

get my money.”

‘But you had been paid already.”
“Aye! but the two-franc piece was a bad
one.—Temple Bar.

MISCELLANEOUS.

BOSTON LEAD

It is not a physic which inav give
temporarv relief
to tlie sufferer for the first few do es, but
which, from
use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakeninethe invalid,nor is it a doctored
liquor
which' under the popular name of “Bitters” is so
extensively palmed off on the public as sovereign remedies’ but it is a most powerful Tonic nnd
alterative, prououueed so bv the lending medical
authorities of London nnd Paris, nml has been
long
UBod by tlie regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Dr. Wells

Extract of Jurubeba

I* there want of action in your Liver &
Bplecnf Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious socretious, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotchest Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurubeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.

days.

weakncHs of the Uterine

you

days-

orAland to

1

ton. New York, Sound Steamers, returning
by Toronto, Montreal, and White Mountains,

burden,
Finally it should

be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular. 4wt
July 18-

are

■■

P. M.
P. M.
7.30
1.15
5.30
6.05
12.30
4.30
Connecting with trains and Steamers to and from
Boston and the East.
Steamer “Sebago,” for Naples,
Bridgton and Harrison, and Waterford connects with 1.15 P. M. train
from Portland, at Sebago Lake.

Portlaud,
Leave N. Conway,

A

MONTH

easily made with Stencil

At

6.05 A. M. train from No. Conway,
season for 3.00 p. m.
train,
for New York
tlie South. By the 122)0 p. m. train will connect in
Boston with 9 p. m. train for New York, via Shore
and Springfield Line.
And the 4.30 p. ai. train
from North Conway, arriving in Boston
early next
morning, in season for all trains South and West.

Portland, July 15,1972.

-————-Arrangement

Also, for CAMPAIGN GOODS. Address
Good.pced's Empire Publishing House.
_£07 Liberty street, New York. jun28t4w

^gjggKfgl^Coinmencing

AND

the

of Portland,
for their kind
the last seaI
would
iuvito
and
all
who
to have any
arc
son,
any,
Strain, Ohm or Water Piping done, to call and
see if 1 will not give them the best satisfaction both
as to price, style and promptness of work. 1 have also
on band a lot ot excellent Hose, which I shall sell at
reasonable rate; old ones also neatly repaired.
K. McDONALD, 200 Fore st.,
nnOdtfFoot of Plum st.

Augnsta

No. 7.

Bangor 7

the medicinal

properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, ami
obtained a valuable preparation to be

an

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Mooseiiead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m., connecting with
Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
Calais and St. John, for *8.00; and to Hallfhx for
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, July 16, 1872.
17tf

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

inflammatory nature.
W. WHll>PLE, Ageut,
Portland, Me.

W.

my29f4w

BOSTON.

Summer

MANUKACTUBEBS OF

BOSTON

Dry nn<l (4round in Oil*
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED

warrant to be utrictly pure, and guabantee
that for .fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

American.
8-^*1 n order to protect ourselves,

we have adopted
trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack
age of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

BURNHAM’S

rg
PH

iVcw Turbine is in general
use throughout the U. S.
A
six inch, is used by the Government in the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. Its simplicity of construction and the
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever in-;
vented.
Pamphlet iree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

rJl

LLJ

H
^

our

Phillips

&

Co.,

^

AGENTS FOB THE CO.,

46 & 48

popular medicine
source of all

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

f>r nervous troubles
other ailments.) is
(the
DODD’S NERVINE, and Iuvigorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

Jane 24,1872.

jun29f4w

Grant!

I;.*sse"«cr trains

Steel

masses

dress, ZIEGLER

Springfield, Mass.

territory
McCURDY, 274

Ad-

Main

Street,

jn29-4w t

I HE above is

an engraving of a Steam Boiler contaming 1200 feet oi heating surface, built upon a
principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal
diaphragms running through the boiler, and

Prof. Fowler’s Great

forming three water compartments.
By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated ga«e« pass Amt through the
tubes in the upper
compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment
thence again descending
they pass through the tubes
in the third comriartment.
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in con-

'■'“adually decreasing temperatures

of

While doing average work, coupled with
a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this heller will
shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same
surface in the
heating
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

BONDS.

The durability of this boiler is
greater than any
other for tile reason is that no cold water
is allowed
to come in contact with the
heated surfaces,
intensely
the feed water being
gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the
upper compartment.
We wouM especiany call the attention of
Railroad
men to the
following facts, that while running this
boherwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
cliimucy
which in itself is a most valuable
advantage
novel
6
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theoru we
all parties in want of Steam Boilers

togiveus

*

W. T.

BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts

Southern Pine.
169 Pieces 4x8—30 and 38 ft.
R.

R.

CAR

June 2G-dtl

A

_161

C°m“rrri»' ««•

FOR SALE!

GROCERY

BOSTON,

A

& PROVISION
STORE,

ftno<’ ,w.‘11
Wn;H
T
turea»nd

A Record of Facts,
narrating the hardships, hairbreadth escapes and death struggles of the Slaves in
their efforts for freedom, an narrated
by themselves
and others. Illustrated by
seventy fine engravings.
No book for years more highly recommended, or intensely interesting. Unlike any other book, a clear
field. Send for circular and terms at once to D. L.
Guernsey, Pub. and Gen. Agt., Concord, N. H.

meaidng

Address
143 Cour

PROPRIETOR

Gallery

just published

of

OF THE

Anatomy, Boston,

Dr. Jourdain’s
Consulting Office,
At Hancock Street, Bo.ton. .Man.
junlldlyr

"Jr

“*>

be soft

POMADE
OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is entirely a
Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely pcrfumed.and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold
by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents
per
1
bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

wl5

Portland,

Freight for the
R. It., and South
by connecting line, forwarded fre. of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

CUNARD

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Weekly, 2.30 i\ m. for NORFOLK an.l BALTIMORE.

Steamships:—
Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Haliett.
'•
IVilltam Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loretand.
Blackatvne,” Capt. (ieo.H. Haliett.
Henry D. Foster.
!"McClellan,"Capt. F. Capt,
M. Howes.
Freight forwarded front Norfolk to Washington byJ
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
--

Beslan.

LIIsTE
STEAMERS

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.
at

or rail; and by the Va. A Tenn
Axr Line to all
points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama nod Georgia; and over the SeaUtard
ami Roanoke R. Jt. to all points in North and South
Carolina
^7 t^e Balt- A Ohio R. 11. to Washington
ami
•
places West.
Through rates given to South and West,

Steamers appointed to sail

Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
$15.00.
hue 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 63
hours.
For further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON,
Agent.
33 Central Wharf, Boston.

OLYMPUS,
Aug *.!PALMYRA, Tues’Sept3
ff Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East
Tues

Boston.

june2tf_
Waldoboro and Damariscottu !

$100 Gold, According to
.Steerage, $30

Accommodation.

Currency

First

Steamers appointed to sail
EBO.H NEW YORK.
ALGERIA, Sat. July,.20. CHINA, Wed. July 31.
JAVA, Wed. July 24.
CALABRIA, Sat Aug* 3.
PAKTHIA, Sat. July 27.|

Passengers

r
M., Tor
Pond

w

ani1 aflcr M°nday,
May 20th,
passenger trains leavo
Rochester and intermediate stations
7
ani* 7-30 p- **•, making
,it.o
direct
connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogeo
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth,
Great
halls and Conway Railroad for
Conway
1,urtl,u"1 al"1 way stations at

I

^fn;s*gM|lS7;L

Boats at Portland, and with the
Boston A Maine and Eastern
Railroads, arriving in
Portland in season for passengors to take the
noon train for Boston.
Through tickets sold at the office, of the Boston *
Maiiie ami Eastern Bail roa. Is, an.I 0n board Boston
Boats. Freight au.l
passengers taken as low as tiv
y
any other rovte. Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD * CO.,
Commensal -»•

PREPAID STEERAGE PASS A GB.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derry to
Boston or New York, ©M-t CURRENCY.
Passengers booked to all parts sf the United States.
Drafts Issued on Great Britain aud Roland for El
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
imssage apply
at the Company’s Office. *0 State Street. Far steerage passage, at 00 State Street, Boston.

after-

ALEXANDER, Agent.

Portland, April IB.

7.30a!'M^dl2M?r

connecting with
„7;'l‘e
V™.trai"
and
IV
and

down trains on DoPortsmouth, Great Falls
Innipjseogee,
and Conway
Railroads, anil the 12 o'clock train mak
tag direct connection at Rochester will, trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston *
w
Maine, and at 8.3U A. M. via Eastern
Leave Portland for Saco River at ti Railroads
20 P M
“ 5-M A- «'•
ver

& SSKf
WeSt

Gur,la“. Standish, and
Liral„rfon?daUy.
At Buxton Centre for West

and Limlngton, daily.

Buxton

At Centre Watcrboro’
sonsticld and Osslpee,

for Limerick

No.

n ...__
PonuY
Eagle
n

Tuestta^” ThMa™

am’i 8Sa
7
unlays, returning alternate days.
C°Dtre Waterboro’fur
Parsonsflold,
Limerick,
daMy
Port

land,1 May2o[

1«72._

For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

_MEDICAL.

I>IIIECT I

Wmn

The

side-wheel Steamsl.ip

new

FALMOUTH,

built

ex-

pressly for the route, will leave
•Atlantic Wharf

Every Friday,
for

at « P.

iff,

Halifax, direct.

Makiug close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New (ilasgow and
Picton. end steamers for Prince Edward's
Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey Jt Co.’s
Stages for Cape Bret en.

faLEBGATfPj

tegggl

ni

RFJnRMIN0 l*fveT ,HalifaI

"•>

vs at » P.
DAYS,
M., on arrival of train from
land and stations on Nova Scotia
Railway
Cabin passage. Including berth
State Rooms and meals extra.
»n'l further information

glTTERff

»S\r
BILLINGS, Atlantic
Juneitf

*7 oo

apply
,VJ to L

Wl.arf,,
JOHN

TUESP. E Is-

PORTEOUS. Agent.

Steamship

Co

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

8EMI-WEEKLY LINK
Steamer. Dingo anil Franconia
will, until farther notice, run a.
follows:
»
Leave Galt’. Wharf, Portland
every MONDAY ar.,1 TIH'ltSDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. It.. New York
TH™SDAY. at 3 P. M
The Dlrigo and Franconia are fitted
up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the meat
convenient and comfortable route for
traveler.
tween New York aiul Maine.
Passage in State Room *5. Meals extra.
«° «"'< from
uY2?<Is
Montreal, Quels'e
St. John, and all parts of Maine
Halifax, £r”r,ed
Shinno
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamew -,a
the
>«a™
For
Kreioh, or
,; "p
Jr
or freight
Passage apply to
I F
^harf, Portland
S’
381 E‘ R- New *«*9-dtf

Extracts of Hoots and Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints;—

Dyspepsia, Heart Born, Liver Complaint, and
by taking a few bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits and sinking Sensation

Loss of Appetite cared
cured at

*Vt£

once.

l«.l

Eruptions. Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities of the blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise, cured readily by following the directions on the

bottle.

Kiducy,

Bladder and

Urinary Derangement

in-

variably cured. One bottle will convince the most
skeptical.
Worms expelled from the system without the
least difficulty. Patients
suffering from this prevalent disease will see a marked change for the better
in their condition after taking one bottle. Worm
difficulties are more prevalent than is generally sui*posed in the yonng, and they will find the Quaker
Bitters

a sure

Nervous
ily relieved.

May

SOW LANDING AND TO
ARRIVE,
Eight Hundred Cases

remedy.

Swelled
KfcfnnMtism, or

Afflictions removed
uable medicine.

J. L. DURET S JUSTLY

Joints and all Scrofula

greatly relieved by

this inval-

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hystercured or

PEINCE & COTTON, Importers and
Agents,
MaU

much relieved.
Difficult Breathing, Pain in the
Lungs, Side
and Chest almost invariable cured
by taking
8 a few
bottles of the Quaker Bitters.
All Difficult Female
Derangements,
(almost Invariably caused by a violation of the organic laws,)
so prevalent to the American
ladies yield readily to
this invaluable medicine—the
Quaker Bitters.
1 mpurities of the Blood and diseases incident t# the same
always cured by the Quaker Bitters,
if taken according to tne directions.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters
just the article they stand in need of in their
declining Years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the
and paves
mind,
the passage down the plane inclined.

_jUnHd3m<,<*<m

Notice of Assignee of His
Appoint.
ment.

°Wn

&

Sold at

B. I.
wholesale by
J. W. Perkin* A

and

Co.,

Send for price-list.
Jucl5-6m

FOR

Sarsaparilla
cure

of

SOW,

T>

,

THIRTY DAYS,

a

humors in the
underwhich
system,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the am>carance on the surface of humors that should
bo expelled from the blocs!. Internal
derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal organ, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Eire. Rose or
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tuand
Salt
Scald
Rheum,
mors, Tetter,
Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhaa arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. I>ropsi/, Ih/spepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
I'v.ctioal ai»d Analytical Chemists.
Solil by nil Druggists everywhere.

—AT—

C.

lurking

F.

It It 1 A

NTT’S,

WOODFORD'S CORNIER.
nnel2

|

Clothing Cleansed.

w

(leeitdit weverySdw ly

A

Baltimore, Md.

C H E

series of complaints,which
are alwavs afflicting and
too often ratal. It purities
the Mood, purges out the

Anthony's

BY

cures

Public blessing.
rVal
a
ayer
s

—

NETTING,

CHOICE PLANTS!

a

positive

AND

WIW. E. HOOPER

BLOOD.

medicine that

to-o

wiSS'tSJ?Of »!;!

MANUFACTUBEK

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,
A

n

M»Poliit-

Altos ». KING, Assignei'.

twines

Jplgd3m_Portland.__w6m-w25
FOR PURIFYING THE

”

A

tI,e

fishermen.

Co., Proprietors,

PROVIDENCE,
Phillip* Sc Co.,

Peti,ion b» th

Jnl2-law3t- wit

Sold by all Druggiat* and Dealer* in
Medicine*.

S. Flint

1

Fulton & Ricker
Bankrupt.
District of Maine, ss:
At Portland the third
day of .Time
Tlie undersigned hereby
gives
ment as asaignee of Fu'lfan
*
matter of

District?

H.

CELEBRATED

SALAD OIL

ics

Dr.

PortTan.l

1***

Difficulties, Neuralgia, &c., speed-

Portland

,.at |® AVM

l«ave Atlantic
India St., Portland
at 6 o’clock A.
Booihbay and Round

yTTiT;-Wednesday,
at
Waldoboro,

touching
Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Damariscotta,
touching at Boothbay and Hodndon’s Mills.
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Thursday
at 6 A. M., and l>amarlscotta
every Monday at 9 A
b*r met Mate landings,
connecting
with the Boston

Return Tickets on favorable terms
Cunard Wharf, Jersey

JANIES

40.

5i^Hter*of

•Wharf, foot
xt

cnbark at

Jn2dly

Trip April

The Steamer CHARLES
H O U G H T O N, Alex Farnham

Passage Money ^including tare lrom Boston to N York,
Cabin, *80, *100, *130 gold—aecordingto accommodation. Steerage, *30 Currency. Tickets to Paris. *13
City.

Passenger accommocations.

c ine

SAMARIA, Tues. July23.| HECLA, Aug. 20,
PALMYRA, Tues July 30'SAMARIA, Aug. 27.

Gold, additional.

——

Richmond, by river

Queenstoim, Cork Har.

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
HECLA, Tues. July 1« .SIBF.RA, Aug. Aug 13.

Cabin, $80 ft

apl7

end

WI1ITNEY Sc 9A.UPRON, Agents,

Long Wharf,

March 17th, 1972.

Norfolk and lialliinore and
Washington^
D. C. Steamship Line.

sailing Teasels.
West by the Penn.

_Calling

will leave

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
For further particulars inquire of Robs A Sturdivant, 179 Commercial St., sr Cyrus Sturdivant, General Agent.

From Long Wharf, Boeton, 3 p.in.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philalk a. in.
liiiiurance one half the rate oi

1

Kilbv,

C.

Monday, Wednesday and
-:—Friday Evenings, at 10 o'clock,
commencing Monday, 22nd inst., for Bangor, (or as
lhr as the ice will nermit.)
touching at Rockland,
Camden, Lincoln▼<lie. Belfast,
Searvport, Sandy
Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
and
Wednesday
Friday Mornings at 6 o’clock, touch
ing at the above named landings, arriving at Port
every

WedVy ft SatM’y.

MAIL

Steamer CITY OF RICH

The

MONO, Cant.

delphia, at

TO

!

Railroad Wharf, foot of State st.,

PIIIL A DELPHI A

jn2S-ly

GOTt

TRIPS PER WEEK.

—awd—

Leave each port every

E !

i»4t

THREE

m*kes

THmmommbmB.J??1

a new

oi^he

BAN

information cheerfully furnished at

timet._ap6d«&w

8pring Arrangement.

edition of his lect*es,
containing most valuable information
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of tho
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, anti
the various causes of the loss
of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete
restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means
of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 160 pages. Mailed free to
address
for
25 cents. Address,
any

THOMPSON’S

Managing Director.
Vr
i’aViKi.V,(K;KS',
Local Superintendent.
H..BAILEY,
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

JOtRDAIN,

d° ssa™

?'r

pelsou-

St,!

HALLOCK MEDICAL
Boston, Mass.
N.B.-Dr. Hallock,. who is the Chief
Consulting
nysieian of tho Institute, can bo consulted i*ersonally or by
mall._mcli26d3m

busing '^hov^ofteJa ffiXi

A ■ a wlra£Rc*

stations at 5.30 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Montreal, Quebec, Islaud
Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 8.15 A M. and 2.50 P. M
Accommodation from So. Paris at 7 P. M.
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Express and Mail
Trains between
Portland and Montreal.
Express trains run throngh to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 850 in value (and that
al) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every 8500 additional value.

<'enllritl Debility, Seminal Weakness,
diseases of th© Generative
Organs in both
Sent freb on

of

DRUMS.

Mail train (stopping at all
stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for ^
Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.40 P. M
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F.
Hallock, who has
hail greater success in the treatmentof diseases
which
are described in this work than
jierhaps ever fell *o
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost
Manhood,

traile, Including Stock FixTeam, doing a business of 845 nun a

son

only.

THE

INSTITUTE,

24th,

M. for
Moutreal, and tho west. Stopping at
all stations to South Paris anil at Island
Pond, Bethel, Gorham, Northumberland and North Stratford

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

receipt of stamp.

ARRANGEMENT.

Monday, Juno
1mP.miismw.Bo.0'1 ondafter
will run as follows:
BI^{‘WHjffi»rratn8
‘-ww
-ww* Passenger train at 7.30 A.

juylOflw

HAS

CHASE,

ALTERATION of trains.
SUMMER

AGENTS WANTED for the
T\
8DERGBODND
RAIL
ROaJJ

sexes.

p-

_Supt. P. S. & P. Division.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

500

and all

tloof.

je21tf

we

juyI0t4w

Parisian

KELSEY,

IN THE VICINITY OF

will pay you 840 per week in cash,
if you will engago with us at once.
Everything
furnished and expenses paid. Address
E. A. SLL8 Sc CO., Charlotte. Mich.

long.

FOB SALE'BY

KYAN

Rare Chance for Agents.

Dr. R. J.

STTTB’F.

Work

Manhood, Womanhood and tboir Mutual Interrelations ; Love, its Laws,
Power, etc.
Send fors[>ecimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Pliila. Pa. ju!7*tw

U

Portmouth and Portland at t7 30
,I-'30P- M- 13.15P.M.,

morning.
tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.
tFast Express.
I JF"Thc Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 8.15, 9.10 A.
M., and 3.3», P. M.
trams from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either rout*.

On

AGENTS,

Boston, (Sun-

M.,

Agents Wanted for
—

and

Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 19.55 A. M. 110.40
A. M., t2.48 P.
t5.55 P.M., t 8.00 P M,*10.05 P. M
Ixsave Bidileford for Portland at 8.00 A.
M., returning at 5.20 P. M.
‘Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B. Tlds
train runs Sunday
Morning, does not run Monday

HEALTH SAVED ! ! ! Thourescued from Insanity and the
A
sure
grave.
preventative of “Exhausted drains”
and “Nervous Debility”. Send $3 to Prof. Merritt,
Lock Box, 197, Syracuse, N. Y.junl7t4w

new

leave Portland dal-

P.Jl’

0.00
Leave Boston for

T TT?I? AND
-U1.X? JLt sands

J^vRe

Reliable
all

my lot I

lTn

—TO—

Street.

Maine

'^o-4 lays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.
5910 A'
t*.« P.

M.,t

Agents meet with wonderful success.
everywhere.
Send for Circular and secure
at once.

EKNMENT

Office, 40 1-0 Exchange

loiz.

la*

I N S I X> E

ARRANGEMENT.

::::::for Portsmouth

f--w

i’VBUH NTI KDI VA1VT,
General Agent.

..
» w

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

Bouton.

Commencing Monday, Jane 34th, 1873.

Greeley!

Just the book wauted by the

Portraits.

North-

Jnn21tf

SUMMER

WILSON! BROWN!
And the leading men of all parties. Over 40

Snath and

June

usual landings,
which time she will leave
Machiasport at 4.30
instead of 5 a. m.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 1711 Commercial street, or

during

CALIFORNIA

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, A
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

AGENTS WANTED—for the Lives of

watorWlth

J8»a.

.,

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Cniuinprcinl Sfrnnf Pf.rtl.,.,.1
The most

Weal,

landings.

will touch at Bar Harbor from
Lfwiston
Sept. lflth, in addition to her

25th to

may obtain through Tic beta
by the beat aud moat reliable
route from Portlaud or Bolton, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rates, at tlia old
aua reliable U nion Ticket
Agency of

^Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERRITT,
Superintendent,

TT&S

OFFICE OF

1,16

rur41"*

^Accommodation.
fFast Express.

HEALTH

MIDDLE ST.

fcbbdGm eo<l

nn

fcF“Freight train* between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Hay market Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

jne‘29t4w

r

Traveler* for

.—-

—

Pure White Lead !

W. F.

Arrangement, July 1st,

Trains leave P. S. A P. R. R. Sta"???!?l-:*tiou, Portland, for Bostoa, *6.13, *9.19
-■n-4-C- M., 3.30t, 4.15*, 6.U0t (express) P.M.
Returning *7.30, t8.30 A. M., *12.30.
*3.15, 6.00J (express) P. M
For Rochester, Altou Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. B.
Junction, 0.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South aud the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P M
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
root of State street, where tickets can be
purchased
and baggage checked.
_

will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Tuesday
and triday evenings, at ten
o’clock, for Rockland
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harts,r (ML
Desert,) Mdlbridge, Jones port and Machia*i>ort.
Returning will leave Machiusport every Monday
and
Thursday mornings, at 5 o’clock, touching at the
at*ove
named

12:00).

the

applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores. Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Dis-

Muchias.

The favorite Steamer

Passenger Ticket Agency!

Passengers

HENNERY’S HEMLOCK OINTMENT.
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists

of

Night Express (from St. John), leave*
ns.. Watervile 9:25,
Augusta 10:3U, Bruns6 1’- m-. (remaining at Brunswick

TO

Desert and

K W I 8 T O TX

Steamship Line.

p.

LINK

Summer Arrangement.

OLD

12,^*^Bj|

m.

tf

os

CAPT. DEEKINO,

Trains,,__
July

Arrives at Portland at 1 20 a. m.
from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare *5.00. A good line of
Stages connects at Dexter with the 7.13 p. m. train,
arriving at Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m
connecting at Dexter with the 8.13 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
Faro to Portland *3.00; to
Boston *6.50.
until

is lw then

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK

PROCURE TICKETS

a. m.

Portland 6:45 p.

Free to Book Agents.
We >vill send a handsome Prospectus of our New
iiluiMiitlotl Family Bible containing nearly JKK) tine
Scripture Illustrations te any Book Ageut, free ot
charge. Address Natioual Publishing Co., Phila.. Pa
juylOtlw

Mt.

3$ P. M.
Returning, leave Cushing’* Island for Portland at
A. M.. and 2§ P. M.
Leave Cushing’* Island, touching at Peak’* Inland
11.15 A. M. and 5,13 P. M.
Tickets (lnwn and baek 25e.
Chihlren half price.
Private parties can be accommodated bv
applying
to the Captain on luiard.
Jel.'Jtf

of

Train* Due at Portland.
Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 1:1»,
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterviile 10:45, Augusta 11-45
Brunswick 1:30, Bath 1:00. ltcadfieid 11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
No. ». Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath 3, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrive# at

Jofiy

eases

Cushing’s Islands,

RAILROAD.

No. 1.

R. STUBBS, Agent

A.

Jun25

2 and

No. 1«. Leaves Portland at 8:20 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 10:05. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

RIO LEWIS’ Last and Greatest Work.
This invaluable common-sense Book should be read
by every man and woman in the country. Threefourth’s of all thefsickness in our midst may be avoided by a knowledge and practice of our
Friend’s
Secret.” The most eminent authorities in the land,
heartily recommend it for its great common-sense,
racy-bum or, shrewd glimpses of mankind and its vivid and pithy style of expression. AGENTS WANTED to make money fast. Write for illustrated circulars, terms, &c., free, address, GEO. MACLEANPublisher, 3 School St., Boston.
t
jn29-4w

o’clock, p. in.

MONDAY, JUNK lTth,
Running as follow*, until further notice:

No. 4. Leaves Portland at 6:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:43, Bath
7:10 aud Augusta 8:15 p. m.

MY JOLLY FRIEND’S SECRET

Co., Ag’ts,

10:30

Islands.

BOSTON

No. !i. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readfiekl 3:58, Kendall’* Mills 3:16
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:*0; (there connecting with
the Knox ami Lincoln railroad for
Damariscotta,
Rcckland, Ac.); Augusta4:15, Kendall’s Mills 5:13,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:13. Arrives at Bangor 7:35
P. m., connecting witli train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Oldtown aud Mattawamkeag.

OUR DIGESTION; or,

utilizing

aud

No. JO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 6:55, Brunswick 6:30, Bath
0:00, (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Damariscotta, Rockland, A-c.) Arrives at

Once More !

good people
j>atronage through

WHILE

Peak’s

for Bangor, No.
12:15 a. m. Brunswick 1:50, Augusta 3:30, Waterviile 4:30. Arrives
at Bangor 7:00 a. m. Connecting witli E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, CalaiB, St. John aud Halifax.

CATABBH.
mall, Dr.
jun28t4w

Connections made at Eustport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Honltoii.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederh ttou, Shediac, Amhetst, Charlottetown, I*. K. I., and
Sniuuicrside, p. E. i.
FiT’Freight received on days of sailing unt‘l 4

1XMIDF

Train* From Portland.

For cure SI, (or test sample 23 cents), by
E. F. HYATT. 246 Grand st., New York,

thanking

M.

days.

same

STEAM HR GAZELLE,
C. F. Sands, will coiuuience
1p* to

Passenger trains leave Portland
6, (night express via Augusta,) at

DEAFNESS

on

tf

MAINE CENTRAL

EVERY CITIZEN WARTS IT.

Speak

ami

Freight trains leave Portland daily at 6.36 A.
and North Conway at 11.30 A. M.

For GOODSPEED’S
Presidential Campaign Book

Let Me

the

10.45

c

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

_

Agents Wanted

Office 33, 34 A- 30 Oliver Mlreet,

as

Boston in

Springfield route,or Sound Steamer

at work, or looking for some new book, will
miss it if they do not at once write for circulars of the
best selling book published. Extraordinary inducements offered.
Profits more than double money.
Outfit free. Address F. M. Reed, J39 Eight st., New
York.
Jun28t4w

III

For

Fryeburg, daily,

will arrive in

in.

by applying

jun29tf

Bridgton.

Passengers by

AGENTS

TATt# A

Ix^ard.

Satur-

for Lovell, and North Lovell.
t’F'Stages run twice dallv from Nortli Conway to
GLEN HOUSE and CRAWFORD NOTCH.

now

HAS CUBED
DOES CUBE
WILL CUBE

Fare down and back 25 cent*.
Private parties accommodated

Baldwin, dally for Cornish, Kezar Falls and
Porter.
At Brownfield, dailv. for Denmark anrl Rri.lotnn

At

Afn

ARRANGEMENT

On and after MONDAY, July
1st, the Steamers of Internal ioiial Line will leave Kail road Wliart
foot ol State St., every Moiiduy,
Wednesday and Friday, at G.oo |*.
m.. for Eaotport and St John.
Returning will leave St. Jobs and Eaatport on the

a.

AT TBS

At East Baldwin, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and
days for Sebago, So. Bridgton, and

tjJj^t-JvJand Key-Check Dies. Secure Circular
and Samples, free. S. M. Spencer, Brattleboro, Vt.
juyl7H4w

BOOK

m., and 1 30ami 3 p.

at y 30

Returning will leave Evergreen Landing at
IU., touching at .June*’ Jaandiug on every trip.

a.

STAGES

Send for Circular.
by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS «fc CO.,
PnwH.in<l

1

Conneet with 1.15 p. M.

Sole a«rent for the U. S.

SUMMER

Leave Cu*tom IR>u»e Wharf foot of Pearl
*t., for
Peak’* ami Cushing’* Island* at 9 ami 1(M A. M. and

Leave

Caution.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations.
Get
Wells’s
Carbolic
Tablets. Price 25 cts per
only
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sold

ing.at June*7Lauding,

TIME.

0" ani' after Monday, July istli, «nd
further notice, trains will run

_i.u

Calais nud Nt. John, Highy,
Windsor and Halifax.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK !

R. R.

P?7!?!??f?S!|||uiitll

relieved and statements
being sent to the proprietor of relief
of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

Iliv17t4w

OGDENSBURG

BII.EiINGM, Agent

I..

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP ( 0.

Will leavo CUSTOM HOUSE
WHARF, daily, Sunday* excepted, fur Evergreen Lauding, touch

Me.

follows:
r.i""
““-A. M.

immediately

constantly

cases

&

CHANGrK OF

Cold* nnd Hoomnru.

low rates.
uichSUtf

to

Capt._Je22dtf

on

PORTLAND

FllHESE TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
in

run

Bangor,

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

are

.'.28.00

TIU VI KK A

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEITKD)
Avr h o’clock i’. m.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, sumo
days at 7 1\ M. Fare $1.5(1. Freight taken at

STEAMER MAGNET!

500
12.00
Portland to Slierbrook and return.... 11.50
Portland to Island Pond and return. 8.50
Portland to Niagara Falls and
return, via Boa-

Cam.

comes a

Cough*,

Gorham and return, good for 21

days.
Portland to Brumpton Falls and return.

are

You must procure instant relief or you are
guttering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life be-

commodations,

Fnnfport,

16.00

•.

nud

Cabin and State Room acwill run alternately, leaving

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portlaud,

THE

all the Express trains on the Grand
Trunk Rail wav.
For further information and Tickets
apply at any
of the principal ticket oftices in New
England, at the
depot in Portland, or at.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS. Eastern Agent,

or

<
liable to

F«r

Spinal arrangements can bo male by applying

tho

STEAMERS

BROOKS

Having commodious

Portland to Montreal and return, Tia Quebec,
good lor 20 days. 17.00
Portland to Quebec and return, good for 20

Mail Steamer.. 33.00
nil,
".r,!t,,lr?.llnSRoval
1 irkets
via Sarnia Steamers—
Portland to Chicago or
Milwaukee, first-class,
State Room and Meals.1V.Q0
“J^d^dtng
TICKETS at lowest rates to
Chicago. St. Louis, St.
Paul, Omaha, California, ami all points West, by
either New-York, Botton or Montreal.
Pullman’* Drawing Room and
Sleeping

Urinary Organ*

tia»,|‘',cr3’
JOHN

at donee’ Landing, on
K.Uand 111-15 A. M aud

JunelHtE,

Further Notice

>THE SUPERIOR SEA-UOIMJ

and
.72, at
1.15 and 3.15 P. M.
Returning leave Evergreen Landing at 11.’# A. M,
and 5 P. M, and donee’ Landing
* at y.u# aud 11 15 A
M., anil 2.00 and 5.15 P. 11.
On and after July let, will run a
Morning anil
Evening trip in plratant mnithur, leaving Cuetom
House Wharr at 7.15 A. M, and 7.15 P. M. aud Jouee’
lauding at 7.30 A. M. and y.ou P. M.
Fare down and back 25 rente, children half price.

...

all rail..

with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have you weakneN* of the InteMtiues?
You are in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful In dam iiiation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward oft* tendency to
indanimatioii8.
Have

Until

H,

Evergreen Landing, touching
afior

0500
I ortlund to Niagara Fall* and
return, good for
30 days. 25.00
Portland to Montreal and return, good for 20

n Dyspepetic Ntomnch ?
unless
promptly aided the system is debilitated

is

CHAUGE OF TITIE

KTUA3IEK

Portland to Chicago and return, all rail, good
until Nov. 1st.$36.00
Portland to Chicago or Milwaukee, and return,
via Sarnia steamer*, good until Nov. 1st.34.00
Portland to Detroit and return, good for 30

Have you

digestion

CO.,

we

FOR BOSTON.

days.15.00

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be takeu as a permanent curative agent.

succeeded in

LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,

For Peaks’ Island.
Peak’. I.laud Steamboat Uompauy.

For tlio Season of 1873.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

continued

[IXCOBPOBATED IN.1829.]

J. H. Chadwick &

STEAMERS.

CAPTAIN A. 8. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Clinton) Hi.use Wharr dally for

iEgnaaMMi

H

But was it you who made me that

to say ?

STEAMERS.

Ii X P R E S

THROAT

“I gave you five francs for your fare.”
“Ah! that does not happen so often. Still
I can’t think—ten years ago!”
“The person who got in went to Rue St.
Florentin.”
The man started.
“Rue St. Florentin!”
he cried.

Neuf by two other gentlemen hardly less intoxicated, who went off singing as soon as

they had put him in; that
thing.

MISCELLANEOUS.

something very important.”

and thrust in the dead

are

gratitude equal

''»

liuii

—M——M———a——

with the kind of death chosen by the count,

which Is not only possible, but true, nay very
true in its originality; but still—and I come
back again to the old fault—the count knew
too little to justify his great despair. So you
see, after all, that your story is not complete
as you thought—it wants something—and

Cleansed and Kenaired
and ail kind. „f goods .Ived
CLOTHES
fa
?L.h
AMo

a* .wa_a

ner

u

Second-hand
All order, will receive

Clo&faV
prompT.Sd

'"
s

““

faRhfal atten-

WILLIAM BROWN.

64 Federal sf.,
Near the Park.

__

Wood/

Wood l

and SOFT -'00D lor .ale at
K0 43
I i„
“ Lin
win street. Also
Dry Edglug?

Ha ip

__

WM. HUSK.

Boat For Sale.
FOUR oar Lap Streak Gig, in n,„.l

A easy pulling; will Iw *,«'cl,,.,* ’X*
"l

Jy2dlw
w

^

™W‘r. Lv«'r»
r

Hua«eMerrill'.' wCn,

J^ajs-l w. FOX.

